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ABSTRACT
This dissertation undertakes to examine the influ
ence of the Judeo-Chrlstlan prophetic-apocalyptic tradition
on Friedrich Durrenmatt's eschatological outlook as seen in
the ten dramas he has produced to date,
A general working definition of eschatology for
literary studies is first provided.

As the sum of man's

thinking about matters of "final importance,” eschatology
is seen to dichotomize on two distinct levels.

First,

such a viewpoint must be either religious or secular in
nature.

Then, in the Western world, religious eschatology

is said to be the outlook expressed by either the Hebrew
prophets or the Judeo-Christian apocalyptlsts, and secular
eschatology, that of either utopian or dystopian writers.
The dystopian creed is the prevailing, though by no means
exclusive, form of eschatology underlying the literary
works of contemporary Western authors.
The statements by Durrenmatt and his critics
germane to a study of his eschatological views are given
and serve as a setting for the comparative work in the
following chapters.

The playwright admits having been

greatly influenced by the Bible as a child, and to this
early Influence he himself ascribes the method and message
of his literary art.

Critics call his dramas the warning
iv

of a moralist to the individual to have the courage, faith,
and humility of a beggar.

Thus, Durrenmatt*s relationship

with religious eschatology is— at least in theory— estab
lished from the secondary literature.
This theoretical relationship is substantiated by
comparing Durrenmatt's ten dramas with passages from pro
phetic and apocalyptic writings.

The procedure chosen is

to juxtapose the forms of certain conspicuous motifs common
both to Scripture and to his dramas and to examine these
in close detail.

This method appears preferable here to

the chronological approach usually taken in studies on
Durrenmatt, where each drama is Individually examined and
interpreted.
After briefly considering the few secular escha
tological elements in Durrenmatt's plays, it is concluded
that the playwright's moral style is that of an existential
religious eschatologist, unique to him, yet molded prima
rily by Judeo-Christian prophetic and apocalyptic writings,

v

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
Eschatology, in its broadest sense, can be defined
as a science that deals with theories about things of fi
nal importance to mankind.1

In most of the world's known

religions there have been important doctrines dealing with
the ultimate destiny of mankind and the world.

As the

study of “last things," eschatology has also been thorough
ly investigated in many academic disciplines, e.g., theol
ogy, history, and philosophy.

Indeed in many instances

these three areas of study have converged Into the single
field which one prominent European philosopher has dubbed
"eschatological metaphysics," which he attempts to employ
as a basis for studying all problems.

2

As a theological term, "eschatology" was first pop
ularized by Albert Schweitzer around the turn of this cen
tury.

During the last seven decades Christian theologians

have variously defined and redefined the term, and these
definitions, even when viewed from the standpoint of
belles-lettres. provide Interesting insights into some of
■^From the Greek eschato(s) meaning "last."

^Nicolas Berdyaev in the preface to The Beginning
and the End (Harper Torchbooks, The Cloister Library, No.
lTTT New York: Harper & Row, 1957)» p. v.
1

2

the aspects of contemporary thought#
The five major contemporary interpretations of
eschatology among theologians have been listed by Carl E.
Braaten#

One view Is that Christ and the first Christians

believed that the end of the world was close at hand in
their own day.

Another is that the Kingdom of God, of

which Christ spoke, was already being experienced during
Christ's own time and must not be interpreted as coming in
some future age.

A third viewpoint takes Christ's life as

the actual midpoint of history, seen as a linear time pro
gression.

A fourth defines as eschatological every situa

tion which presents an ultimately significant decision to
be made in an individual's life.

And finally a fifth view

emphasizes theocentric transcendence in every moment of
time, with eschatology maintaining a correct relationship
3

between time and eternity.-'

The "classic" definition of eschatology of H. H.
Charles has been summarized as embracing everything perti
nent to man's ultimate destiny which is taught in Judaism
and in the Old and New Testaments, or "individual life
after death, future national blessedness, the messianic
Kingdom, resurrection of the righteous dead, the role of
Jesus, and the parousla, or 'second coming.'

These

3

vCarl E. Braaten, History and Hermeneutics. Vol.
II of New Directions in Theology Today (Philadelphia: The
Westminster Press, 19^), pp. 162-174. These viewpoints
are called, respectively, (1 ) "consistent eschatology,"
(2) realized eschatology," (3) "Heilsgeschichte eschatol
ogy," (4) "existentialist eschatology," and (5 ) "dialectal
eschatology."

3

expectations fall into two categories: the future of the
Individual after death and the future of the nation or
world,
It should "be noted that, while Charles' defini
tion is for many scholars overly encompassing, it is at
the same time narrow, in that it confines eschatology to
the teachings in the Judeo-Christlan tradition.

As it

stands, the definition restricts for other purposes far
too greatly the total magnitude of eschatological think
ing.
Viewed more generally, eschatological attitudes
and beliefs are as diverse and widespread as the peoples
of the earth who have held them.

Myths of the Indian

tribes of North and South America, for example, tell of
the catastrophic end of all things, most often taking the
form of a world-wide conflagration.

In Europe, the es

chatology of the heathen Germanic tribes is well known
from the Eddas and the Volsunga Saga.
theme from these is generally familiar.

The Got ter dammerung
Among the Greeks

and Homans eschatological thinking was not as popular as
elsewhere, but Plato's conception of two ages in cyclic
change did Indeed involve great natural convulsions her
alding the end of each age.

In the Stoic philosophical

school, too, there existed the belief in a similar
_ _

—

H. H 0 Charles, Eschatology: The Doctrine of a
Future Life in Israel, Judaism and Christianity, with"”an
Introduction by George Wesley Buchanan (New York:
Schocken Books, Inc., 1963), P. vili.

k
cyclical system in which a new universe would be formed
after each resolution of human souls in the "VTorld-Soul."
The Hindu, Buddhist, and Pars! religions in Asia all have
eschatological doctrines pertaining to the great ages of
the world and to the twilight periods of these.

They too

are cyclical and, according to their teachings, the soul
undergoes either transmigration, rebirth, or resurrection
into the new life,

Mohammedan eschatology bears the ex

pected resemblance to the Judeo-Christian beliefs, as Out
'S
lined by Charles, since it is based on these beliefs.
One very remarkable aspect in early Hebrew history
is that the belief in Judgment after death is completely
absent.

Reward and punishment always occurred in the

earthly life, and the true emphasi? of early Hebrew escha
tology was the development of history as seen from the na
tional standpoint.

The focusing of attention on the po

litical sphere is thus one of the earliest characteristics
of eschatology, and still today the political-economic
aspect remains one of the most deep-seated among the many
connotations of the term.
This is not to say, however, that politics has
continually been the sole or even the primary concern of
eschatological writing.

In various periods throughout

history other themes have come forward and held the center

^The primary source for the information in this
paragraph has been Jo A. MacCulloch's article, "Escha
tology,” in the Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics (New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 19127, V, 373-391.

5

of interest for a time.

In some periods, as for example

during the nineteenth century, theologians not only dis
regarded but even denied the political side of eschatolo
gy, while they stressed the fundamental extramundane di
vine qualities of the Messiah.

Such an interpretation was

a partial reversal of the medieval eschatological spirit
which reflected unwaveringly the political situation.
Outside the theological sphere altogether, the
term Is often used in such related environments as **Marxian economic eschatology,™^ clearly referring to modern
aspirations of mankind for an earthly paradise to be re
discovered In progressive political and economic systems.
This secular orientation, for better or for worse, has be
come a part of twentieth-century thinking and writing and
has in most regards replaced the religious beliefs In the
end of the world by act of divine will and life in the
hereafter.

If, catastrophically, the end of the world

should occur, It will come about rather through man's
carelessness and perhaps as a result of his war-mongerimg
instincts, but— according to current secular thought, at
least— not directly as God's punishment on wayward, sinful
mankind.

The tenet of divine retribution as the decisive

factor here has yielded sway to the conviction that the
future of mankind hinges entirely on the results of
^Philip Babcock Gove (ed.), Webster's Third Mew
Internat1onal Dictionary of the English Language (Spring
field, Mass.« G, & C. Merriam Co., Publ,, I967T, p. 775,
cites this as an example of definition 3 of "eschatology.™

6

successful and unsuccessful economic-political maneuvers.
The fruits of the mistakes made by the governmental leader
ship will9 to use Biblical phraseology, be "visited upon”
the citizenry.

The guilt of the latter will have been in

curred in choosing a false leader.
Eschatology, then, is a concept wide enough to em
brace both completely religious and completely profane
modes of thought.

This is not true at all of the related

concept, apocalyptic, ? which— when correctly applied~refers only to that which has spiritual significance.
Webster's Third New Intemat 1onal Dictionary soberly de
fines an apocalypse as "a writing professing to reveal
the future, especially such a pseudonymous writing in Jew
ish or early Christian circles between about 200 B.C. and
A.D. 150 predicting the future shape of eschatological
events by means of a symbolism understandable to the faith
ful but hidden from others,”

The dictionary directly

supplements that picture, however, in characterizing the
derived term apocalypticism as "apocalyptic expectation,
especially a doctrine distinguished by the expectation of
an imminent end of the present temporal world, the final
destruction of the unrighteous in a purging holocaust en
gulfing the earth, and the resurrection of the righteous
to a purified world of bliss,"®
n
'The Greek etymon, apokalypsls. means "revelation,
uncovering."
Q

Webster's Third New International Dictionary, op.
clt.. p. 100.

7
Yet even here the dictionary falls to present a
well-rounded picture of all that apocalyptic signifies„
The difficulty encountered by scholars who have concerned
themselves with this subject ha3 been that of distinguish
ing between the denotations and the variant connotations
of this elusive concept.

H. H. Rowley indicates that def

initions of the term often include too many associated or
secondary attributes.

He cites one such definition which

lists as the primary aspects of apocalyptic "transcenden
talism, mythology, cosmological orientation, pessimistic
treatment of history, dualism, division of time into pe
riods, doctrine of two ages, playing with numbers, pseudo
ecstasy, artificial claims to inspiration, pseudonymity,
mysteriousness.1*

Then, hard on the heels of his own

critical statement concerning the overly extensive scope
of this definition, Rowley appends yet another definition
for the sake of thoroughness.

Omitting here what would

be repetitious, the latter definition adds that, from the
apocalyptic viewpoint, history is divinely determined and
is embarked on a course leading to an imminent

c r i s i s .9

In attempting to trace the concept back to its
origins, one discovers that, in spite of the dictionary,
apocalyptic ideas were not confined to the writings in
the Judeo-Christlan tradition but existed in the

9

H. H. Rowley, The Relevance of Apocalyptic
(rev. ed.i New York; Harper & Bros., X T ^ o j , p. 23,
note 3 »

mythologies and philosophies of many other peoples.10
The concept as it is best known to the Western world, how
ever, germinated at the end of the Old Testament prophetic
tradition, and the most influential works of apocalyptic
literature are found in the Bible and the Apocrypha, chro
nologically going from the Book of Daniel to the Book of
Revelation.

11

Leaving to the polemicists the final decision of
what is the essence of apocalyptic and what is merely
peripheral to it, probably it is valid to state that the
most striking aspect of such writings, and the one known
to even the most unversed layman, is the generally lurid
depiction therein of the catastrophic phenomena associated
with the end of the world.

The terrible cosmic cataclysm,

from which there will be no escape for the unrighteous,
overshadows all other apocalyptic prospects, even that of
10Some notable examples can be found in the
Odyssey. the Aenead, and Plato's Republic. See Joyce
Oramel Hertzler, The History of Utopian Thought (New
York: The Macmillan Co., 19235T"p » 50, note 177.
11D. S. Russell lists the apocalyptic books in his
work, The Method and Message of Jewish Apocalyptic (Phil
adelphia: The Westminster Press, 1964), pp. 35 and 37-38,
in this chronological order:
(1) Jewish books: The Book
of Daniel: I Enoch; The Book of Jubilees; The Sibylline
Oracles, Book III; The Testaments of the XII Patriarchs:
The Psalms of Solomon; The Assumption of Moses; The Mar
tyrdom of Isaiah; The Apocalypse of Moses; The Apocalypse
of Abraham; The Testament of Abraham; II Enoch; The
Sibylline Oracles, Book IV; The Apocalypse of Ezra; The
Apocalypse of Baruch; III Baruch; The Sibylline Oracles,
Book V; and (2) Christian books: The Apocalypse of Peter;
The Shepherd of Hermes; The Epistle of the Apostles; The
Little Apocalypse of the Gospels (Mark 13 and parallels);
The Book of Revelation. Russell mentions, too, that this
body of literature was augmented considerably by the dis
covery of the so-called Dead Sea Scrolls.

9
the promised world of bliss for the righteous.
This is very possibly the reason apocalyptic liter
ature is so often erroneously considered basically pessi
mistic in outlook,

Apocalyptists, as a rule, have become

so overwhelmed by their visions of downfall and damnation
that their descriptions of the new Kingdom appear vapid
indeed by comparison-

Furthermore, as the prevailing

Zeitgeist grows more and more secular, there remain fewer
and fewer individuals who can genuinely believe that the
designation "faithful" really applies to themselves.

But

theologians have repeatedly called attention to the fact
that apocalyptic literature was always Intended as a mes
sage of comfort and hope for the righteous in times of
direst need and severest persecution.

The pious vision

aries were seeking to regenerate an optimistic spirit among the chosen people, as Eowley tries to make clear*
It is a common idea that the apocalyptists were pessi
mists. This is quite untrue. They did not believe in
the power of the evil present to generate the longedfor morrow. But that was not because they were pessi
mists, but because they were realists. They would
have had no use for our modern myth of progress, and
they certainly would not have accepted the widespread
modern idea of moral and spiritual evolution.
They
believed that evil is evil, and that of itself it
could beget nothing but evil. But they did not be
lieve that evil could not give place to good. On the
contrary, they affirmed with confidence that the best
was yet to be, and that it would be a best surpassing
all that the mind of man could conceive.
And yet the very controversy which Rowley and
others have felt obliged to resolve gives testimony to
12Sowley,

ojd *

clt., p. 163.

10
the fact that the effect of apocalyptic on innumerable
readers has incontestably been a negative, pessimistic one.
Either apocalyptic writers somehow exhausted their powers
of description in effectively conjuring up a realistic at
mosphere of impending doom before turning to their avowed
goal of inspiring the oppressed, or else they were simply
distracted from this goal by an unintentional self-indul
gent enjoyment of visualizing for their enemies the very
grimmest of destinies.
Whether those enemies, seen as the incarnation of
evil in the world, wrought suffering two hundred years be
fore Christ or as late as eleven hundred years after
C h r i s t , ^ the apocalyptists longed for the day of judg
ment and retribution.

Psychostasla, the belief in a sym

bolic weighing of the virtuous and wicked deeds of the
soul at judgment, is among mankind’s oldest theological
notions.

This juxtaposition of world's end and judgment,

within the one widespread concept of dies lrae, was very
conceivably a natural one, the logical connection between
two aspects of eschatological thinking.

The leitmotif in

apocalyptic— and really in all eschatological writings— is
the redemption of the select group, and only seldom the sal
vation of the Individuals comprising that group.

But this

does not mean that apocalyptists eschewed ethical princi
ples; ethics, as such, tacitly gave backbone to their
^ Buchanan reviews in Charles, op. clt., pp. xxi xxiii, the active role of political events in medieval Jew
ish apocalyptic literature.
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totally passive anticipation of the miraculous intervention
of the divine will in human events.

Nonetheless, to borrow

an idea from Hertzler, they professed concern in "Ends’* and
■j h

not in "Means."x
One of the major characteristics of apocalyptic
often investigated in theological studies is its inherent
dualism.

It is not that same kind of dualism found in

many other literary works, not the opposition of the spir
itual and the materialistic, or of the soul and the flesh.
It is rather a dualism of two antipodal supernatural beings
in conflict,

Furthermore, these are not the conceptually

difficult abstractions of Good and Evil, though that is
what they ultimately represent? instead, these are the per
sonal, named figures— Jehovah and Satan, the Messiah and
the Beast, Christ and Antichrist.

They may have other

names in the various works, and in their descriptions may
be employed all of the number symbolism and animal imagery
which the early Hebrew writers had borrowed from their
oriental neighbors and masterfully incorporated into their
own copiously symbolical, indigenous mythology.

Whatever

the case, they are always to be found, and James Kallas
has categorically excluded any work lacking such a dualism
from the corpus of apocalyptic literature, no matter how
prominent other apocalyptic elements seem to be.

Somewhat

tenuously, Kallas asserts that the situation in the
^Hertzler, op, clt.. p. 65.

12
Johannlne Book of Revelation is such that the dualism
there is one only in appearance, since Satan and his
fallen angels are actually agents of divine retribution,
and not independent partners in a genuine dualism.
This theological question must necessarily remain
open and of only secondary significance in this discussion.
It is germane, however, to note here that the Book of
Revelation, entitled "Apocalypse" in the Roman Catholic
Bible, the work most often studied and cited as the
model of the apocalyptic, is eschatological, to be sure,
and predictive and revelatory— but it is, at least for
this one theologian, questionable as an apocalypse.
That there is even the remotest possibility the
"Apocalypse" of John has been incorrectly so designated
prompts one to question the validity with which less ob
vious works have been called apocalyptic.

This holds true

most especially in contemporary literary circles, where
the epithet "apocalyptic" has come into such fashionable
use that anything eschatological and negative In tone is ...
immediately pigeonholed under "apocalyptic."
But it should be observed here, at least, that es
chatology and apocalyptic are not synonymous terms.

While

all apocalyptic is eschatological— that is, its center of
interest is the end of the world and what is to follow— the
15

Book?"

69-80.

James Kallas, "The Apocalypse— An Apocalyptic
Journal of Biblical Literature. LXXXVI (March 1967),

13
reverse is not true.-*-6

Besides, apocalyptic unequivocably

posits a religious doctrine, as has been shown, whereas
eschatology does not necessarily do so.
Similarly, Judeo-Christlan apocalyptic literature
differs significantly from the literature out of which it
arose, the Hebrew prophetic tradition.

This is the collec

tion of eschatological writings comprising, in the Jewish
division, the second part of the Old Testament.

Like their

descendants, the apocalyptists, the Hebrew prophets, es
pecially those coming before the Babylonian captivity of
the Jews in the sixth century before Christ, preached an
oracle of doom and destruction.

After the Exile, doom and

destruction still comprised an integral part of the pro
phetic message, but the emphasis shifted in favor of the
promise of the Messianic kingdom.

The inauguration of

this kingdom was to take place on the day of Yahweh, at
which time retribution would be made for the collective
guilt of mankind.

As in the derived later literature,

attention to the individual was not the rule; the nation
of Israel, thought of as a whole, was to be punished en
masse for its transgressions and then raised up again, re
generated, prime among the peoples of the earth.
The future state foreseen by the prophets was a
■^Martin Hist, "The Revelations of St, John the
Divine," The Interpreter^ Bible (New York: Ablngton
Press, 19377, X I I , 3^7, cites as one instance of an es
chatological, yet non-apocalyptlc, situation the Orphic
conception of immortality, whereby the soul finally
attains an existence independent of the desecrating, im
prisoning body of flesh.

14
kind of earthly paradise regained, where, under divine
guidance, God's will would be perfectly carried out.

Men

would regard each other as brothers, equal children and
heirs of the one true God, and so universal peace would
reign on earth.

Even the wild beasts would henceforth be

tame and cease to be a problem to humanity.

Finally, men

would enjoy an increased life span and see the day of their
great-grandchildren and beyond.

History would be ideally

theocentric.
One of the most prominent dissimilarities between
apocalyptic and prophetic literature is the letter's urgent
exhortation to men to repent.

Erring mankind was again and

again entreated by prophetic seers to mend its ways while
there was yet time to avoid the certain wrath of God,

Their

very strong appeal to be active in denouncing evil in order
to effect personally the desired turning-point in history
diametrically opposes the apocalyptists' passive, determin
istic view of history.

In this respect, Rowley states:

"To

the prophets the great world empires were the instrument in
God's hand to execute His will on His faithless people, con
trolled by the God whose will all history unfolded.

To the

apocalyptists the great world empires were the adversaries of
God, proudly resisting His will, which could not triumph
through them, but only in their annihilation."1 '7
This contrast in concepts of history is symptomatic
■^Rowley, op. clt., p. 36.

15
for other essential differences between the two modes of
thought.

The apocalyptic proceeds from a complete disre

gard for the present and inactively awaits the miraculous
onset of the ideal future.

That future is often, though

not always, envisaged as a sublime, spiritual, definitely
celestial kingdom for the select.

The prophetic, in con

trast, emphasizes over and over again the importance of
present political process and ethical activity to achieve
the transformation to the glorified future, a theocentrlc
albeit undeniably materialistic kingdom on earth effica
ciously integrating all nations in harmony.

There is no

preoccupation with angelology and demonology here as in
apocalyptic writing, and there is no concern with the fu
ture of the individual beyond the grave.

The chief simi

larity between the two outlooks seems to reside in the
manner the future is ascertained— in divinely-inspired
visions and revelations.
Hertzler has noted the relationship of the Hebrew
prophetic tradition to utopian literature, and he makes the
following general observations:
Among the various Utopians . . . two ideals have reigned.
. . a The one has been constantly gaining in emphasis
and becoming clearer as the world's knowledge has in
creased? the other has declined pari passu but still
remains a hope hidden in the hearts of men. The first
ideal is the future of the human race in this world?
the other is the future of the individual in another
world hereafter. The one bespeaks a perfecting of our
humanity in this mundane life; the other despairing of
it in this world anticipates it hereafter. . • . How
ever, they have many points in common. Both look for
ward to a perfect humanity and a perfect social state?
both are born of the same psychological attitudes and

16
emotional state of mind; the wishes and motives are
the same; the specific end alone is different, and
that is of minor significance.10
It is a fact that the prophets share many traits
with the Utopians, yet it is of dubious appropriateness
to call the prophets and Jesus Christ "ethlco-religious
Utopians," as Hertzler does further on.19

It is in

appropriate on several counts, one of which is inherent
in the term "utopia* itself.

Thomas More's pun, suggest

ing both "no place" and "good place,"20 is, first of all,
hardly a fitting designation for the divinely-oriented
kingdom which was the Judeo-Christian vision, if for no
other reason than this ones

the prophets and Christ

firmly believed In the ultimate reality of the future
they foretold; to Judge from his term, More did not.

l 0Hertzler, o p . clt.. p. 262.
19Ibld.. p. 285.
20The Greek prefixes ou- 'not, no' and eu'good® (plus topos 'place') produce homonyms in
English— "utopia" and "eutopia." With regard to the
second form, the OED (James A. H. Murray [ed.], A
New English Dictionary on Historical Principles
[Oxfords Clarendon Press, 1888-1926], III, 325)
reports the following: "First used by Sir T. More
or his friend Peter Giles . . . with a play on Utopia.
. . . Some later writers have misused the word for
Utopia, imagining the latter to be an incorrect spell
ing; others have correctly used the two words in an
antithesis. . . . 1516 Sir T. More or P. Giles
Hexastlchon Anemolll Poete Laureatl. prefixed to
Utopia. Utopia priscis dicta ob Infrequentiam, Nunc
clultatis aemula Platonicae. Eutopia merlto sum
vocanda nomine, 1556 R. Robinson tr. Hexastlchon
in More's Utopia (ed. 2), Wherefore not Utopie, but
rightely My name is Eutopie, a place of felicite."

17
In fact, as John H. E, Pried, has shown, More's work "is
considered the prototype of books which , . • present
plans for a radical re-organization of society in dis
guise, namely, especially in the form of alledged des
criptions of a perfect state existing at a fictitious
far-away place or in the far-distant future. . . .

In

colloquial language the word [Utopia] has come to denote
any project which, however desirable it may be, must
remain or is even meant to remain a pure play of
fantasy."21
Glenn Negley and J. Max Patrick have set down
the criteria for disengaging the genuinely utopian work
from all other forms of literary speculations

"Its

theme Is the political structure of that fictional
state or community,"22

with this definition they hope

to transfer "to the periphery of utopian literature, if
not indeed to entirely different fields of exposition,
those works which should be designated predictions,
fantasies, and planning administration."2^

The generic

21John H. E. Fried, "Utopia," The Encyclopedia
Americana (New Yorks Americana Corp., 1962), XXVII, 62l622. The italics are mine,
22
Glenn Negley and J. Max Patrick, The Quest for
Utopias An Anthology of Imaginary Societies (Anchor Books
a32oj Garden City, N. Y . : Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1962),
pp. 2-3. I have added the italics to retain the authors'
original emphasis.
2^lbid., p. 5
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term "predictions'* is undoubtedly intended to include
the poetic utterances of the Hebrew visionaries, too,
for those prophecies were divinely inspired predictions
intended as v*octrine.

At any rate, religious dogma is

presumably not generally classified as "fiction," and
so, logically, prophetic literature— and certainly
apocalyptic, even though it too depicts a perfect
future community— should be excluded in more precise
scholarly discussions of utopian literature.
It is not inaccurate to consider the prophets
2 /r

as the "forerunners of the Utopians,"

but one must

keep in mind, as C, Walsh has done, that "though some
utopias rest on an explicitly Christian basis, the more
common religious assumption is a faith in God by light
of reason and ethics based on natural law.

The utopian

dream comes most often to men who, while not necessarily
negating the reality of God, are strongly impressed by
man's capacity for reason and rational action.

Thus a

kind of humanism, sometimes theistic and sometimes not,
runs through utopianism.
It has been written that, at the eschaton,
"history as It Is will become history as it ought to
be. . . •

The real in history will become the

2^Hertzler, op. clt., p. 8.
2^C. Walsh, "Utopian Literature," New Catholic
Encyclopedia (New York» McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1967),
XIV, 505.
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I d e a l Though this was written In connection with
religious literature, It applies equally well In des
cribing utopianism and this, in turn, is just another
way of stating that eschatological literature is not
necessarily limited to writings explicitly or Implicit
ly religious in nature.

In fact, there is no indi

cation, save one, that eschatology should not imply
even an atheistic Weltanschauung, and It is far from
being a compelling reason; namely, the majority of
eschatological ilterature has simply not been written
by atheists.

The point here is that, while the terms

"prophetic" and "apocalyptic" should ideally be
reserved for certain well-defined movements in
religious eschatology, certain other primarily
secular forms of eschatological fiction can and should
be referred to as "utopian" or its opposite, "dystopian."
Social progress leading to man's eventual
attainment of the Ideal state has always been the
theme of utopian eschatology.

The man who has visual

ized the goal of history as a perfected humanity has
not normally been an idly daydreaming recluse who
timidly set down his wistful fancies and fantasies
with slight hopes or intentions of being influential.
He has been in most cases a daring reformer, a scholar
actively participating in his own far-from-ldeal

26Thomas

S. Kepler, The Book of Revelation (New
Xork: Oxford Univ. Press, 1937)* p.
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society, a thinker seeking to re-emphasize the value of
human existence.

The utopian has wanted above all to

be a constructive influence on men's thinking and act
ing, and for this reason he has ever been the first and
loudest proponent of liberal education as the bridge
over the chasm of human misery to Justice and equality.
Dissatisfaction with the human condition has never sour
ed or made a cynic of this idealist, and usually he has
shrewdly couched his suggestions in singularly disarm
ing, hypnotizing fiction, in order to gain access to
men's reason through the door most readily opened, the
lmaginati on«
Contemporary utopian writing is, however, a
silent, feeble "senior citizen" of literature which
has enjoyed an illustrious and full life.

As a written

form it was born in a much earlier period than the six
teenth century, though it became at this time an entity
recognized in its own right, thanks to Thomas More's
name-giving.

The utopia can proudly identify its birth

with Plato's Republic, and though it suffered extended
childhood diseases in Antiquity and in the Middle Ages,
it has slowly matured since then, demonstrating a sur
prising adolescent growth in the seventeenth century,
and finally reached full manly vigor in the nineteenth.
27
*
fCf. Glldo Masso, Education in Utopias

("Contributions to Education," No. 257; New Yorks
Teachers College, Columbia Univ., 192?), pp. 1-^.
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After two or three decades in this century, however, the
spirit of utopianism has declined finally in a kind of
almost inescapable senescence, which it has only once
managed to overcome significantly in recent years by
means of a short-lived psychotherapeutically-administered
geriatric b o o s t , ^
And yet to give a prognosis of death would be to
display an embarrassing lack of appreciation for the
tenacity and dauntlessness of the utopian spirit.

A

more sagacious explanation of the present dearth of
out-and-out utopias lies probably not in obsolescence,
but rather in quiescence, and for this reasons

"If

the prevailing doctrine of man in real life emphasizes
irrationality, evil, or man's helplessness, the utopian
hope automatically disappears.

The relative decline of

the literary utopia in recent years suggests that there
may have been a prior darkening of the concept of man in
contemporary thought."29
the situation a bit.
altogether.

But this, too, Is overstating

The utopian hope has not disappeared

Its promptings are, to be sure, scarcely per

ceptible in the literature of the "God-is-dead" era, but
they are occasionally there nevertheless.
The wane of utopianism has not left a gap In
28

Walsh, loc. cit. , has referred to B. P.
Skinner's Walden Two (New York: Macmillan Co., 19^8)
as depicting l4a community kept happy and stable by
psychological techniques."
29
Walsh, loc. cit.
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secular esehatological writings instead, the star of
"anti-utopianism," or "dystopianism,"^0 has been in
ascendance,

A dystopian writer might be called a

satirist who describes "an 'idealization' or extra
polation of the existing state, wherein he seeks to
show by contrast how far existing conditions and
their development are from satisfactory Ideals and
values,"^l

Very often he seems to despair of any

possible improvement in the unsatisfactory world
situation and portends an inescapable, self-manufactured
destruction for mankind.

The result is a type of

writing reminiscent of apocalyptic, without, however,
the underlying faith of apocalyptic in the splendid
new world to be erected gloriously upon the ashes of
the old one.

Thus, the false equating of dystopia and

apocalypse easily and invisibly took place in literary
criticism.

Two instances can be cited to represent

this error in the copious literature devoted to the
subject.

The first, taken from a study of the

twentieth-century American political novel, states
that "apocalyptic is not used to designate a prophetic
novel , , , but rather one in which the vision is
cataclysmic, in which evil inherent in contemporary
society is extrapolated into an anti-utopian view,"-^
30
^ Neither term is widespread.
usage of Walsh, loc. cit.

I will adopt the

■^Negley and Patrick, op. cit., p, 5.
32
Joseph Blowes, The Modern American Political
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The second steins from an interpretation of contemporary
German literatures

"Die 'Apocalypse®, von der hier die

Rede 1st, stellt sich als das Negativ einer Utopie dar.
. . .

Die negative Utopie beschrankt sich darauf zu

zeigen, wle es in der Welt nlcht sein sollfce, aber
fatalerwelse sein wird."33

These essentially identical

statements, extracted from recent scholarly discussions
of m o d e m esehatological concepts in different litera
tures, demonstrate the widespread secular abuse of the
term "apocalyptic.”

In the same way that it is in

accurate and careless to engage in free variation of
the nonsynonymous terms "esehatological” and "apoca
lyptic,” the indiscriminate supplantation of "apocalyptic"
for "dystopian" is improper and unnecessary.
But misnomer or no, this bleak and extreme
dystopianism, commonly said to derive its principal
Impetus from twentieth-century preoccupation with
nuclear warfare and total human annihilation, has
enjoyed a zenithal popularity in letters, unparalleled
by any form of dystopianism in literary history.

The

ground was already broken for the fatalistic viewpoint
in modern literature with nine t©©nth^century
fin-de-sllcle sentiments of decadence and naturalistic
Novel 1900~1960 (Austins Univ. of Texas Press, 1966) ,
p. 14-0.
-^Karl August Horst, Krltlsoher Fuhrer durch
die deutsche Llteratur der Gegenwart (Munchent
Nymphenburger Verlagshandlung G.m.b.H., 1962), p. 117.
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overemphasis on sordidness and social pathology.

Since

then literature has been, to a great extent, a kaleido
scope of evil, constantly rearranging the same grim
elements— decay and decomposition (expressionism),
illoglc (dadaism and surrealism), and anxiety, dis
gust, and the absurdity of life (existentialism).
Someday, if the present "age of crisis" finally
evolves into an "age of equilibrium" or the like, the
negative thinking so indicative of man's present dilemma
will be substituted by some other prevailing philosophy.
No doubt the quest for the ideal commonwealth will in
that latter day again induce some men to depict de
tailed utopian visions.

However, for the moment at

least, such a time is not yet visible on belletristic
horizons.

And on the other hand, genuine prophets and

apocalyptists, while not extinct, are predominantly
inarticulate in the present secular age, too.

There

remain, then, only dystopian pessimism, nihilism, and
despair as the foremost characteristics of eschatology
in contemporary literature.
The goal of this study is to analyze the
esehatological fundament in the dramatic output of
one internationally known contemporary writer who has
not followed this trend.

CHAPTER II
d O r r e n m a t t 's

ESCHATOLOGICAL OUTLOOK

Friedrich Durrenmatt, who has often been re
ferred to as a religious, even theological writer,^
offers a great contrast in his esehatological outlook
from most of the better-known contemporary authors.
This fact is partially understandable in the light
of his personal background.

His father was a Protes

tant (Calvinist) minister, and the early religious
training Durrenmatt received made an indelible im
pression on him— at least parts of it did.

No study

of Durrenmatt's literary production should be under
taken without keeping the author's formative years in
mind.

As he himself has expressed it:

Die Geschlchte melner Schriftstellerei 1st die
Geschichte melner J3toffe, Stoffe jedoch sind
verwandelte Eindrucke, . • • Als Resultat
seiner Umwelt hat^man sich zur Umwelt zu
bekennen, doch pragen sich die entscheldenden
Eindrucke in der Jugend ein.2
and:
^For example, see Elisabeth Brock-Sulzer,
Durrenmatt» Statlonen seines Werkes (Zurich: Verlag
der Arche, 1964), p . 26.

2

••

^Friedrich Durrenmatt, Theater-Sohrlften und
Reden (Zurich: Verlag der Arche, 19^6), p . 30.
25
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Doch habe ich in meine heutige Tatigkeit aus der
Welt melner Kindheit Wichtlges herubergerettet*
Nicht nur die ersten Eindrucke, nicht nur das
Modell zu meiner heutigen Welt* auch die
"Methode" meiner Kunst selbst.3
What was the nature of these first impressions?
Durrenmatt, who is in general so singularly uncommuni
cative about his private life, has mentioned twice the
fascination with which his imagination as a child was
captured by the Biblical story of the Deluge,

As a

budding artist young Friedrich alarmed his mother by
painting ever bloodier and ever more terrible pictures
of the Deluge and of Swiss battles.^

And the playwright

has spoken about the powerful influence of the world of
literary tradition which was much more meaningful to the
child of the Swiss village thnn all of the “real** politi
cal and economic troubles of international scope during
the 1920®s.

Of the many fabulous stories of heroic

achievements he read about in childhood, he has put the
Great Flood in first place*
. . . aber die Sintflut, die war fapbar, eln
plastisches Ereignis, Gottes Zorn und
Wasserlassen, den ganzen Ozean kippte^er uber
die Menschheit aus, nun schwlmmt mal,->
The avid reader in youth became, as we know, a
writer.

He interrupted his university studies in phi

losophy and literature to devote himself finally
3Ibid., p. 2 9,
A
Ibid., pp. 28-29.
^Ibldo, p. 36.
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full-time to writing.

Durrenmatt achieved success and

fame primarily for his theatrical endeavors, and it is
this aspect of his total literary output that contains
the essence of his esehatological thinking as a mature
man.
Durrenmatt chose the comedy as the only dramat
ic form possible in this age, and his comedy is best
characterized by the words "paradox” and "grotesque.”
The former term reflects the contradictions this author
sees in contemporary society, and the latter, which is
not merely an expression of the bizarre or incongruous,
provides, as Eugene E. Reed has pointed out, ”an instru
mentality of approach which the writer may employ
wherever his viewpoint requires the demonstration of the
more fundamental yet more elusive truths of existence,
Durrenmatt has called the grotesque the art
7

form preferred above all by the moralist.'

This state

ment appears perhaps somewhat unexpected coming from the
same author who has said in notes to Frank V. that he is
neither cynic nor moralists
Der Autor 1st weder Zyniker noch Moralist. Er
stellt weder seine Person zur Diskussion noch
selnen Glauben, weder seine Oberzeugung noch
seinen Zweifel, obgleich er welp, dap dies alles
^Eugene E. Reed, "The Image of the Unimaginable:
A Note on Durrenmatt's Der Richter und sein Henker,"
Revue des langues vlvantes. No. 2 (1961), p. 117.
^Durrenmatt, op. cit.. p. 137.
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Q
unbewu.pt mitspielt,

Gerade deshalb.

In another place Durrenmatt has declared that the
stage is for him merely an Instrument whose capabilities
and limitations he is seeking to discover, not the means
to propagate his theories or convictions.

His own words

are these:
Dann moehte lch bitten, In mlr nicht einen Vertreter
einer bestimmten dramatlschen Richtung, einer
bestlmmten dramatlschen Technik zu erblicken, oder
gar su glauben, ich stehe als ein Handlungsreisender
irgendeiner der auf den heutigen Theatern gangigen
Weltanschauungen vor der Tur, sel es als
Exlstenzialist, sei es als Nihilist, als
Expressionist oder als IronlkerA oder wie nun
auch immer das in die Kompottglaser der
Q
Literaturkritik Eingemachte etikettiert 1st.-*
Durrenmatt, for all the denials he makes con
cerning his own dramatic leanings, is nonetheless
"morally heavily armored," according to Elisabeth BrockSulzer, the scholar who knows his works best.^0

This

compatriot of Durrenmatt has tried to explain why he
again and again resists categorization as a moralist—
he does not want audiences to expect an overt declaration
of moral injunctions} for him this would be too con
fining:
Der Moralist 1st von vornherein gebunden. Dichten
aber mup er . . , zunachst nicht festgelegt, nur
dem Einfall verpflichtet, der Welt. Aus dleser
Zwickmuhle heraus kommt der Dichter nur, wenn sich
das Moralische eben von selber versteht, instinktiv,
8Ibld.. p. I89.
^Ibid., p. 92.
■^From the preface to Durrenmatt, op. cit., p. 25.
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naiv sich durchwlrkt, und wenn die Einfalle so
stark, so reich sind, dag sie das Moralische
selnerseits zu immer neuer Selbstverteidigung
aufrufen. Das geschieht in Durrenmatts
dichterischen Werken.-^
That is, the moral element in Durrenmatt*s dramas is at
times almost completely concealed, not to say overwhelmed,
by the wealth of his inspirations.

In the politically

uninhibited theater this Is, of course, usually con
sidered to be desirable.

The alternative situation, in

which artistic inspiration provides only the external
framework for inherent moralizing purposes, Is the
Lehrstuck, the didactic play.
Durrenmatt*s dramas never transparently present
the moral views of their author, and in fact Durrenmatt9s
views have often been misunderstood.

In addition, his

theorizing remarks in speeches and interviews have
usually contributed but little toward a correct inter
pretation of his works.

Very seldom Indeed has

Durrenmatt confessed— as he did once to a Swiss
audience— the true nature and purpose of his writings
Darum mussen Sie sich jetzt auch elnen
Schriftsteller wie mich gefalien lassen, der
nicht von dem redet, was er mit den Augen, s o n d e m
von dem, was er mit dem Geiste gesehen hat, der
nicht von dem redet, was einem gefallt, sondern
von dem, was einen bedroht.
Ich bin ein
Protestant und protestiere. Ich zweifle nicht,
aber ich beschreibe den Untergangj denn ich
schreibe nicht, damlt Sie auf mich schliepen,
sondern damlt Sie auf.die Welt schliepen. Ich
bin da, um zu warnen.
11Ibld.. pp. 2^-25.
12
Durrenmatt, o p . cit., p. ^5«
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With respect to the esehatological attitude in
volved, this is without doubt one of the most significant
statements about himself that Durrenmatt has ever pub
lished.

Keeping in mind his intensive religious back

ground, one does not have to search far to find the
forces responsible for molding this outlook.

Obviously,

Durrenmatt explicitly wished to emphasize in the above
remarks the spiritual aspect of his writing by referring
to that which he has seen with the spirit rather than
with the eyes— which, moreover, is itself a recurrent
theme in his writing.

He gave further clues to the

source of this standpoint when he spoke of his role of
describing and warning about an approaching downfall.
In protesting against prevailing conditions and in
desiring that his audiences may be enabled to reach a
conclusion about the world in which they live, Durrenmatt
has demonstrated his consanguinity with the Old Testament
prophets.
That this is so, should not cause astonishment.
Many of the undying literary creations of European civi
lization owe their ultimate success to the Biblical
messages they have recaptured and restated.

"In fact,

it may probably be argued from point of coincidence,*'
writes John Killinger, an expert in the field of litera
ture and theology, Mthat the greatest literature the
West has known and loved has emerged, In one form or
another, from the Christian faith, which until our day
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at least has been the governing ideological factor in the
structuring of Western civilization.
Durrenmatt•s first prose efforts in 19^3, the
short stories "Weihnacht" and "Der F o l t e r k n e c h t w e r e
the rebellious expressions of a young man first becoming
aware of the discrepancies between the child's glorious
expectations of adult life and the painful actualities
of life experienced by the adult.

Brock-Sulzer has des

cribed these two stories very perceptively as expressing
a "religion of hate" which assumes the form of a
"wutende Auflehnung gegen einen alttestamentlichen
rachenden, grausamen Gott."1^

Apparently, however,

this rebellion was short-lived, and young Durrenmatt
decided that the Old Testament God was just, not merci
less and terrible, though very often inscrutable to man
kind.

At any rate, his theatrical works beginning already

with Es steht geschrleben (19^6) demonstrate a changed,
much more long-suffering concept of God.
Every writer, in order to be truly effective,
must share some common trait, belief, or knowledge with
his readers.

Those authors whose point of departure and

spiritual backbone have been familiar passages and books
of the Bible have had, as a rule, no difficulty in being
understood,

Durrenmatt's religious-literary forebears,

13
-Mohn Klllinger, The Failure of Theology in
Modern Literature (New York: Abingdon Press, I963), p. 26.
Brock-Sulzer, op. cit., p. 229,
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the prophets, are however not exceptionally well-known;
yet, in like manner, his ability to address his audiences
is to an extent determined by audience perception of some
few necessary scriptural echoes in his works.

Hans

Banzlger has expressed this requisite in this way:
Durrenmatt hat es notig,wauch wenn er . .
ein
Einverstandnis des europalschen Publikums zahlen
darf, dasjenige dieser halbreligiosen Gemeinschaft
namlich, die aus dem Bereich des Alten Testaments
zum mindesten die Geschichte der Sintflut und des
Turmbaus als aktuell und plausibel akzeptiert
One could add other Old Testament motifs— the Law
of Moses especially comes readily to mind— to those of the
Deluge and the Tower of Babel.

These and other Biblical

motifs basically provide the principal cohesive forces
in Durrenmatt's production.

The very title the play

wright selected for his first performed drama, Es steht
geschrleben, which is the common Biblical formula used to
refer to God’s precepts,-^ can be thought of as the main
theme underlying a considerable part of Durrenmatt’s
dramatic content.

It is the directing finger pointed,

as it were, at the Bible, the revealed word of God, for
the esehatological orientation obviously lacking in this
secularized, religion-unconscious world.
Durrenmatt, then, is a prophet of the twentieth
^ H a n s Banziger, Frisch und Durrenmatt (3rd ed.;
Bern: Francke Verlag, 196^), p. 15^.
■^Beda Allemann, **Es steht geschrieben,** in Das
deutsche Drama, ed. Benno von Wiese (Dusseldorf: August
Bagel Verlag, i960), II, 4lb.
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century.

Yet he Is not at all the ragged, austere figure

that one associates with the prophesying men of God In
the Old Testament.

He has preferred rather to compare

himself with another great personage in the Hebrew Bible,
to Solomon, the ancient king of proverbial wisdom who
built that most magnificent of Israel’s holy edifices,
the Temple in J e r u s a l e m . B r o c k - S u l z e r has said of
him that his was the bad luck "bel voller Elnsicht in
unsere heutige totale Gefahrdung ein lustiger, zur
Heiterkeit bestimmter Mensch zu sein.

Er 1st weder

moros, noch trub, er lebt voll und gern."1^
Durrenmatt's external appearance is, however,
every bit as deceptive a clue to his essential nature
as are his hilarious comedies unstudied.

For the morally

truant— the amoral as well as the immoral-— theatergoers
seeking only diversion and distraction, Durrenmatt's
amusing plays can be insidious indeed, since they are
actually very subtle, sharp jeremiads aimed at those
same theatergoers.

Even if Durrenmatt's moral challenges

are too subtle for many ears on which they fall, the
fault lies not in his plays but in the audiences if his
l?Fritz Burl, "Der 'Elnfall® der Gnade in
Durrenmatts dramatisehem Werk,“ in Der unbequeme
Durrenmatt, ed. Reinhold Grimm et al.
(“Theater
unserer Zeit," Band ^5 Basels Baslllus Presse, 1962),
p. 61, writes "Salome 1st ubrigens die hebralsche
Form des Vornamens, unter dem Durrenmatt als
Schriftsteller bekannt geworden 1st."
18
Brock-Sulzer, op. cit.. p. ^6 .
Chapter IV, p. 157.

See also
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fundamental optimism is not evident to them.

He brings

a distinct message of hope to a courageous fewj and where
there is hope, there is optimism.

But because Durrenmatt

can create laughter in even the most serious human situa
tions, his intentions are easily misinterpreted and his
outlook is often thought to be negative.

This is the

only obvious explanation for stating that Durrenmatt's
comedy "is not only serious, it is pessimistic, burdened
with the conviction that 'we are all at our wits' end,'"
and that "the main impression is certainly not that of a
celebration of values, but of their devaluation, of their
parody.
Durrenmatt had foreseen this kind of misinter
pretation and addressed himself to it in "Theaterprobleme":
Nun liegt der Schlug nahe, die Komodie sei der
Ausdruck der Verzwelflung, doch 1st dieser Schlup
nicht zwingend. Gewip, wer das Sinnlose, das
Hoffnungslose dieser Welt sieht, kann verzweifeln,
doch ist diese Verzweiflung nicht eine Folge dieser
Welt, sondern eine Antwort, dieter auf diese Welt
gibt, und eine andere Antwort ware sein Nichtverzweifeln,^sein EntschlufJ etwa, die Welt zu
bestehen.
With these words Durrenmatt has manifestly challenged the
would-be pessimist to face the absurdity and hopelessness
of the world with a positive attitude, with the courage
^Carl Edward Carrier, "The Comedy of Death in
the Early Plays of Durrenmatt," (Unpublished typewritten
Ph.D. dissertation, Indiana University, 1962), pp. 5
and 20.

20^..

Durrenmatt, op. cit., p. 123.
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to resist despair.

The dramatist has admitted that one of

his major interests is to portray courageous human beings
on the stage,2'*' The world represented by that stage, in
spite of Its enigmatic and calamitous nature, must be
borne, must be rediscovered and reconquered not once but
innumerable times; for, as Durrenmatt says, only when the
world can be lost or won at any and every moment is human
22
life meaningful and not simply a mechanical existence,
Durrenmatt has been called a "disguised humanist"
because he wants to reform as well as reprove.2^
description is misleading, however.

This

While it Is true

enough that Durrenmatt, like the humanists, is determined
to further the advancement of an individualistic and
critical spirit, unlike the humanists, he does not ever
place great emphasis on secular concerns In life.
Humanism stresses human interests and values, but it
does so in a fashion that usually apotheosizes man's
capacity for self-realization through reason.

Durrenmatt's

detective novel, Das Verspreohen (with the telling sub
title , Requiem auf den Krlmlnalroman), eminently refutes
any over-evaluation of the absoluteness of reason in
human existence.

And Durrenmatt's dramas themselves

21Ibld.
22Ibld., p. k2.
2^Reinhold Grimm, "Parodie und Groteske im Werk
D u r r e n m a t t s Der unbequeme Durrenmatt. op. cit., p. 96.
2A
One remark in the novel might be regarded as a
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are too fraught with depictions of the chaotic world to
be good examples of a roseate humanistic viewpoint.

Urs

Jenny has remarked that man's feeling of helplessness in
Durrenmatt's plays is elemental and irrational:
In selnen theoretischen Superungen leitet Durrenmatt
dieses Gefuhl immer wieder aus dem heutigen Zustand
der Welt a b f aus dem Terror der Apparate und
Organisationen, aus der Burokratislerung und
Technislerung aller Gesellschaftsformen, die das
entmachtete Individuum unter sich begraben— im
Grunde aber sind das nur ErscheInungen, in denen
ein ursprungliches Gefuhl der Ohnmacht sich
bestatigt findet, eine Verlorenheit, die nicht
durch eine veranderte Gesellschaft aufgehoben
werden konnte, sondern nur durch den Glauben an
eine allseits gerechte gottliche Ordnung dieser
Welt.2^
Thus, according to Jenny, faith In divine justice,
not in reason, is the solution to man's condition offered
by Durrenmatt.

This faith is tantamount to a religion

of humility and moral courage.

Divine grace will be

granted only to the man who can bravely and willingly
accept a reduced position in materialistic society.

It

will come only to the beggar:
Der Stil der Durrenmattschen Eschatologie entspricht
der existenziellen Realitat dieser eschatologischen
Situation des im Gericht auf die Gnade>fangewiesenen
Bettiers. Die pathetisch-tragische Grope der
kosmischen Vorgange wird standig zuruckgenommen in
das Groteske der Komodle, wodurch das mensohliche

succinct formulation of its theme: "Der WIrklichkelt
1st mit Loglk ["reason"] nur zum Tell beizukommen."
Friedrich Durrenmatt, Das Versprechen (Zurich: Verlag
der Arche, 1962), p. 19. Also cf. Robert B. Heilman,
"The Lure of the Demonic: James and Durrenmatt,"
Comparative Literature. XIII (Fall 1961), 3^6-35?.
25

Urs Jenny, Friedrich Durrenmatt ("Friedrichs
Dramatiker des Welttheaters," Vol. 6 ; Velber bei Hannover:
Friedrich Verlag, 1965), p. 11.
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Reden von der Geschichte Gottes das ihra zukommende
Map empfangt. Auch noch im Reden von der Gnade
sind wir Bettler. °
The Durrenmatt beggar is not a cringing weakling
to be pitied, and generally he is not pitied by his
fellow men.

In Durrenmatt's works he might be viewed as

the symbol of the insignificance of humanity in the face
of the enormity of God.
paradox.

But with Durrenmatt all life is

His beggar-figure always represents the closest

resemblance of the human to the divine, a reflection— if
imperfect— of the highest virtues, faith, hope, and love.
And still the beggar is not any more recognized among
men than are those same virtues pragmatically accepted
on earth.

The beggar,

just like virtue, demands a

denial which most men are unwilling to make, a denial
of cowardice, of pride, of the idolatry of mammon.
Hence the beggar is either persecuted as a threat to the
dark forces in the world or ridiculed as a lunatic.

What

ever the case, he incorporates, as nothing else does, the
grotesque in Durrenmatt's drama-world and in him can be
27
found the key to Durrenmatt's esehatological system.
Werner Oberle has commented on the use of the
grotesque as the expression of Durrenmatt's religious
and cosmic concepts!
Das Groteske 1st das Gegenteil des Wohlgeordneten
Kosmos, das Groteske ist die Dissonanz, die den
26

Fritz Buri, op. cit., p. 62,
27
See also Chapter III, part 8.
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Verlust der Harmonie ausdruckt, Das Groteske 1st
nicht Abbild einer bis ins Letzte sinnvollen und
gestalteten Welt; es verfallt anderselts nicht in
die pathetische Verherrlichung des Absurden. °
If, however, the grotesque truly is the opposite of an
orderly universe, as Oberle here submits, and the gro
tesque actually is the essential expression of
Durrenmatt's Weltanschauung, then it might seem to
follow that the foremost concern in his works is the
increasingly irrevocable hopelessness of the universe,
its tendency toward chaos as described by the Second
29
Law of Thermodynamics.
Durrenmatt did indeed once
30
remark ndie Welt als ganze 1st in Verwirrung,"
but
he added immediately:
Die^Welt des einzelnen dagegen ist noch zu^
bewaltigen, hier gibt es noch Schuld und Suhne.
Wie der einzelne die Welt besteht oder^wie er
untergeht, ist das Thema auch meines Horspiels
[Die Panne] . . . .
Nur noch im Privaten kann
die Welt auch heute noch in Ordnung sein. . . .
Erst hinter den Kulissen . . . beginnen die
nicht selbstverstandlichen Fragen, die nicht
gemeinsam zu losen sind, die aber jeder einzelne
2b
Werner Oberle, "Grundsatzliches zum Werk
Friedrich Durrenmatts
Der unbequeme Durrenmatt. op.
*
p * 15 •
29
Compare, for example, Gunter Remmling, Road
to Suspicion (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1967),
p. 4-, where the author defines "mental entropy" as "a
slow but steady exhaustion of intellectual attitude . .
reminiscent of the loss of energy asserted by the
Second Law of Thermodynamics." This law of physics has
often been cited in recent discussions of the history
of ideas and morals, as, e.g., in Frank L, Lambert's
article, "Chaos, Entropy, and Original Sin," Religion
in Life. XXXVI (Summer 196?), 259-269.
OA

Durrenmatt, op. cit., p. ^8.
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zu iosen hat.-^
Here Durrenmatt obviously differs from the proph
ets.

His plea Is not directed to society at large to

repent, as Is the case In the Old Testament; he has
Indicated very unambiguously here that the world of the
Individual is the more significant one in his opinion
and in his dramatic works.

Guilt and expiation are

meaningless, empty terms when applied to the collective*
Yet the playwright nowhere de-emphasizes the reality of
the state in which the individual must act and by which
he is to an extent determined.

Durrenmatt has called

the nation "a common fate**:
Ein gemelnsames Schicksal namlich, denn wir leben
nun einmal in einer Welt, in der wir nicht nur
durch das bestimmt sind, was uns als einzelnen
zustopt, sondern auch durch das, was sich mit dem
Staate ereignet, dem der einzelne, ob frei ob
widerwillig, zugeordnet ist.32
The state therefore is not merely an abstraction of
civil laws to which a man Is subject, but neither is it
merely the politically organized, geographical territory
in which a m a n ’s earthly existence runs its course.

It

determines, as it were, the arena where his spiritual
conflicts must be fought.
The nature of an individual’s clashes with the
world is a fundamental subject matter of every Durrenmatt
play,

Durrenmatt does not aim for a redemption of the
•^Ibld., pp. ^ 8-8 9.
32Ibld., p. 6 6 .
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world with his dramaturgy, since he does not believe the
world as a whole can be redeemed, but he Is concerned
with awakening the moral responsibility of a strong few.
Brock-Sulzer has Indirectly compared Durrenmatt's message
to his audiences with the commission of a well-known
Biblical figures
[Durrenmatt] schickt uns in die Wuste zu
Heuschrecken und wildem Honlg, wle wir sie
heute syntbetlsch produzieren. Mogen wir uns
bewahren.33
Similar to John the Baptist, the New Testament prophet
indicated here, Durrenmatt is the voice of one crying
out in the nihilistic wilderness of the twentieth century.
He is speaking, as John did, to the individuals who will
heed his warning message to have the faith and humility
of a beggar.

As a moralist, Durrenmatt fully appreciates

the difficult situation of contemporary man who has lost
his ability to be an individual, because the bonds of
bureaucracy are inescapable and the forces of the col
lective are strong.

Yet in his dramas he repeatedly

emphasizes how very necessary moral courage is to avert
one's being overcome by the world.

In his spiritual

message Durrenmatt employs, as has been shown, the gro
tesque and the paradox as the most effective vehicles
to express to the modern world an esehatological view
point unmistakably molded by the Hebrew propheticapocalyptic tradition.
33ibid., p. 15 (preface by Brock-Sulzer).

CHAPTER III

THE INFLUENCE OF OLD TESTAMENT PROPHETS
ON DURRENMATT'S PLAYS
In the preceding chapter Durrenmatt*s existential
and esehatological stance was broadly outlined, citing
where possible his own remarks about his position and
supplementing these with conclusions drawn by Durrenmatt
scholars.

It is the purpose of this chapter to examine

in close detail that portion of Durrenmatt’s dramatic
content which stems from the Hebrew prophetic tradition
and to focus on the aspects of it which can be considered
interpretations, extrapolations, and reformulations of
the Old Testament materials.
1.

The Prophet

Fundamentally, the initial situation in a
Durrenmatt play is reminiscent of the typical situation
in the prophetic writingsi

Human life seems to be follow

ing its normal course, and m e n ’s morals, while leaving as
usual much to be desired for improvement, are no more
shocking than at any other time.

Suddenly, there appears

without warning a man who challenges the accepted stan
dards and creates thereby an eschatologically significant
^1
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situation.

This messenger of God seldom assumes In

Durrenmatt’s works the traditional Gestalt of the Hebrew
prophet (as Knipperdollinck does in Es steht geschrieben,
Durrenmatt’s first staged play), but rather appears
alternately, for example, in the role of a blind noble
man, an impoverished emperor, an overly dedicated dis
trict attorney, or a highly intelligent and witty beggar.
What deeds or qualities cause a man to receive
the call to be a prophet?

Certainly there does not seem

to be any fact in the backgrounds of Durrenmatt’s various
prophet-figures which can be regarded as a common denom
inator, a characteristic trait shared by all which sets
them apart as future moral reformers.

This is true, how

ever, also of the Hebrew prophets;
Amos antwortete und sprach zu Amazja:
Ich bin kein
Prophet, auch keines Propheten Sohn, sondern ich bin
ein Hirt, der Maulbeeren abliestj aber der Herr nahm
mich von der Herde und sprach zu mir*. Gehe hin und
weissage meinem Volk Israel!
(Amos 7*14-15)
H ence, there is no reason obvious to Arnos why he has
received the divine injunction to denounce social in
iquity and preach the righteousness of God.

He is called

up from the multitude to be a prophet, and he accepts his
vocation without question.

let it is clear from Scripture

that not all men thus called by God willingly accept the
^This and all other Biblical quotations have been
taken from Die Bibel oder die ganze hellige Schrlft des
alten und neuen Testaments, nach der deutschen
Tfbersetzung D. Martin Luthers (Stuttgart: Privlleglerte
Wurttembergische Blbelanstalt, 1914).
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call.
Jonah, the prime example, flees from these
responsibilities, and only after he has experienced a
change of heart while inside the whale does he heed God's
commands
Und es geschah das Wort des H e m zum andernmal zu
Jona und sprach: Mache dich a u f , gehe in die grope
Stadt Ninive und predlge ihr die Predigt, die ich
dir sage!
(Jona 3*1-2)
Not one of the prophets feels proud of his
selection by God, and Indeed they all suffer from the
burden of having to view their country and fellow men
from a lofty moral position.

Durrenmatt's protagonists,

too, suffer enormously because of their preternatural
ethical hypersensitivity.

Florestan Mississippi makes

this explicit with the remark:
Meine unbestechliche^Beobachtungsgabe.
Ich habe
die Fahigkeit, das Bose aufzuspuren, wo auch immer
es sich findet, und leide an dieser Begabung
unvorstellbar (E h e , 97) •
^Throughout, Durrenmatt's dramas will be
referred to in the text by abbreviated titles as follows:
Abbreviation

Full Title

ESG
Bllnde
Romulus
Ehe
Engel
Besuch
Frank
Physlker
Herkules
Meteor

Es steht geschrleben (II)
Der Bllnde (II)
Romulus der Grope (I)
Die Ehe des H e r m Mississippi
(I)
Eln Engel kommt nach Babylon (I)
Per Besuch der alten Dame (I)
Frank V. (Il)
Die Physiker (II)
Herkules und der Stall des Auglas (II)
Der Meteor

Nine of the ten plays have been collected in two volumes,
to which the above numbers I and II refer:

*14
The Iconoclast, regarded from the human perspective,
truly has a very unenviable assignment In being called
upon to expose the hypocrisy of many accepted behavior
patterns and deeply rooted Institutions on earth,
Th© prophets, on the other hand, are not always
destructive, crushing the Idols in the world; each one
Indicates again and again the -positive path to godliness
as the sole enduring happiness:
Siehe, wer halsstarrig 1st, der wird keine Ruhe in
seinem Herzen haben; der Gerechte aber wird seines
Glaubens leben.
(Habakuk 2:4)
That is, constancy and fidelity to God is its own
sufficient recompense.

Knipperdollinck preaches the

same message, and adds for emphasis the negative aspect
concerning the fear of God's wrath:
Tut Bupe und bekehret euch, damlt ihr nicht die
Rache des himmlichen Vaters uber euch reizet!
(ESG, 42)
Knipperdollinck disperses his gold among the
populace while giving this warning, for he is finally
putting into practice the words of the Bible which have
been smoldering inside him for so long:
Da steht geschrleben:
Verkaufe was du hast und gib's den Armen, so wirst

Friedrich Durrenmatt, Komodlen I (Zurich: Verlag der
Arche, 19&3
Friedrich Durrenmatt, Komodlen II und fruhe Stucke (Zurich1
Verlag der Arche, 196571
and the edition of Durrenmatt's latest play is:
Friedrich Durrenmatt, Der Meteor (Zurich: Verlag der
Arche, 1966).
Page numbers following abbreviated titles will refer in
each case to the appropriate volume of this triad.
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du einen Schatz lm Hlmmel haben, und es steht
geschrieben:
Es 1st leichter, dap ein Kamel durch ein Nadelohr
gehe, denn dap ein Relcher ins Reich Gottes komrne,
Und es steht geschrieben . . .
Weh euch, ihr Reichen, denn euer Trost 1st dahin*
(E S G , 26)
Johann Bockelson, former tailor's apprentice and
Knipperdollinck's spiritual counterpart, also preaches:
Die Armen werden reich und die Reichen arm
(E S G , 2*0.
But he intends something entirely different.

As a poor

man he has long lusted after worldly goods, and now he
seeks to use the divine words as a means to achieve
wealth on earth.

As it turns out, Bockelson does indeed

reach the pinnacle of opulence and power he seeks, but
his sensual pleasures are short-lived and he leaves
Munster in the same vehicle he arrived in— a manure cart.
Similarly, Heini Zurmuhl, a poor young tailor in
Frank V . , realizes that his honest Job will never bring
him riches either.

He decides to steal from the bank he

has been observing closely for weeks and rationalizes
this dishonest act with the thought that divine Justice
requires compensation for the poor because they are poor:
o . . das Schicksal wlrd uns helfen, hineinzukommen.
Es 1st dazu verpflichtet. Wir sind hungrig und
benotigen Geld, die da drinnen sind satt und reich,
folglich haben wir Anspruch auf den Eingriff der
gottlichen Gerechtigkeit• (Frank, 203)
Both of these erstwhile tailors make the mistake
of interpreting God's word to suit themselves, to find
therein a Justification for putting comfort before morals.
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The prophets, however, understand God's message as a
constant challenge, never as an insurance against the
vicissitudes of human existence.

Material welfare is

not what Jeremiah means, for example, "by his words of
comfort to those uncared-for*
Aber dich will ich wieder gesund machen und deine
Wunden heilen, spricht der Herr, darum dap man dich
nennt die Verstopene und Zion, nach der niemand
frage,
(Jeremia 30*17)
The "health” alluded to here is spiritual well-being and
refers to the good fortune of the man who is at peace
with himself.

Durrenmatt, too, interprets such scrip

tural promises in the spiritual sense*
Wie still es hler 1st! Wle freundlich. Ein wahrer
Gottesfrlede waltet in diesem Hause, so recht nach
dem Psalmwort* Denn der Herr hort die Armen und
verachtet seine Gefangenen nicht (Fhyslker, 305).
This observation of the missionary Oskar Rose, in spite
of the fact that it is in reference to the insane asylum
and hence sounds naively humorous, is still a valid
interpretation of Psalm 69*3^ and by extension also of
the other Biblical passages in question.
Durrenmatt is indefatigable in pointing out the
true nature of God's purpose for man*

spiritual con

siderations must take preference over material needs.
One instance of this is the minister's advice to Alfred
111 on the occasion of the preparations being made for
Ill's murder:
Man soli nicht die Menschen furchten, sondern Gott,
nicht den Tod des Leibes, den der Seele (Besuch, 307).
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And looking at the decapitated head of Jan Matthison, the
old bishop reflects about the justice of God's plan for
mankind*
Denn Gott 1st gerecht und gibt jedem, was Ihm
zukommt, und nicht mehr und nicht weniger, , . .
Du zogest aus zu slegen im Namen Gottes und
wurdest beslegt in seinem Namen.
So liep dich Gott den gropten Sieg erringen:
den Sieg uber dich selber,
denn der wahre Sieg kommt nur dem Besiegten zu.
Du wolltest Unmogliches in der Endlichkelt, nun
1st dir die Ewigkeit anheim gefalien, in der alles
moglich ist (E S G , 64-65).
Suggested in these lines is the idea of the redemptive
power of suffering found exemplified in the second chapter
of Isaiah and expressed somewhat differently by Durrenmatt
in at least two of his other plays.

In Der Bllnde the

duke answers his adversary Negro da Ponte with this same
basic belief*
Wer nicht das Leben hat, mug umkommen, und wer
nicht durch den Tod geht, wird nicht das Leben
haben. . . .
So haben wlr erhalten, was uns zukommt.
So sind wir>#an den Platz zuruckgewiesen, den wir
einnehmen mussen.
So liegen wir zersehmettert Im Angesicht Gottes,
und so leben wir in seiner Wahrheit (Bllnde. 190-191).
And again in Die Ehe des Herrn Mississippi the qulzotian
Graf Bodo von Ubelohe-Zabernsee, turning to the audience,
discusses the playwright's purpose for him in the plays
. . . um mich nicht als Sieger, s o n d e m als
Besiegten— die einzige Position, In die der Mensch
immer wieder kommt— in den Tiegel seiner Komodie zu
werfen*
Dies allein nur, um zu sehen, ob denn
wirklich Gottes Gnade in dieser endlichen Schopfung
unendlich sei, unsere einzige Hoffnung (Ehe. 125).
In the true Durrenmattian style, the playwright
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does not allow his character to answer immediately the
question he has raised, but the answer comes at the end
of the play when Ubelohe, the only main character still
alive, recapitulates the message of the play as a r e 
minder of the divine sense given to human existences
Sine ewige Komodle
Dag aufleuchte Seine Herrlichkeit, genahrt durch
unsere Ohnmacht (Ehe, 166).
The solution to the human condition is, then, to glorify
God by submitting entirely to the dictates of the soul—
even though this solution requires earthly deprivations
of all kinds,
Jeremiah calls "false prophets" all who advocate
resistence to this divine purpose in order to pander to
the desires of men:
Die Propheten weissagen falsch in meinem Namen; ich
habe sle nicht gesandt und lhnen nichts befohlen und
nichts mit ihnen geredetA Sie predigen euch falsche
Gesichte, Deutungen, Abgotterei und ihres Herzens
Triigerei, Darum so spricht der Herr von den
Propheten, die in meinem Namen weissagen, so ich
sie doch nicht gesandt habe, und die dennoch
predigen, es werde kein Schwert noch Teuerung in
dies Land kommen: Solche Propheten sollen sterben
durch Schwert und Hunger. Und die Leute, denen sie
weissagen, sollen vom Schwert und Hunger auf den
Gassen zu Jerusalem hin und her liegen, dag siew
niemand begraben wird, also auch ihre Weiber, Sohne
und^Tochter; und ich will ihre Bosheit uber sie
schutten.
(Jeremia I4:l4-l6)
The prophet Micah (chapter 3) condemns false prophets in
like manner, though not quite so vehemently as does
Jeremiah, the great prophet of repentance.
Because he is militant, desirious of achieving
his spiritual goals by waging war on dissenters, Jan

^9

Matthison Is referred to as a false prophet (ESG, 60),
and he dies, as Jeremiah prophesies, by the sword*
Durrenmatt's drama of the sixteenth-century Anabaptist
kingdom in Munster might well even be thought of as a
dramatization of Jeremiah's prophecy.

For comic effect,

the playwright employs here a counterfeit call to prophethood for Johann Bockelson, the king-to-be of the Ana
baptists.

This character declares that his vocation

has come directly from the archangel Gabriel, who carried
him through the air from Leyden to Munster and dropped
him accidentally— while blowing his nose— into the manure
cart where he Is found at the opening of the plays
Wir waren eben uber Munster, das wir zu unseren
Fugen ausgebreltet erblickten, als ihn die Sonne
blendete, Er schneuzte und lleg mich in diesen
Karren fallen, wo ihr mich ohnmachtig gefunden
habt.M . . . Es 1st dies ein sanftes und
wohltonendes Getose, elnem Glockendreiklang
ahnlich, von einer rhythmischen Erschutterung
des Leibes begleitet, wobei der Engel die Arme
auszubreiten liebt (ESG, 21).
Durrenmatt's treatment of this sham prophet is
deliberately Jocose, for he wants to demonstrate how
little Bockelson is to be taken seriously by the audience.
Matthison, on the other hand, considers his own a divine
mission, and even though his actions are not blameless,
as a character he is treated more seriously.

To be sure,

there Is Durrenmattian mockery even In the scene where
Matthison describes how he received his call from above:
Ich hatte —
um eure Neuglerde uber meine Person endlich zu
stillen— bis zu meinem funfzigsten Lebensjahr In
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Haarlem Brot und Kuchen gebacken, als mich in einer
sternklaren Sommernacht der Herr mit lautem Donner
ansprach^ da ich ob meiner Schwerhorigkeit das
sanfte Sauseln uberhort hatte.
Also wurde aus dem Backermeister Jan Matthison der
Prophet des H e r m (E S G , ^9).
Jeremiah would call this vocation "a thing of
nought," a self-deceit, and Matthison is clearly guilty
for his part in leading the Anabaptists to their ruin—
to famine and the sword.

Matthison*s followers are not

without guilt either, in the eyes of the prophet, for
they have willingly heeded such a leaders
Die Propheten weissagen falsch, und die Priester
herrschen in ihrem Amt, und mein Volk hat*s gern
also. Wle will es euch zuletzt darob gehen?
(Jeremia 5*31)
They love to have it so, because the Anabaptist leaders
have declared all goods and women common property.
Bockelson is a materialist for whom nothing more valu
able than the female body exists, not even hope.

When

asked what he believes in, he replies:
An den leeren Himmel, an diesen Wall, an Beine und
Arme, Gesicht und Hande und an die Erde, unter alles
hingelagert wie ein Frauenleib! J2s gibt nichts
anderes! . . . Das 1st mein Gefalle, dap ich noch
ohne Hoffnung bin, das ist meine Wucht. dap ich
ins Bodenlose falle
(ESG, 66-67).
He admits he is not like other prophets; his concern is
to prepare the people for the sensual pleasures to come
when he is king:
Ich bin nicht wie andere Propheten, die nur von Blut
zu sprechen wissen, von Jungsten Gerichten und
zerschnittenen Leibern der Unglaubigen, wle zum
Beispiel der schablge Backermeister^Jan Matthison. . . .
Aber vor allem pflege ich meine Anhanger auf die
Freuden vorzubereiten,
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die Ihrer warten, wenn ich Konig der Wiedertaufer
geworden.
Ich werde sein wie Salomo und die Zahl meiner
Welber wie der Sand am Meer (E S G , ^5).
Under Bockelson*s reign the carnal appetites of
his followers are indeed kept satisfied, as are his own.
Munster, in the rule of this charlatan of a prophet, comes
very close to being another Sodom or Gomorrah rather than
a "New Zion," as the Anabaptists call it.

The prototype

for the behavior of its inhabitants is again to be found
in Jeremiah:
Aber bei den Propheten zu Jerusalem sehe ich Greuel,
wie sie ehebrechen und gehen mit Lugen um und starken
die Boshaften, auf dap sich ja niemand bekehre von
seiner Bosheit. „Sie sind alle vor mir gleichwle
Sodom, und die Burger zu Jerusalem wie Gomorra,
(Jeremla 23*l4)
Thus, the prophets are well aware that religion
can be exploited to distort the truth for private ends.
In Durrenmatt*s works for the stage, the exploitation
of religion and theology for the benefit of politicians
and others is one of the recurring themes, an aspect of
the religious life of man which Durrenmatt viciously
attacks.

Elisabeth Brock-Sulzer refers to it as "die

Anprangerung theologlscher Anpasserei,*'3 and Fritz Buri
calls it "die Persiflage einer Theologie, die die
Wunderglaubigkeit zu ihrem Vorteil verwendet und sich
zugleich zum Verrat des Wunders bereit findet . . . wohl
eine der bipigsten in Durrenmatts an Ironisierungen doch
^Brock-Sulzer, o£. cit., p. 78.
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furwahr nicht armen [sic] Werk."^
The examples of this theme are numerous.

In Ein

Engel kommt nach Babylon the theologian Utnapischtim makes
a shrewd financial bargain with the chief politician con
cerning the appearance of the angel:
UTNAPISCHTIM:
Ich bin gegenwartig der popularste^
Politiker Babylons. Die Halfte der Staatseinkunfte,
oder ich errichte einen Kirchenstaat.
ERZMINISTER:
UTNAPISCHTIM;

Einen Drittel.
Die Halfte.

ERZMINISTER: Aber dann mug ich eine energische
Dementierung [of the angel] verlangen, Eminenz.
UTNAPISCHTIM: Sie wird auf alien Kanzeln
verkundet (Engel. 2^7),
The theologian then attempts to get from Kurrubi, the
angelic young girl created by God especially for the
poorest man on earth, a denial of her own divine origin.
Obviously, he has no difficulty in molding serious re 
ligious situations to suit his ambitions:
Was wir von dir verlangen, mein Kind, 1st nur eine
Umschreibung des Wunderbaren fur eine 5ffentlichkeit,
die das Auperordentllche als eine rohe Sensation
betrachtet (Engel, 2^8).
By such actions Utnapischtim proves himself as worthy of
the name "false prophet" as Johann Bockelson or those
condemned for this reason by the Hebrew prophets.
In another sense, Gottfried Frank, the bank
director in the title role of Frank V . , is also a "false
prophet."

Disguised as a priest to avoid being recognized
Buri, op. clt., p. ^9 .
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(his wife has already collected his life insurance), he
comes to Emil Bockmann, his dying head-clerk who, in the
few minutes remaining to him, earnestly wants to repent
for the criminal life he has led.

Bockmann refuses to

agree with Prank*s distorted rationalizations about the
necessity of all the crimes they have committeds
Du lugst. In Jeder Stunde hatten wir^umkehren
konnen, in jedem Augenblick unseres bosen Lebens.
Es gibt kein Erbe, das nicht auszuschlagen ware,
und kein Verbrechen, das getan warden mug. Wir
waren frei, falscher Priester, in Preiheit
erschaffen und der Freiheit iiberlassen!
(Frank,
252)
In this one scene Bockmann calls Frank a "false
priest" six times.

Durrenmatt risks belaboring his

point here in making it unequivocal how much he condemns
an action such as this.

Anyone who gives false counsel

in eschatologleal matters is as reprehensible before God,
in his opinion, as the biblical "false prophets."
Some Old Testament scholars have defined the
prophet as "a man called by God to declare His word • . .
primarily not a foreteller, but a forthteller, a spokesman of God . . . the mediator between God and man."

5

No doubt Durrenmatt would agree with this statement,
judging from his characters who bear the moral Imprint
of the prophet.

And yet this definition, without elabo

ration, can lead to a somewhat unbalanced portrait
'’"Concordance," Westminster Study Edition of the
Holy Bible in the Authorized Version (Philadelphia: The
Westminster Press, 1948), p. bl.
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of the prophet as a man, both In Durrenmatt's dramas and
in the Bible.

A. W. F. Blunt corrects the imbalance by

noting that the prophets, one and all, were men who
failed in their respective missions:

"It was not till a

later age that the Jews acknowledged the truth of their
prophets, and even then the acknowledgement was only
partial in its efficacy for religious or moral refor
mation."^
Not a single one of Durrenmatt's prophets is
ever really victorious in his struggle against injustice
and immorality.

Graf tfbelohe admits his own defeat to

Anastasia:
Alles, was ich unternehme, ist^lacherlich. In
meiner Jugend habe ich Bucher uber die gropen
Christen gelesen.
Ich wollte wie sie werden.
Ich kampfte gegen die Armut,Mich ging zu den
Heiden, ich wurde zehnmal kranker denn die
Heiligen, aber was ich auch tat und was mir auch
Schreckliches begegnetete:
immer schlug es ins
Lacherliche um (E h e . 137)•
His efforts to accomplish good have somehow always resulted
in being ridiculous.

Even his ability to love, the only

thing left to him in the world and the reason the play
wright supposedly prefers him to the other characters in
the play,? ends in a hopelessly ridiculous situation.

His

^A. W. F. Blunt, The Prophets of Israel (Oxford:
The Clarendon Press, 1929), p. 58.
^He tells the audience the following about the
playwright:
"So schuf er denn auch mich, den Grafen Bodo
von Obelohe-Zabernsee, den elnzigen den er mit ganzer
Leidenschaft liebte, well ich allein in diesem Stuck
das Abenteuer der Liebe auf mich nehme, dieses erhabene
Unternehmen, odas zu bestehen oder in dem zu unterliegen
die gropte Wurde des Menschen ausmacht" (Ehe, 125).
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reply is, however, one of courageous resignation rather
than despairs
Aber es 1st unsere Liebe. Wir mussen ihre
Lacherlichkeit ertragen (Ehe, 137)*
fJbelohe*s courage in the face of defeat is not
at all unique to this play.
every other Durrenmatt play.

It is to be found in almost
It is especially notable in

Romulus der Groge when the two "heroes,” Romulus and
Odoaker, the last emperor of the Western Roman Empire
and the invading Germanic chieftain, respectively, find
themselves grotesquely enmeshed in a quandary which
neither could have foreseen.

Romulus has willingly

sacrificed his entire lifetime and now his family*s
lives in order to see the decadent Empire fall to the
Germanic tribes, because he has been hoping that the
ensuing bloodbath would have a cleansing and morally
renewing effect on the Roman people.

But now, far from

desiring to execute him, Odoaker pleads with him to
accept the submission of the Teutons and to remain
emperor.

Romulus sees all of his plans crushed by this

plea and exclaims:
Es 1st alles absurd geworden, was ich getan habe.
Tote mich, Odoaker (Romulus, 79)•
Odoaker, however, is- every bit as crestfallen as
his Roman counterpart, because he too sees his carefully
laid plans for the "humanization'* of his people come to
nought.

Yet he is not long daunted and quickly rises to

his full courageous stature by encouraging Romulus to
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forget his death-wish and do what he must*
Das 1st keine Losung, Romulus. Du bist verzweifelt.
Dein Tod ware sinnlos, denn einen Sinn konnte er nur
haben, wenn die Welt so ware, wie du sie dir
vorgestellt hast.
Sie 1st nicht so. Auch dein
Felnd ist ein Mensch, der wie du recht handeln
will. Du mupt dich nun in dein Schicksal fugen.
Es gibt nichts anderes (Romulus. 80).
Romulus does accept the ridiculous fate of being
a pensioned emperor, and in so doing he displays that
manly courage which comes from having recognized his
moral responsibility to accept the world while still
struggling to make it a better and more meaningful place.
He says s
Mein lieber Odoaker, ich wollte Schicksal spielen,
und du wolltest das deine vermeiden, nun ist es
unser Schicksal geworden, gescheiterte Politiker
darzustellen. . . . Wir llepen uns von zwei
Gespenstern bestimmen,Mdenn wir haben keine Macht
uber das, was war und uber das, was sein wird.
Macht haben wir nur uber die Gegenwart, an die wir
nicht gedacht haben und an der wir nun beide
scheitern. . . . Ertragen wir denn das Bittere.
Versuche, Sinn in den Unsinn zu legen, in diesen
wenigen Jahren, die dir bleiben, die Welt treu zu
verwalten (Romulus, 81).
In Die Ehe des Herrn Mississippi Durrenmatt
hints at another aspect of his eschatological outlook,
an aspect of it which is merely implied In his earlier
plays.

It can be approximated this ways

Unsere Zeichen sehen wir nicht,
Und kein Prophet predigt mehr,
Und keiner ist bel uns,
Der weip, wie lange.
(Psalm 7^:9)
This verse is taken from a chapter of Psalms which speaks
of the devastation of Jerusalem, occasioned possibly by
the Syrian persecution in the second century B.C.

It has
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been interpreted to mean that the old religious customs in
Israel were no longer evident and that the prophetic voices
O
were silent.
In the present day there are very few voices,
according to Durrenmatt, which scream out in the night
against the evils in the worldt the prophets are now all
but silent.

Obelohe likens his own position to that of

the crucified Christ:
So bin ich geworfen auf eine Erde, die nicht mehr zu
retten ist,
und genagelt ans Kreuz meiner Lacherlichkeit,
hange ich an diesem Balken,
der mich spottet,
schutzlos
dem Antlltz Gottes entgegengehoben,
ein letzter Christ (E h e . 151).
A last Christian!
tury.

That is quite an indictment of this cen

And it is made even more emphatic by Saint-Claude’s

parallel remark to Mississippi earlier in the play:
Wir sind die zwei letzten grogen Moralisten unserer
Zeit. Wir sind beide untergetaucht. Du in der
Maske des Henkers und ich in der Maske des
Sowjetspions (E h e , 119)•
Misguided and guilty as these two are for their misdeeds,
they represent in Durrenmatt's view two of the last
possibilities for moral reformers today.

Mississippi's

vision of a morally better world rests one-sidedly on a
strict twentieth-century reaffirmation of the Old Law of
the Bible which he learned about by accident as a child
in the gutter:
Ware ich einen Tag langer am leben geblieben, wenn
^Westminster Study Edition of the Holy Bible, o p .
cit., footnote, p. 768.
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mich nicht die Vision des Gesetzes wie ein Feuermeer
uberflutet hatte, welches in unsere Finsternisse
schop, so dap von dlesem Augenblick an alles, was
ich tat, die tlefste Erniedrigung und das gemeinste
Verbrechen, mir dem Ziele gait, in Oxford zu
studieren, um^als Staatsanwalt das Gesetz Mosis
wieder einzufuhren, getrleben von der Erkenntnis,
dap die Menschheit dreitausend Jahre zuriickgehen
mup, um wieder vorwarts zu kommen?
(Ehe, 119)
Mississippi’s dream is for Durrenmatt, however, as
unacceptable a solution to m a n ’s condition on earth as
Saint-Claude's Marxian chimera of a world revolution:
Habe auch ich etwa nicht die Vision gehabt, wie man
diese von Hunger, Fusel und Verbrechen stinkende
Welt bessern kann, diese Holle, die von den Gesangen
der Reichen und dem Heulen der Ausgebeuteten
widerhallt? Habe ich etwa nicht . s • dieses
furchtbare, uns aufgezwungene Leben nur gefuhrt,
um einmal die Weltrevolution auszurufen? (Ehe, 119)
Here, as in many of his other dramas, Durrenmatt
is subtly pointing out that men who seek moral regener
ation for humanity through efforts on a governmental basis
are doomed to failure.

It is a vicious circle to desire

the state to be the instrument for perfecting its citizens,
since it would have to be perfect to do so.

And in order

for the state to be perfect, it would have to consist of
perfect men.

Thus, it is folly for the state to try to

extend its civil jurisdiction to matters of the soul.
Moralists, anyone who would be a prophet or reformer,
should avoid holding public office, whether that office
be district attorney or party leader, because for moralists
public office is generally as Jeopardising and intoxicating
as the wine mentioned by Isaiah:
Belde, Priester und Propheten, sind toll von starkem
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Getrank, sind in Wein ersoffen und taumeln von
starkem Getrank? sie sind toll belm Weissagen und
wanken belm Rechtsprechen.
(Jesaja 28:7)
2.

History

The preoccupation with history is one of the fore
most characteristics of Christian theology, and the ex
planation of this fact lies in the rectilinear view of
time which the Christian religion inherited from the
Hebrews,^

In most other great cultures of the world,

e.g., in the Hellenistic, there has been a cyclical con
cept of time.

One age is superseded by another, for

better or worse, but no ultimate goal of mankind is ever
associated with time.

But for the Hebrew prophets,

terrestrial existence could have no meaning without the
understanding that history had a beginning and will have
an end; and that, along the way, the rise and fall of
nations come about according
Durrenmatt*s concept

to a divine scheme.
of history has been more

strongly influenced by the Judeo-Christian tradition
than by the Hellenistic, though
no longer mutually exclusive
whole.

the two

in Western

influences are
thinking as a

This is the reason that, while Durrenmatt has

addressed himself primarily to the individual in his plays
and has emphasized more than once that God*s covenant
with man is only valid in the individual's personal
%illinger, o p . olt.. p. 165.
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relationship with God, he has not dramaturgically neg
lected the roles of nations, governments, and large social
groups, all of which are sine qua non for history.
An Investigation of Durrenmatt’s position with
respect to the role of history in his dramas might well
begin with the prefatory remarks to his first historical
plays
, , , es sei nicht meine Absicht gewesen, Geschlchte
zu schrelben. • . . Was mich ruhrte, war die
Melodie, die Ich aufgenommen habe, wle biswellen
neuere Instrumente alte Volksweisen ubernehmen und
weitergeben.
Inwieweit sich heutiges Geschehen in
ihr spiegelt, sei dahlngestellt. Es ware jedoch
der^Absicht des Verfassers entsprechender, die mehr
zufalllgen Parallelen vorslchtig zu ziehen (E S G , 12).
The playwright makes it explicit with this statement that
he is not a historian working within the framework of the
theater to represent his ideas.

He is a skillful dramatist

fully cognizant of the effectiveness of historical settings
in removing the opaqueness from the muddled waters of the
present.

This process he calls "carefully drawing the

chance parallels" which exist between the present and the
past.

He wants to put to use the great repetitiousness

of historys
• . . denn wir geben nicht mehr als einige durftige
Noten und Farben zu einer kunterbunten Welt, die
gestern genau so war wie heute und morgen (E S G . 13).
Beyond this, Durrenmatt’s view of history resembles
that held by the prophets— that "history is a nightmare.**
■^Abraham J. Heschel, The Prophets (New Yorks
Harper and Row, 1955)* p. 181,
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Mankind cannot hope for any change in the recurrence of
wars or physical suffering inflicted by one group on
another.

Durrenmatt expresses this opinion in his second

play, in the conversation between the intoxicated musketeer
Schwefel and the blind duke:
SCHWEFEL:
Ihr braucht mir nur zu sagen, dap dies
der letzte Krieg ist, dap dies der letzte Hunger
1st, und Ihr konnt haben, was ich besitze.
HERZOG:
SCHWEFEL:
HERZOG:
SCHWEFEL:
HERZOG:
SCHWEFEL:

Ich kann es dir nicht sagen.

. » .

Es gibt immer wieder Krieg?
Immer wieder.
Immer wieder Hunger?
Immer wieder.
Kommt keine Rettung vom Menschen?

HERZOG: Vom Menschen kommt keine Rettung
(Bllnde. 161-162).
Another statement of this outlook was made already
in ES steht geschrleben.

There the words of the vege

table woman advertising her onions are fundamentally as
shocking as they are humorous:
Wer seine Nachkommen liebt, kauft Zwlebeln! Da
werden die Welber von selber schwanger, da gibt es
Kinder, da gibt es Familie! Ept Zwlebeln!
Wir
stehen erst in der Mltte der Weltgeschichte! Eben
ist das dunkle Mittelalter zu Ende gegangen!
Bedenkt, was wir noch zu schuften haben! Vor uns,
in der neblichen Zukunft, liegt der ganze
Dreipig^ahrige Krieg, der Erbfolgekrieg, der
Siebenjahrige Krieg, die Revolution, Napoleon, der
deutschfranzosische Krieg, der erste Weltkrieg,
Hitler, der zweite Weltkrieg, dle^Atombombe, der
dritt.e, vierte, funfte, elfte, zwolfte Weltkrieg!
Da sind Kinderjnotlg, meine Damen und Herren, da
sind Leichen notig! Darum: Wer den Fortschritt
liebt, ipt Zwlebeln, da hilft er der Weltgeschichte!
Ept Zwlebeln! Denkt an die Zukunft! Auf etwas mehr
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oder weniger Gestank kommt es dabei nicht an
(E S G . il-l).
With outbursts such as this Durrenmatt again
shows his affinity with the prophets, for as Heschel has
described the prophets' words, they "are often slashing,
even horrid— designed to shock rather than to edify."-*-1
Edification in the usual sense is not part of Durrenmatt's
prophetic message, and neither is encouragement toward
bettering the world.

The admitted inability of Emperor

Charles V to change the world situation is a reflection
of Durrenmatt's sentiments*
Noch ist unsere Zeit nicht gekommen, den
zweifelhaften Versuch zu wagen, Ordnung aus
Unordnung, Einheit aus Vielheit zu schaffen. . . .
Wir sind uns dieser Zusammenhange bewugt, doch
sind wir^augerstande, einzugreifen. Nicht unsere
Person ziigelt die Geschichte, sie ist es, die uns
durch die Zeiten schleppt.
Wir versuchen, gewisse
Strecken abzumessen und uns nach dem zu halten, was
wir vorauszusehen hoffen. Doch erhohen unsere Taten
die Verwlrrung. Wir konnen die Kopfe nicht bessern
(E S G . 71-72).
Hence, in Durrenmatt's opinion, not even an
emperor is able through political means to keep history
in check nor to improve his subjects* thinking.

How much

less able is the common man, then, to influence the
direction of history.

There remains to him as his refuge

only a steadfast moral attitude, as Mississippi advises
Anastasia:
Eine unerscbutterliche Haltung ist das einzige, was
wir in dieser sich standig andernden Welt zu bewahren
vermogen (Ehe, 1^2).
11Ibid.. p. 7.
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Lewis Mumford once stated that civilization might
be defined as "the never-ending process of creating one
world and one humanity.11^

Many of the Durrenmattian

characters are, to one extent or another, devoted to
furthering the development of such a splendid cosmopolitan
unity.

Despite the fact that they all fall short of

success, they represent the playwright's conviction that
such men are necessary in world history and bear a cer
tain resemblance one to another in the various epochs:
SAINT-CLAUDE j Doch, ob wir auch liegen hier in
dieser Ruine
MISSISSIPPI:
Ob wir sterben an einer weiggetunchten
Mauer, auf einem langsam zusammensinkenden
Scheiterhaufen, aufs Rad geflochten, zwischen
Hiramel und Erde
SAINT-CLAUDE:
Immer kehren wir wieder, wie wir
immer wiederkamen
MISSISSIPPI:
In immer neuen Gestalten, uns sehnend
nach immer ferneren Paradiesen (Ehe, 165).
Saint-Claude and Mississippi depict two types
of the myriad Individuals in world history who attempt
to influence the progress of men toward the ideal cosmopolis.

Mississippi hopes to coerce men into a state

of moral superiority by insisting the Law of Moses be
unflinchingly carried out to the limit.

There is a kin

ship between Mississippi and Bockelson, since the king of
the Munster Anabaptists, too, claims to be striving for
earthly perfection based on revelation.

He states without

^2CIted by W. Warren Wagar, The City of Man
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 19&3)> p. 16.

6^
qualification that the Anabaptists intend to bring history
to a perfect conclusions
Nun aber kommt es uns zu, die Herrschaft der
Taufer auszubreiten, um das Reich Gottes in seiner
Herrlichkeit auf Erden zu errichten und so den Lauf
der Geschichte zu kronen, damit er, wenn er
heranschwebt am TageA der uns verheipen, aus unseren
Handen die Macht zuruckerhalt, die ihm, dem Schopfer
sowohl der Erde als auch der Planeten, Kometen und
Fixsterne, gebuhrt (ESG, 83).
While Mississippi and Bockelson purport a “higher”
goal for their efforts, one belonging rather to the realm
of the spirit than to that of the flesh, Saint-Claude is
driving the world toward a supreme materialism, the
solution to man's plight "revealed” to him in the doctrine
of communism.

Parallel to Saint-Claude, the inhabitants

of an entire town lose all sense of proportion in a
mammonish craze:
ALLE:

Es bewahre uns aber

PFARRER:
ALLE:

Ein Gott

In stampfender, rollender Zeit

BffRGERMEISTER:

Den Wohlstand

ALLE: Bewahre die heiligen Guter uns, bewahre Frieden
Bewahre die Freiheit
Nacht bleibe fern
Verdunkele nlmmermehr unsere Stadt
Die neuerstandene prachtlgeA
Damit wir das Gluckliche glucklich geniepen
(Besuch, 3^9).
This prayer of the Gulleners, the lingering final state
ment of the internationally acclaimed Der Besuch der alten
Dame, begins and ends with a materialistic emphasis.
Prosperity is put before spiritual welfare, before even
freedom and peace.

If the people are prosperous (it is
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implied), they can then afford to devote themselves to the
development of a better world and a better humanity.
The course of history is often thought of as the
parade of political figures, and consequently the poli
tician is not overlooked in Durrenmatt’s works for the
theater.

The playwright has a great contempt for most

political leaders, apparently because they are primarily
concerned with maintaining their positions and furthering
their own welfare, even, when necessary, to the detriment
of their people.

Durrenmatt is surely sympathetic to

Ezekiel's condemnation of the shepherds (leaders) of
Israel?
Und des Herrn Wort geschah zu mir und sprachs Du
Menschenklnd, welssage wider die Hirten Israels,
weissage und sprlch zu ihnen: So spricht der Herr,
Herr?
Weh den Hirten Israels, die sich selbst
weiden* Sollen nicht die Hirten die Herde weiden?
Aber ihr fresset das Fette und kleldet euch mit der
Wolle und schlachtet das Gemastete; aber die Schafe
wollt ihr nicht weiden. Der Schwachen wartet ihr
nicht, und die Kranken heilt ihr nicht, das Verwundete
verbindet ihr nicht, und das Verlorene sucht ihr
nichts s o n d e m streng und hart herrschet ihr uber
sie,
(Hesekiel 3^*1-^)
Durrenmatt betrays how negative he feels about
politics generally when he describes in stage directions
Nebukadnezar's throne rooms
. . , sein Luxus, sein Raffinement, seine
Abgeschlossenhelt versteht sich von selbst, aber
auch seine bestlalische Grausamkeit. Inmitten
hochster Kultur wird etwas negerhaft Grausiges
sichtbar, so etwa die blutverschmierten Feldzelchen
der konlglichen Eroberungsheere (Engel. 229).
The symbol of the highest political authority, the throne,
exudes an aura of bestiality and torture which it cannot
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conceal in spite of all its flashy luxuriant elegance. J
And even a high-ranking politician must acknowledge the
shabbiness of the throne as a historical institution:
Der Thron von Babylon, diese erhabene Einrichtung,
stammend aus grauer Vorzeit, gegrundet von Gilgamesch,
unserem Nationalhelden, dieser wahre Mittelpunkt
der Erde, an den sich die Volker drangen . . , ist
im Ablauf der Jahrtausende dermapen in Mipkredit
geraten, dap er allgemein als die schabigste
Institution aller Zeiten betrachtet wird (Engel,
236-237).
Durrenmatt makes especially clear in Ein Engel
kommt nach Babylon that he regards the succession of
kings, emperors, and such regents throughout the ages
merely as an Insignificant oscillation between two very
similar types of men, represented here by Nebukadnezar
and Nimrod, the king and ex-king of Babylon,respectively.
NIMBOD: Jetzt bln ich unten, doch werde ich wieder
nach oben steigen, jetzt 1st Nebukadnezar oben,
doch wird er wieder nach unten fallen.
NEBUKADNEZAR:

Das wird nie geschehen.

NIMROD: Das ist immer geschehen seit Tausenden von
Jahren (Engel, 169).
In the staging of this play, the two royal figures
are costumed such as to have them appear externally as much
alike as possible.

They resemble one another in behavior

as well, and Durrenmatt has them sometimes speak the
same words at the same time to underscore yet again their
essential similarity.

On the other hand, each of the

kings incorporates a different political principle.
13

^Cf. also Romulus' description of the Roman
throne, below, p. 132.
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Nebukadnezar symbolizes the historically reappearing
leader who aims for the perfect political state based
on socialistic ideals, Nimrod that based on capitalism.
While both are Biblical figures, it is of interest to
note that, in the Fifth Epistle of Clement, an apoc
ryphal book, Nimrod is the name of an early king who
1^
furthered the rise of capitalism in the world.
In Durrenmatt's play, these two Babylonian
rulers are equally unsuccessful in effecting meaningful
changes in history, in spite of their divergent political
views and goals.

Their mutual failure is embodied by

the playwright in "their" son, the feeble-minded crown
prince:
NEBUKADNEZAR:

Dein Sohn.

NIMROD: Unser Sohn, der Erbe unserer Macht. Keiner
weip, wer ihn zeugte. Wir schlichen beide
betrunken zu seiner Mutter.
NEBUKADNEZAR:
du.
NIMROD:

Wir sind aneinandergekettet, ich und

Immerzu, immerzu (Engel, 231).

Norman Cohn, The Pursuit of the Millennium (New
York:
Harper and Brothers, 1961), p. 2b0, citing the
following as the basis for the communism preached by the
Munster Anabaptists, has translated the (German) comments
of the humanist Sebastian Franck appended to a summary
of this epistle (1531): "Shortly after that, Nimrod
began to rule and then whoever could manage it got the
better of the other. And they started dividing the world
up and squabbling about property.
Then Mine and Thine
began.
In the end people became so wild, they were like
wild beasts. Each wanted to be finer and better than the
other, in fact wanted to be his master.
Yet God had made
all things common, as today still we can enjoy air, fire,
rain and sun in common, and whatever else some thieving,
tyrannical man cannot get hold of and keep for himself."
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It Is of no real Importance which of the two actually did
sire him.

This grinning half-wit is in a larger sense

truly the offspring of both capitalism and socialism.
Comparable to him is the world-famous old-maid psychia
trist in Die Physlker, Frauleln Dr. h.c. Dr. med.
Mathilde von Zahnd.

Crippled in body (she is a hunch

back) as well as in mind, she is the last member of a
powerful but degenerated family of military and political
leaders:
Meine Anstalt 1st voll von verriickten Verwandten,
mit Schmuck behangt und Orden.
Ich bin die letzte
Normale meiner Familie. Das Ende (Physlker. 350).
Like the heir apparent to the Babylonian throne, to her
pass the wealth and power which her illustrious ancestors
have amassed throughout the centuries, and so she can
boas t :
Ich bin immer Alleinerbin (Physlker. 302),
and:
Nun werde ich machtiger sein als meine Vater. Mein
Trust wird herrschen, die Lander, die Kontinente
erobern, das Sonnensystem ausbeuten, nach dem
Andromedanebel fahren (Physlker. 350).
Durrenmatt thus sees the political world, indeed the
entire universe, falling into the hands of an imbecile
or a madwoman.

And yet he knows that there is another,

far more important spiritual legacy to be claimed:
Aber die Elenden werden das Land erben
Und Lust haben in gropem Frieden.
(Psalm 37s11)
All governmental and legalistic systems—
socialistic, capitalistic, and otherwise— are equally
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detestable and ludicrous to Durrenmatt.

The Babylonian

law code which he describes is a tottering structure
based on an absurd totem-pole definition of the king,
whose feet must literally rest on the shoulders of his
predecessor:
ERZMINISTER:
Ich bin Gesetzgeber.
Ich habe den
Konlg damit definlertA dap sein Fup auf den
Schultern seines Vorgangers zu ruhen habe.
Pallt die Definition dahin, fallt der Konig
dahin.
NEBUKADNEZAR:

Dann andere diese Definition.

ERZMINISTER: Unmoglieh.
Sonst sturzen die
funfhunderttausend Paragraphen des babylonlschen
Gesetzes zusammen, die sich logischerweise aus
der Definition des Konigs ergeben, und wir haben
das reine Chaos (Engel, 231).
Only a very great distrust of politicians can
explain Durrenmatt’s predilection for depicting politics
as the nugatory Nebukadnezar-Nimrod situation.

Such a

distrust must also underlie the acrid remark that deceit
is the measure of a politician’s greatness:
Je^ofter sich ein Politlker widerspricht, desto
groper ist er (Engel. 2^-6).
For every benevolent and conscientious Romulus, Durrenmatt
portrays several "archpollticians” who will gladly turn
even religious beliefs to political gain:
Als Politiker bin ich begeistert.
Wir haben die
Mogllchkeit, mfetaphysisch zu verankern, was politlsch
auf allzu schwachen Beinen stand, An Kurrubi, an
den Himmel glaubt heute jedermann. Machen wir das
Madchen zu unserer Konigln, so ist die republikanische
Idee fur einige Jahrtausende zerstoben.
Wir brauchen
nur dem Volkswillen nachzugehen, und alles ist in
prachtigster Ordnung (Engel, 237)•
Such a politician as this will go to still greater
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lengths to achieve his goals.

Abetted by the power-hungry

theologian, he devises another parentage for the divinelysent Kurrubi:
Mein liebes Kind. Dich zu ehren und dir seine Liebe
auszudriicken, ernennt dich seine Majestat zur
naturlichen Tochter des Herzogs von Lamasch, zur
Tochter elnes etwas unglucklichen, aber hochgeehrten
Politikers, der letztes Jahr— von hinnen schied. Er
hat dich— was deine gegenwartlge Armut erklart— in
elnem Bastkorb am Ufer des Euphrat ausgesetzt unter
Umstanden, die noch von den Historikern
ausgearbeitet werden. Das Dokument 1st amtlich, an
deiner Herkunft kann nicht mehr gezweifelt werden.
Wir bitten dich, dies alles vor dem Volk zu
bestatigen (Engel, 2^8),
This politico would have Kurrubi renounce the true act
of her special creation by God in.order to be thought of
as the spurious offspring of some "unfortunate" dead
politician who might very well have been murdered secretly
in an intrigue at court.

To bring the supernatural to

the level of bastardy is low indeed, even for Durrenmatt's
politicians.
And yet, as negatively as he is disposed toward
political systems and toward the men directly concerned
therewith, Durrenmatt considers again and again the role
politics plays in the history of human morality.

How the

twentieth-century atomic physicist, for example, can and
must act in view of the political implications of his
discoveries is the central problem of Die Physlker.

Two

possible stances on this question are discussed by Alec
Jasper Kilton (alias Herbert Georg Beutler or "Newton1*)
and Joseph Eisler (alias Ernst Heinrich Ernesti or
"Einstein"):
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NEWTON j Es geht urn die Freiheit unserer Wissenschaft
und um nichts welter.
Wer diese Freiheit
garantiert, 1st gleichgultig. Ich diene jedem
System, la{3t mich das System in Ruhe.
Ich weip,
man spricht heute von der Verantwortung der
Physiker. Wir haben es einmal mlt der Furcht
zu tun und werden morallsch. Das 1st Unsinn.
Wir haben Pionierarbeit zu leisten und nichts
auperdem. Ob die Menschhelt den Weg zu gehen
versteht, den wir ihr bahnen, 1st ihre Sache,
nlcht die unsrlge.
EINSTEIN: Zugegeben. Wir haben Pionierarbeit zu
leisten. Das 1st auch meine Meinung.
Doch durfen
wir die Verantwortung nlcht ausklammern. Wir
liefern der Menschhelt gewaltlge Machtmittel.
Das gibt uns das Recht, Bedingungen zu stellen.
Wir mussen Machtpolitlker werden, well wir
Physiker sind. Wir mussen entscheiden, zu wessen
Gunsten wir unsere Wissenschaft anwenden, und ich
habe mich entschieden. Sie dagegen sind ein
jammerlicher Xsthet, Kilton. Warum kommen Sie
dann nicht zu uns, wenn Ihnen nur an der Freiheit
der Wissenschaft gelegen 1st? Auch wir konnen es
uns schon langst nicht mehr leisten, die Physiker
zu bevormunden. Auch wir brauchen Resultate.
Auch unser polltisches System mup der Wissenschaft
aus der Hand fressen (Physiker. 33^-339)•
"Newton,” representing the Eastern bloc, and
"Einstein," the Western, are physicists trying to entice
the world's greatest physicist, Johann Wilhelm Mobius,
into the scientific service of their respective ide
ologies.

The one offers him all the research paraphenalla

he needs, as well as the freedom from the responsibility
of deciding how the fruits of his work are to be used for
the weal or woe of humanity.

The other offers him the

role of politician to make those decisions.
Mobius, however, has recognized in each alternative
a substantial inherent flaw— namely, that no matter in
which political system the scientist lives and works,

?2
the results of his work will be applied to the defense of
the prevailing political viewpoint.

And the dedicated

physicist in his laboratory will not really have the time
necessary to address himself adequately to the moral
Implications involved in governmental application of
his discoveries.

Hence, whether in East or West, the

engaged physicist must of necessity succumb to the dic
tates of power politicians.

Mobius attempts to explain

this to his proselyting colleagues:
Merkwurdig. Jeder greist mir eine andere Theorie
an, doch die Eealitat, die man mir bietet, 1st
dieselbe:
Ein Gefangnis. Da ziehe ich mein
Irrenhaus vor. Es gibt mir wenigstens die
Sicherhelt, von Politikern nicht ausgenutzt zu
werden (Physiker. 3^1)•
In the end it is Mobius who convinces Kilton and Eisler
to remain voluntarily in the insane asylum.

They agree

finally that this is the sole possible means they have
of denying to all political leaders the fuel necessary
to maintain their powerful, murderous machines,
Durrenm&tt regards the incomprehensibility of
the present age as a situation which has occurred again
and again throughout human history.

Alfred 111 aptly

describes it when he is confronted with past misdeeds:
Verjahrt, alles verjahrt?
Geschichte (Besuch, 289)•

Eine alte, verruckte

With Durrenmatt, history itself is obsolescing, and one
cannot help but notice the general fin-de-slecle mood
in his dramas.

It culminates most sallently in Romulus

der GroBe with the extreme fatigue of Spurius Titus Mamma,
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the cavalry officer who has been underway one hundred
15
hours bearing his message of doom for the Empire.
In his dim view of contemporary history,
Durrenmatt Is reminiscent again of the Hebrew prophets.
It is written, for example:
Darum mup der^Kluge zur selben Zeit schweigen; denn
es 1st eine bose Zeit.
(Amos 5s13)
and again:
Darum spricht der Herr also: Siehe, Ich gedenke
uber dies Geschlecht Boses, dap ihr euren Hals nicht
daraus ziehen und dap Ihr nlcht so stolz dahergehen
solltj denn es soil eine bose Zeit sein.
(Micha 2:3)
Durrenmatt expresses the same sentiments in the majority
of his theatrical works.

In Der Bllnde the playwright

uses his most invective metaphor in speaking of this age
as a feeble and barren, wrinkled old slut:
Der welke Schop der runzligen Vettel, die sich unsere
Zeit nennt, 1st nicht mehr lmstande, ein neues
Grauen zu gebaren (Bllnde. l4o).
The age is responsible, too, for the deplorable attitude
of the young people:
Es ist die Zeit. . . . Die Sohne werden schwermutlg,
und die Tochter gehen fort (Bllnde, 121).
In Homulus der G r o p e „ the haughty, well-educated valets
of the emperor are lugubriously humorous in their bleak
depictions of the present-day world.

Achilles, who enjoys

quoting Virgil, says:
Ich mup erschuttert feststellen, dap die Sitte des
15

See the discussion of number symbolism in
Chapter IV, Part

7^

Jahrhunderts abnimmt, je mehr dies zunimmt
(Romulus, 13).
And later he and his Hellenistic counterpart Pyramus
lament the times as ushering in the Dark Ages:
ACHILLES: Jedenfalls mug die Zeit, die nun
anbricht, schauderhaft sein.
PYRAMUS: So richtiges dunkles Mittelalter.
Ohne
Pessimist sein -zu wollen: Von der heutlgen
Katastrophe wird sich die Menschhelt nie erholen
(Romulus, 70).
It is perhaps worth noticing that a politician,
on the other hand, while forced to admit a “temporary
inauspiciousness," can maintain an unruffled optimism
with respect to Rome's political and cultural future:
Es ist eine schwere Zeit, eine tragische Epoche, aber
trotzdem: Eln so vollkommen durchorganisiertes
juristisches Gebilde wle das Romische Imperium
steht auf Grund seiner inneren Werte auch die
schlimmsten Krisen durch. Unsere hohere Kultur wird
die Germanen besiegen (Romulus. ^0).
As usual for the Durrenmattian politician, he misses the
point here entirely, ignoring the real moral issue in
favor of far less significant sociopolitical ones.
In Die Ehe des Herrn Mississippi Durrenmatt makes
tongue-in-cheek comparisons of the miserable present with
the ideal past.

Mississippi reminisces with Saint-Claude

about the zealots they once were as boys:
Das waren unsere schonsten Zeiten, Louis? Wir
waren voll Sehnsucht und voll wilder Traume, fiebernd
vor Hoffnung auf eine bessere Welt (E h e , 163).
Inasmuch as he is concerned about an original,
lost innocence in nature, Mississippi appears at first
glance to be a disciple of Rousseau.

More accurately,
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this kind, of thinking can be better explained by
Mississippi's intimate knowledge of the Bible, and of the
Book of Genesis in particular.

He speaks to Anastasia

of his hobby of collecting old engravings which to him
depict the lost Innocence of mans
[Ich'J beschaftige mich auperhalb meines Berufes
mit dem Sammeln alter Stlche, meist idyllische
Landschaften, die mir den ursprungllchen
schuldlosen Zustand der Natur am ehesten
widerzuspiegeln scheinen (E h e . 103).
A much milder form of Durrenmatt's dissatisfaction
with the times is reflected in the whining petulance of
Claire Zachanassian*s husband "Number Eight."

This film

star is bored at the lack of excitement in the little
town of Gullen and thus generalizes about the tedium of
the a g e :
Es ist gar nichts los, weder mit der Natur, noch
mit den Bewohnern, alles tiefer, sorgloser Priede,
Sattheit, Gemiitlichkeit. Keine Grope, keine Tragik.
Es fehlt die sittliche Bestimmung einer gropen
Zeit (Besuch, 307).
The actor is obviously just mouthing lines from some
past movie, for— as Claire points out to him earlier in
the play (p. 296)— thinking is not his forte.

And still

Durrenmatt is implicitly expressing here an insight into
human nature, that men are bored without spectacular
upheavals in nature and society and are blind to the
unspectacular greatness and tragedy to be found in daily
living.

The implication is therefore that many men are

incapable of recognizing the times for what they really
are.
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Another variation on the theme of "had times'* is
the basis for the plot of the musical comedy, Prank V.
Here Durrenmatt stages the philosophy of the criminal
proprietors of a once-large banking firm.

From their

point of view, too, ironically, the present Is most
unpropitious, as head clerk Emil Bockmann confides to
the audience:
Denn, meine Damen und Herren, machen wir uns keine
Illuslonen. Die Zeiten sind schlimm.
Wir leben
leider Gottes in einem Rechtsstaat. Uns fehlt
durchaus der fordernde Hintergrund einer allgemeinen
Korrugtion, auf die wir uns berufen konnten, unsere
Geschaftsmaximen sittlich zu untermauern.
Wir
konnen mit keinen bestochenen Finanzministern Oder
obersten Pollzelchefs aufwarten, nicht einmal mit
bestechlichen Revisoren, neln, um uns herrscht die
lauterste, brutalste Ehrlichkeit, mit gewissen
Elnschrankungen, moglich, doch nicht von uns
feststellbar (Frank, 217),
Bockmann is complaining that illegal methods in business
are no longer effectives truly, crime does not pay at all
any more.

Contemporary honesty is far more brutal than

dishonesty ever was.
The Frank family bank has been going downhill
throughout the administration of its fifth director,
Gottfried Frank.

This unhappy man sees at last that he

has not been the "upright, hard and evil" businessman
appropriate for this day and age.

He has tried to con

tinue faithfully the illegal tradition of his ancestors.
For the cold-blooded integrity more in keeping with con
temporary demands he has been simply too irresolute and
fainthearted.

And this he has to learn from his son

Herbert, whom he has wanted to shelter from all the evil
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in the family;
Unaere Gangsterbank in Ehren, aber ihre Methoden
haben nur einen Sinn, solange sie rentieren.^ Das
war nicht mehr der Fall, darum. hatten sie geandert
werden mussen,# Das hast du verpapt, Papa, Aus
Charakterschwache, Die Ehrlichkeit ist keine
Angelegenheit des Innenlebens.^sondern der
Organisation. Zu^ihrer Durchfuhrung gehort eine
weitaus gropere Rucksichtslosigkeit, als zum
Ausuben des Schlechten, nur wirkliche Schufte
vermogen das Gute^zu tun. Warst du dieser
Schuft gewesen, hattest du mit brutaler Ehrlichkeit
legal gewirtschaftet, tanzten wir jetzt immer noch
im Reigen der Gropbanken mit (Frank. 273).
Until he encounters in his son a reincarnation of
the decided hardheartedness of his ancestors, Gottfried
Frank regards his own times and the future with despair
and sings wistful encomiums of the successful immoral
ventures of his predecessors;
Frank der Erste, Ahn, entstiegen gleich
Aus der Armut namenlosem Reich
Siehst entstellt mich, qualvoll, alt und weich
Dir entstammt, doch dir in nichts mehr gleich
Wurdest reich im Sklavenhandel
Deine Flotte stach in See
Blutrot war dein Lebenswandel
Deine Huren welp wie Schnee
Hast die Kunden wund geschunden
Immer wandte sich dein Gluck
Ach die Zeit ist nun verschwunden
Kehrt o kehrt nicht mehr zuruck
Hattest* Frank der Zweite, du die Bank
Deines besten Freundes, als er krank
Ausgeplundert, ahntest du, dap dank
Meiner Schulden ich in Armut sank?
Selbst den Papst hast du bestochen
Und der Adel kam u dir
Oder von dir in die Wochen
Kriege dienten deiner Gier
tfber Leichen gingst gelassen
Volker darbten fur dein Gluck
Deine Zeit hat mich verlassen
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Kehrt o kehrt nicht mehr zuruck
Frank der Dritte, als Genie allein
Grunder vom Hongkonger Bankverein
Warst als Chinabop so hart wie Stein
Gingst als Held in die Geschichte ein.
Hauschgift war dein Haupteinkommen
Weltenweit dein boser Trust
Milliarden eingenommen
Hast du mit dem Preis der Lust
Sap noch selbst auf deinen Knieen
Sangst du von deinem Gluck
Ach die Zeit mup weiterfliehen
Kehrt o kehrt nicht mehr zuruck.
Schaust du, Frank der Vierte, nieder jetzt
Siehst du deinen Sohn von Reu zerfetzt
Menschlichkelt hat ihn so schwer verletzt
Dap nun Tran auf Tran die Wange netzt
Sturztest Dupont im November
Kamst in Essen#an die Macht
Schobst in Erdol im Dezember
Und im Janner schon mit Schacht
Was du triebst, das triebst du muntor
Wer sich wehrte, brach in Stuck
Ach, auch deine Zeit ging unter
Kehrt o kehrt nicht mehr zuruck (Frank. 22^-227).
The ringing refrain of this song, that the good
times are gone forever, remains in one's mind even after
it is forgotten that the "good times" sung of here refer
to past great ages of criminality.

Essentially, this is

merely a distortion of the same Durrenmatt dissatisfaction
which has been seen already.
The playwright discards all levity with regard
to this theme in Herkules und der Stall des Auglas.

In

the final words of President Augias to his son Phyleus,
Durrenmatt soberly expresses his view of the times:
Ich bin Politiker, mein Sohn, kein Held, und die
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Politik schafft keine Wunder. Sie ist so schwach
wie die Menschen selbst, ein Bild nur ihrer
Zerbrechlichkeit und immer wieder zum Scheltern
bestimmt. Sie schafft nle das Gute, wenn wir selbst
nicht das Gute tun. Und so tat ich denn das Gute.
Ich verwandelte Mist in Humus. Es ist eine schwere
Zeit, in der man so wenig fur die Welt zu tun vermag,
aber dieses Wenige sollen wir wenigstens tun: Das
Eigene (Herkules. 428).
Here Durrenmatt once again reveals his own solution to
man's plight on earths

Each individual must dare to

exist in this world and do his small part in changing the
bad to good.

This is also one of the remarkably few times

that Durrenmatt has been equitable toward the sincere
politician's problems.
But once again this politician is, like all the
others, unsuccessful in bringing about any great changes.
In the end his son, his one great hope for the future,
shrugs off the real Herculean task of personal active
involvement and self-improvement.

The parliamentarian

chorus speaks then of the great downfall of Ilia and
intones the final plea to other nations to do something
for themselves before it is too late:
Drum hurt euch nicht durch die Zeiten
Und tut, was ihr tun mu0t, noch bald
Sonst wird der Tag euch entgleiten
Die Nacht ist dunkel und kalt (Herkules, 429).
This negative parting statement about the Ilian's failure
to accomplish the purgation necessary for national endur
ance returns the drama to the mood of the prologue set
by Polybios:
Aber auch die gedemutigste, zusammengeschlagenste
Kreatur . . . wird einmal reden, einmal nach all
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den endlosen und--wenn Ich den Verlauf der Geschichte
grosso modo betrachte— doch wohl fruchtlosen
Jahrhunderten, die seit melner Zeit verflossen sind
(Herkules, 362).
The centuries have been so barren because the
nations as such have been, like Ilia, incapable of
achieving any great moral objective.

Wo one nation is

of greater significance than any other with respect to
the individual's moral positions
Slehe, die Volker sind geachtet wie ein Tropfen, so
Im Eimer bleibt, und wie ein Scherfleln, so in der
Wage bleibt. . . . Alle Volker sind vor ihm nichts
und wie ein Nichtiges und Eitles geachtet.
(Jesaja
40 s i 5 , 1 7 )
It was noted earlier that human history, in the
belief of the prophets, will not proceed nilly-willy
forever but will some day come to a divinely planned end.
The prophets also described the nature of that great ter
mination of life on earth as they foresaw it.

Zaphaniah

might be taken as representative of the prophecies con
cerning the Day of Yahweh,

The following lines, taken

from his very brief writings, were the inspiration for
Thomas of Celano's world-famous hymn, "Dies IraeM :
Des Herrn groper Tag ist nahe; er ist nahe und eilt
sehr. Wenn das Geschrel vom Tage des Herrn kommen
wird, so werden die Starken alsdann bitterlich
schreien. Denn dleser Tag ist ein Tag des Grimmes,
ein Tag der Trubsal und Angst, ein Tag des Wetters
und Ungestums, ein Tag der Finsternis und Dunkels,
ein Tag der Wolken und Nebel, ein Tag der Posaune
und Drommete wider die festen Stadte und hohen
Schlosser.
Ich will den Leuten bange machen, dap
sie umhergehen sollen wie die Blinden, darum dap
sie wider den Herrn gesundigt haben.
Ihr Blut soil
ausgeschilttet werden, als ware es Staub, und ihr
Leib, als ware es Kot. Es wird sie ihr Silber und
Gold nicht erretten konnen am Tage des Zorns des
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Herrn, sondern das ganze Land soil durch das Feuer
seines Eifers verzehrt werden; denn er wird plotzlich
ein Ende machen mit alien, die im Lande wohnen.
(Zephanja 1:14-18)
In short, Zephaniah depicts a general cataclysm initiated
hy an irate God in order to chastise men for their wicked
ness,

Other prophets employ other terms and figures of

speech to project graphically a similar image of human
calamity,

Durrenmatt assumes a like tone in Ein Engel

kommt nach Babylon and utilizes some of the usual pro
phetic images of earthquakes, locust swarms, and plagues—
of course with a humorous slants
ENGGIBIs Babylonier! Ein Engel schwebte hernieder.
Die Stunde der Besinnung ist gekommen, Als
Bankler, als Mann der kuhnen Uberlegung mup ich
sagenx Die Zelten sind bedenklich,
ERSTER ARBEITERs

Die Lohne werden schlechter!

GIMMIL [donkey-milk merchant]:
auf!
ALI [wine merchant]:
ENGGIBI:

Die Kuhmilch kommt

Der Weinkonsum geht zuruck,

Dazu kommen Mipernten.

ERSTE ARBEITERFRAU:
ZWEITER ARBEITER:

Erdbeden!

Heuschreckenschwarme.

ENGGIBI: Eine unstabile Wahrung, letztes Jahr eine
Pockenepideraie und vorletztes Jahr die Pest,
Warum dies alles? Weil wir nicht an den Himmel
glauben, Wir waren alle mehr Oder weniger
Atheisten, Nun hat er sich durch einen Engel
geoffenbart. Es kommt Jetzt darauf an, wie wir
das Madchen behandeln, das der Engel auf die Erde
brachte. . . . Erwelsen wir ihm die gropte Ehre,
die wir zu geben haben, und der Himmel ist
versohnt. Ernennen wir es zu unserer Konigln.
Sonst ist das Schlimmste zu befurchten. Wir
konnen^uns einen zornigen Himmel nicht leisten.
Eine Sundflut haben wir schon mit Muh und Not
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durchgemachtA und eine Wlrtschaftskrise durfte
eine noch grof3ere Katastrophe werden (Engel,
216-217).
As much as he has borrowed from Biblical prophecy con
cerning his concept of history, this is the only Instance
where Durrenmatt comes close to depicting the "last day^r
of history in a manner similar to the Old Testament pre
dictions,

And here it is pure comedy, nothing for audi

ences to feel they must take "seriously."
Yet, even if he cannot, in the contemporary
secular world, effectively stage a prophetic end of
history to be taken "seriously," Durrenmatt is quite
serious about the present poor condition of the human race.
There is no smile behind Nebukadnezar's lamenting words
to Kurrubi:
Wir haben das Weinen verlernt und das Fluchen
gelernt (Engel, 197).
Humanity is at the point of losing its ability to repent
evil and is beginning to substitute blasphemy and curses
for tears.

The times are evil, and this playwright is

saying so.

But to be heard, he has to resort to comedy

in proclaiming his prophetic message about the final
decline of history.

Thus it is characteristic for the

earnest moralist to couch his bleak outlook for mankind
in the droll dual-kingship situation of Nebukadnezar and
Nimrod:
Kaum war ich Konig, bin wieder Schemel, So schnell
1st ein Umschwung der Dlnge noch nie eingetreten.
Wir rollen einem allgemeinen Untergang entgegen
(Engel. 2^5).

3«

Adultery and Prostitution

There Is nothing in Durrenmatt*s personal life
which would give a hint about the origin of his views on
marriage as witnessed in his dramas.

Neither were his

parents seemingly unhappily married, nor does Durrenmatt®s
own twenty-year-long conjugal union appear to be anything
but satisfactory.

And yet it is characteristic of all of

his plays without exception that the connubial state at
its best leaves very much to be desired, and at its worst
is equivalent to hell on earth.
The drama in which Durrenmatt is most emphatically
negative about the husband-wife relationship is of course
Die Ehe des Herrn Mississippi.

The plot is built around

the second marriage (for each) of Florestan Mississippi,
the state prosecuting attorney, and Anastasia, a very
beautiful, desirable woman.

Without being aware at the

time of each other's act, Mississippi and Anastasia
poisoned their first spouses for infidelity.

When the

perceptive prosecutor becomes aware of Anastasia's
involvement in the double homicide, he proposes marriage
to her as a form of mutual expiation for their crime.
Mississippi, who is fanatically fervid about the admin
istration of justice, feels that they have been pulled
together by a fateful destiny!
Ahnen Sie denn nicht, da3 ich nicht freiwillig zu
Ihnen gekommen bln, sondern nur, well uns ein
verhangnisvoiles Geschick aneinander fesselt? Ich

8^

bitte Sie, die Seelenstarke zu haben, mich in Ruhe
anzuhoren. Die gegenseitige Folterung ist schon so
grauenhaft, dag wir die augerste Ruckslcht nehmen
mussen (Ehe, 97) •
Immediately in this their first conversation he
intimates the extraordinary motive he has for proposing
this marriage.

When she realizes the unmitigated serious

ness of his offer, Anastasia exclaims incredulously*
ANASTASIA: Sie bietenjnir eine Ehe an, urn mich
endlos f o l t e m zu konnenf
MISSISSIPPI: Urn uns endlos foltern zu konnen.
Unsere Ehe wurde fur beide Telle die Holle
bedeuten!
(Ehe, 108)
Mississippi's craving for this unprecedented
mutual torture is comprehensible only in the light of his
punitive moral attitude:
In einer Zeit, da Mord, Ehebruch, Raub, Unzucht,
Luge, Brandstiftung, Ausbeutung und Gotteslasfeerung
nicht unweigerlich mit dem Tode bestraft werden,
ist unsere Ehe ein Triumph der Gerechtlgkeit!
(E h e , 109)
He is an ardent disciple of the Law of Moses which he
feels must be unflinchingly carried out if the moral
degeneration of the world is to be overcome.
Anastasia allows herself to be persuaded into
wedlock with Mississippi, and for five years it appears
that this marriage represents indeed a fruition of his
moral objectives.

He is more successful than ever before

in procuring the death penalty in his prosecutions for the
state, and his wife becomes prominently known as "the
angel of the prisons" for her efforts to bring cheer and
consolation to the men he has condemned to death.

Just
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when he sees in their relationship the most gratifying
corroboration of his extreme Old Testament canons,
Mississippi learns that Anastasia has committed adultery
during these years with at least three men, and possibly
with others.

His theories crushed, Mississippi poisons

his wife, hoping to bring her to an admission of guilt,
at least, before she dies.

But Anastasia falsely main

tains her innocence even when she is conscious of the
proximity of death, and she dies impenitent to the last,
hopelessly refractory.

The absurdity of this situation

is then augmented by Mississippi's ludicrous death after
drinking the poisoned coffee which Anastasia had intended
for Saint-Claude, one of her several lovers.
In several Important aspects this drama seems to
have been inspired at least partially by the Old Testament
story of the unhappy union of the prophet Hosea and his
unfaithful wife Gomer (Hosea, chapters 1-3) •

Following

a divine injunction, Hosea weds Gomer and she bears
three children, of whom only the first child is definitely
his.1^

Hosea's love for his wife has been betrayed and

he has to expel her from his home as an adulteress.

Sub

sequently, however, the Lord allows Hosea to renew his
relationship with her in the hope that she can be brought
to repentence.

Though nothing is further stated with

respect to the outcome of Hosea's attempt to convert his
^Blunt, op. clt. . p. ^6.

I
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wife, the mood engendered is one of hope and promise.
The first three chapters of the Book of Hosea
have heen interpreted in diverse ways, pivoting espe
cially on the central question of whether the marriage
is a real one or merely allegorical.

Heschel concludes

that it is real and expresses the following conviction:
"One thing is clear:

the primarily given and immediate

spiritual datum in the story of the marriage is the
prophet's experience.

The event stirred and shocked

the life of Hosea regardless of its effect on public
opinion.

It concerned him personally at the deepest

level and had a meaning of the highest significance for
his own life. . . .

The marriage was a lesson, an

illustration, rather than a symbol or a sacrament.
Its
«r'
purpose was not to demonstrate divine attitudes to the
. .

people, but to educate Hosea himself In the understanding
of divine sensibility,wl?
In a comparison of Hosea and Mississippi, the
greatest dissimilarity between the two men lies in their
inner response to the errant behavior of their wives.
Hosea displays a feeling of sanguine intimacy with his
spouse, Mississippi only an impersonal moral responsibility.
Central to both relationships, and of prime importance,
is the very explicit sense of "a suffering together, the
act of sharing an inner experience."1®
•^Heschel, op. cit., p. 56.
lbIbid.. p. 5 9 .

While in the
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Biblical story the resulting union offers hope, in
Durrenmatt's play it culminates in meaningless deaths
and utter hopelessness.

Even Mississippi's premature

remark to Anastasia about the moral victory of their
marriage turns out to be unfounded:
Schlagen Sie sich die Ehe aus dem Sinn, die wir
miteinander fiihren mupten, sie war physisch eine
Holle, moralisch ein Paradles (Ehe, 159)•
His discovery that not even one human being can be im
proved spiritually by strict adherence to the Law of Moses
and hence that his entire career in the administration of
Justice has been ineffectual creates for him a torment
befitting hell.

His marriage is a fiasco because he fails

to grasp the sublime sensibility which superseded the
moral code commonly ascribed to Moses.

That sensibility

is Christian love.
In another play where the institution of marriage
is made light of, Durrenmatt indicates the significance
of Christian love,

In Per Besuch der alten Dame Claire

mentions the elevating sermon delivered at her eighth
nuptials.

She is told that the basis for it is the

thirteenth chapter of the first epistle of Paul to the
Corinthians, which begins as follows:
Wenn ich mit Menschen-und mit Engelzungen redete,
und hatte der Liebe nicht, so ware ich ein tonend
Erz oder eine kllngende Schelle. Und wenn ich
weissagen konnte und wugte alle Geheimnisse und
alle Erkenntnis und hatte alien Glauben, also dap
ich Berge versetzte, und hatte der Liebe nicht, so
ware ich nichts.
(1. Korinther 13:1-2)
In the concept "love" may be found another
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formulation of Durrenmatt's set of values.

The Individ

ual who sincerely practices love, as it is defined by
Paul in his epistle above, is the true "hero” of every
Durrenmatt

play.1?

Conversely, the characters who come

to deplorable and ignominious ends are markedly wanting
in this virtue.

So it is with Mississippi, who admits

having become a brute on account of his inability to
love a "guilty" humanity:
Ich kann nicht mehr lieben, was verloren ist, ich
kann nur noch toten.
Ich bin eine Bestie geworden,
die der Menschhelt an die Gurgel springt (Ehe, 107).
It is really no wonder, then, that for such people
marriage means an institution to be detested or dreaded,
as Mississippi once tells Anastasia:
Die Tatsachen der Ehe sind oft entsetzlich
(E h e . 98).
For them there is only pain associated with doubts about
the loyalty of their current mates.
Mississippi's wretchedness over his first wife's
infidelity is one of many appearances of the theme of
adultery in Durrenmatt's dramatic works:
Die Tatsache ihrer Untreue sturzte mich in die
untereste Holle (Ehe, 99)•
It occurs as early as the first play, where the time is
developed atypically, inasmuch as Katherine Knipperdollinck
suffers from her own adulterous actions:
Ich weip, ihr werdet mich nicht verstehen, dap ich
nun mit elnem anderen Manne mein Bett teile, dap
1?See footnote 7» p. 5^.
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Johann Bockelson von Leyden nun die Rechte elnnimmt,
die sonst Bernhard Knipperdolllnok zukamen. . . • Ich
aber wurde das Weib des Fremden und weip nicht, wie
solches gekommen. • •
Nur oft in der Nacht, wenn
er an meiner Seite sehlaft . . . sitze ich auf und
starre in das Zimmer und sehe die Fensterrahmen vor
mir, in denen die Nacht Ihr leeres Gesicht zeigt und
dann weine ich (ESG, ^6-^7)•
The question of adultery occurs again notably in
Durrenmatt*s latest play, a two-act comedy entitled Der
Meteor*

The powerful entrepreneur Muheim commits murder

In momentary derangement on hearing that his deceased
wife was unfaithful to him.

He tries to console himself

with the thought that human beings have a sexual life not
unlike that of rabbits and thus he can not really have
expected his wife to be better than the rest.

He Is

nonetheless very disturbed, exclaiming in desperation*
Dap ich meiner Frau treu war und dap ich glaubte,
sie ware mir treu— dieses bipchen Anstandigkeit in
meinem Leben— der grope Muheim baute auf Sand, das
Fundament sackt ab. . . ^ Ich kenne die Wahrheit
nicht, Schwitter, das qualt mich zu Tode. Mit wem
schlief sie noch? Mit den Stadtraten? Mit den
Mitgliedern der Baukommission? Mit meinen
Rechtsanwalten? Mit ihren Srzten? Mit den Herren
vom Golf oder mit jenen vom Reitklub Rotweip? Mit
welchen Kunstlern noch? Sie kannte alle. Und warum
waren oft Italienische Arbeiter im Haus? Warum?
Mein Gott, mit wem hat Elfriede noch geschlafen?
(Meteor. 51)
Often in Durrenmatt*s plays, adultery alternates
with the theme of prostitution and even becomes at times
Identical with it.

It is evident that such a theme-

interrelationship is by no means a Durrenmatt Ian inno
vation when it is recalled that the exegetically abstruse
passage in Hosea*s love story reads as follows?
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Da der Herr anfing zu reden durch Hosea, sprach er zu
ihm: Gehe hln und nimm ein Hurenweib und Hurenkinderj
denn das Land lauft vom Herrn der Hurerei nach,
(Hosea 1:2)
As in many other cases, here is an instance of Durrenmatt*s
debt to the Hebrew prophets.

But then Durrenmatt*s

artistry is not to be found in prolific originality but
in his rare skill of refashioning ancient thematic mate
rials to produce an inimitably Durrenmattian signature for
his writings.

Such is the case in the blending of prosti

tution with the entire body of concepts making up his
unique Weltanschauung.
There are several notable scarlet women in
Durrenmatt*s plays.

Octavla, the duke's daughter in Der

Bllnde, is perhaps the first good example.

To taste

"freedom," she follows for a time the wayward path of
promiscuity.

Part of a conversation between Octavia and

her brother Palamedes Illustrates her initial attitude:
PALAMEDES: Schwester, Ihr teilt alles, was Ihr
habt: Mit mir den Vater, mit irgendeiner Dirne
die Unzucht und mit dem Itallener das Bett. . . .
OCTAVIA:
PALAMEDES:
OCTAVIA:

Ich handle, wie ich bln.
Dann seid Ihr ein Ungeheuer.
Ich bin schon wie das Land Italien.

PALAMEDES: Sehr wohl: Keusch wie das Land Babylonien
und wahr wie das Land Utoplen (Bllnde. 154).
Palamedes compares his sister to Babylonia, the land in
the Nevr Testament which came to embody the unchaste,
lascivious behavior attributed in the Old Testament gen
erally to the inhabitants of Sodom and Gomorrah.
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Anastasia, of Die She des Herrn Mississippi, has been
referred to as the world after becoming the Whore of
20
Babylon.
Yet an essential difference between these
two women still remains:

Octavia can later regret her

wickedness and accept the retribution of a higher justice,
whereas her counterpart in the latter play can be neither
changed morally nor redeemed.
Prostitution, however, can be thought of as
relatively virtuous when it is put into the context of
the great wickedness of the contemporary world.

So says

Romulus to the financier who wants to buy the right to
marry his daughters
Nun hast dujiie Hand der einzigen Tochter des Kaisers
erhalten, Casar R u p f , und einem goldenen Kalb ist ein
kaiserlicher Jungfernkranz aufgesetzt worden, denn
heute ist^eine Zeit, da die Kuppelei eine Tugend vor
dem unerhorten Prevel geworden ist, der an der
Menschhelt begangen wird (Romulus, ^7)«
And in another play a man tells his wife to ply again
the call girl's honest trade:
Du hast den ehrlichsten Beruf gelernt, den es gibt,
du bist das schonste und tuchtigste Call-Girl der
Stadt gewesen, kehr wieder zu delnem Gewerbe
zuruck^ tu mir den Gefallen! Durch unsere Ehe bist
du beruhmt geworden, dein Bild war in alien Zeltungen,
Aktbilder von dir kurslerten, deine Preise sind ins
Unermesiiche gestiegen. Du bist das Geschenk, das
ich der#s5ffentlichkeit vermache, Casar stiftete
seine Garten, ich eine Dirne!
(Meteor, 33)
In calling prostitution an honest profession here,
Durrenmatt is implicitly comparing the women whose admitted
O A

Banziger, o p . cit., p. 1^7.
22* cit., p. *KL.

See also Jenny,
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business is prostitution of self with the men who profess
righteousness while secretly prostituting and even murder
ing others.

Gullen comes to mind, for example, when the

following words of Isaiah are reads
Wie geht das zu, dap die fromme Stadt zur Hure
geworden ist? Sie war voll Hechts, Gerechtigkeit
wohnte darin, nun aber Morder.
(Jesaja 1:21)
Claire the prostitute appears less guilty than the people
of Gullen who murder Alfred 111 for her money.

She is

at least honest and does not dissimulate her real in
tentions as they try to do.
In Frank V. the theme of prostitution is again
prominent.

Among the various criminals employed by the

bank is Frieda Furst, a prostitute who has been working
for the Franks over twenty years.

Frieda has to be re

placed by a younger woman so that the bank can still be
saved from ruin:
Gibt's keine andre Hoffnung mehr
Als eine neue Hure. Darum mup sie her.
Ottilie trlfft sie heut um acht. Bei Guillaume.
Stehe
Gott uns bei, damit durch einen frischen Schop
Sich wende unser teuflisch Los.
Ich bitte nicht fur mich, o nein
Ich bitt fur meine Kinder, fur Franzi und Herbert
Diese sollen glucklich sein
Und gut (Frank, 262).
The curious aspect of this appearance of the theme
is not that bankruptcy is supposed to be prevented by bawds
but that the bawds are to make it possible for the Frank
children to remain virtuous, since they will not need to
get involved with illegal and immoral financial dealings.
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The parents justify all of their sins with this excuse:
OTILIE: Ich bin verloren, ich bin verflucht, Gott
mag mit mir verfahren nach seinem Willen, aber
meine Kinder sollen nicht so leben mussen wie
ich, sie^sollen anstandige Menschen sein durfen,
Gott gefallig und den Menschen.
FRANK V.s Was wir taten, haben wir fur unsere
Kinder getan (Frank, 229-230).
The children who are to benefit spiritually by this
"sacrifice" of their parents grow up to be ruthless
individuals completely devoid of conscience, capable
even of demanding the death of their own parents for the
good of the bank:
Wir sind die Jungen, die da kommen
Geschlupft aus eurer Weiber SchoR
Vor uns hat Gott RelRaus genommen
Der Teufel schreit: Was 1st denn los?
Wir sturzen euer Babylon
Errichten unsre eignen Tempel
Die Tochter eine Hur, der Sohn
Gibt seinem Vater ein Exempel
Es treibt euch jetzo ab, ihr Lieben
Was einst ihr nicht habt abgetrieben (Frank, 233)•
The sixth generation of Franks is much more
corrupt than the fifth.

Franziska Frank, ironically, is

spiritually far worse off than Frieda Furst, for Frieda
has at least loved a man throughout the years and wants
to discontinue her harlotry to live with him in peace.
Franziska is incapable of love and is probably the most
cold-blooded of Durrenmatt's many prostitute characters.
In the case of Frank V. Durrenmatt may well have remembered
Isaiah's prophecy:
Ich habe Kinder auferzogen und erhoht, und sie sind
von mir abgefalien. . . . Des boshaften Samens,

9^

der verderbten Kinder, die den Herrn verlassen.
(Jesaja 1:2,^)
4.

Wisdom and Knowledge

Durrenmatt's heroes are all engaged in the search
for knowledge and, ultimately, wisdom, but they are con
stantly thwarted in their quest by the many contradic
tions they encounter in life.

However, they do find at

least a partial answer to their questions through belief
in a spiritual order, a higher-than-earthly justice.

That

this is so in the writings of a Swiss Protestant is not
unusual, since John Calvin, probably the most influential
of the Swiss Reformers, stressed the inevitable, unbreak
able bond between knowledge of God and understanding of
man.

21
Thus, it would seem logical that men's first

recourse is to the theologian as the authority on the
supernatural.

The theologian or some member of the

priestly caste is indeed to be found in several of
Durrenmatt's dramas.

Like Hosea, the playwright summarily

rejects the counsel of priests, and for approximately the
same reason:
Horet, ihr Kinder Israel, des Herrn Wort* Denn der
Herr hat Ursache, zu schelten, die im Lande wohnenj
denn es 1st keine Treue, keine Liebe, keine Erkenntnis
21

John Calvin, Institutes of the Christian
Religion, trans. Henry Beveridge (London: J. Clarke, 1957),
I. 37. has written:
"Our wisdom, in so far as it ought
to be deemed true and solid wisdom, consists entirely of
two parts: the knowledge of God and of ourselves."
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Gottes lm Lande. . . , Mein Volk 1st dahin, darum
dap es nicht lernen will. Denn du verwirfst Gottes
Wort; darum will ich dich auch verwerfen, dap du
nicht mein Priester sein sollst. Du vergissest
das Gesetz deines Gottes; darum will ich auch deine
Kinder vergessen.
(Hosea ^;1,6)
True understanding of God, according to the prophet, must
find the corresponding expression in life through kindness
and love.

The very manner in which the priests callously

pervert justice and truth for bribes, however, makes a
mockery of their professed beliefs and hence renders their
spiritual counsel generally incredible.
Durrenmatt is even more than skeptical with re
spect to the opinions and pronouncements of priests.

He

consistently makes this clear whenever theology and
theologians are discussed.

Especially in Eln Engel kommt

nach Babylon are found several examples of Durrenmatt*s
great distrust of those who engage in religion as an
activity for livelihood.

Nebukadnezar calls his chief

theologian Utnapischtim "der alteste der Menschen"
(p. 233)* subtly equating the priesthood with prosti
tution, familiarly known as the world's “oldest profession."
To ridicule the turgid, unintelligible statements
of theologians, Durrenmatt has the king complain to
Utnapischtim that he cannot understand his theological
mumbo jumbo.

To this Utnapischtim replies:

Macht nichts, Majestat. Auch wir Theologen
verstehen einander beinahe nie (Engel, 233).
At times Durrenmatt enjoys poking fun at the
scientism of theology, as when Nebukadnezar tells
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Utnapischtim that it is in the interest of theology to ban
the fictions of poets:
Uberhaupt>emup das Studium der Theologie in meinem
Reich gefordert werden. Alle andern Wissenschaf ten
lasse ich verbleten. . . . Der vollkommene Staat
darf die Verbreitung von Unwahrhelten nicht dulden.
Die Dichter veroffentlichen Gefuhle, die es nicht
gibt, erfundene Geschichten und Satze ohne Sinn.
Ich denke, dag gerade auch die Theologie daran
interessiert ist, dies zu verbieten (Engel, 235).
And yet the theologian's opinions are not all
humbug.

Utnapischtim is well aware of the best means of

viewing earthly contradictions:
Wenn wir den, wie ich zugebe, oft ratselhaften
Wandel der Welt verstehen wollen, o Konig, mussen
wir von der Annahme ausgehen, der Himmel habe limner
recht (Engel, 23^).
In other words, the theologian recognizes that there is a
divine plan underlying the apparently inexplicable events
in human history.

Unfortunately, Utnapischtim allows

himself to be swayed more by political considerations
than by spiritual ones and so gives Kurrubi deceitful
counsel.

In attempting to make her accept Nebukadnezar

as her divinely-intended spouse, Utnapischtim begins his
arguments by describing the will of God and ends by stating
the will of men:
Wie ich noch jung war und die Sundflut kam, war ich
der Uberzeugung, der Himmel verlange das Absolute
von uns Menschen, wie wir uns in der Theologie mlt
unserer sonderbaren Sprache ausdrucken, doch je
alter ich werde, desto deutlicher sehe ich, dap dies
eine nicht ganz richtige Auffassung ist. „Der Himmel
verlangt von den Menschen vor allem das Mogliche,
Er weip, dap er uns nicht mit einem Schlag zu
vollkommenen Geschopfen machen kann, dap er uns
nur zerstoren wurde, wollte er da s. . . .
Wenn du
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das Gebot des Himmels als unbedingt ansiehst und
verlangst, dap der Konig, der dich als^Bettler
erhielt, nun auch ein Bettler werden musse, verwirrt
dies die menschliche Qrdnung. Die Menschen wollen
nun einmal ihre Konige und nicht ihre Bettler
begnadet wissen (Engel, 243-2*14).
But Kurrubi knows that the divine order cannot be super
seded by the human will, and she is not convinced of the
truth of the theologian's ex cathedra arguments.
Many of Durrenmatt*s characters are deeply con
cerned about the apparent dichotomy which exists between
the spiritual and the natural, and they strive to discover
a divine system behind the disorder in nature.

As one of

the characters in Die Physlker says:
Ich ertrage Unordnung nicht. Ich bin eigentllch nur
Physlker aus Ordnungsliebe geworden. , . . Um die
scheinbare Unordnung in der Natur auf eine hohere
Ordnung zuriickzufuhren (Physiker. 294) .
The higher order "Newton" is searching for in his physics
laboratory is identical with the higher justice Muheim
hopes to "feel" by staring at Schwitter's corpse:
Ich kehrte zuruck, um Ihre Lelche anzustarren.
Stundenlang wollte ich Ihre Leiche anstarren.
Mit
einer Ahnung von einer hoheren Gerechtigkeit, mit
einem Gefuhl, dap da oben ein Herrgott schalte und
walte (Meteor, 4$).
There seems never to be any real proof on earth
of the existence of the spiritual absolutes men long for.
The physicists are unable to employ the scientific method
successfully to draw conclusions about the nature of God.
Their knowledge does not reach that far.

Muheim, on the

other hand, does not demand a proof of the higher justice
of an omnipotent Godj he would be content simply to feel
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with conviction the divine reality.

And even he is

unconvinced.
Romulus, however, enjoys an unwavering certitude
with respect to his moral tenets, even in the time of
crisis, and he regards any demonstration of moral victory
on earth as just another scene from the human comedy of
errors:
Spielen wir noch einmal, zum letzten Mai, Komodie.
Tun wir so, als glnge^die Hechnung hienieden a u f ,
als siegte der Geist uber die Materie Mensch
(Romulus, 81).
In his opinion, it is useless to expect any significant
victory of good over evil and hence any external proof
of divine justice.

As Isaiah says:

Denn meine Gedanken sind nicht eure Gedanken, und
eure Wege sind nicht meine Wege, spricht der Herr.
(Jesaja 55:8)
Durrenmatt is keenly aware on the one hand that God Is
inscrutable for mortal men and on the other that contra
dictions are inevitable whenever one tries to reconcile
man's will with one's concept of the divine scheme.

This

kind of harmony would have to arise out of a much greater
understanding of the nature of God than can ever be the
case:
KURRUBI:

Das verstehe ich nicht.

ENGEL: Was aus der Hand dessen kommt, der dich
erschuf, verstehen wir nle, mein Kind (Engel.
175).
And:
KURRUBI:

Du lugst, mein Engel.
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ENGEL* Der Himmel lugt nie, mein Kind. Nur fallt
es ihm bisweilen schwer, sloh den Menschen
verstandlich zu machen (Engel. 182)e
Men cannot understand the divine in any depth, and
yet many consider themselves spokesmen for God.

In a con

versation between the two Homan emperors about the imminent
invasion by Germanic hordes, Zeno believes that the disas
ter can be averted if the emperors can believe strongly in
their own greatness and in their historical mission*
ROMULUS*
ZENO s

Also gut.

Glauben wir.

Du glaubst ?

ROMULUS:

Felsenfest.

ROMULUS*

Was soil Jetzt geschehen?

ZENO.

Unwichtigo

ROMULUS* Etwas mussen wir doch nun tun bei dieser
Geisteshaltung.
ZENO* Das kommt von selbst. Wir mussen nur eine
Idee finden, die wir dem Schlagwort der Germanen*
"Fur Freiheit und Lelbeigenschaft" entgegensetzen
konnen. Ich schlage vor* Fur Sklaverei und
Gott *
ROMULUS* Ich weip nicht, ob Gott auf unserer
Seite steht, daruber sind die Nachrichten nun
doch zu vage (Romulus. 25-26).
Romulus, the character in Durrenmatt's plays who
seems to embody the playwright's outlooks most com
pletely, recognizes the flaw in Zeno's arguments.

The

slogan proposed by the East Roman emperor is fundamentally
equivalent to that of the Teutons and, if anything, it Is
the more detestable because of its spurious claim to
divine sanction.
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Great knowledge, if improperly handled, can result
in great guilt, as the prophets have pointed outs
Deine Weisheit und Kunst hat dlch verleitet, dag
du sprachst in deinem Herzens
Ich bin's, und sonst
keinei
(Jesaja **7*10)
Here the sin of pride is meant, but that is not the only
sin warned about in this connection.

In the same way that

high rank entails certain secular duties, as indicated by
the expression noblesse oblige, truly inspired knowledge
carries the attendant responsibility of greater piety and
moral purification:
Darum mussen solche Lehrer zu Schanden, erschreckt
und gefangen werden? denn was konnen sie Gutes
lehren, well sie des H e r m Wort verwerfen?
(Jeremia 8:9)
Jeremiah (8:11)— and Durrenmatt— decry the behavior of
individuals who preach "peace, peace; when there is no
peace," King Solomon, gloriously renowned throughout
history as a paragon of wisdom, truth, and Justice, is
differently described by the playwright for his twentiethcentury audiences:
Ich bin Salomo,
Ich bin der arme Konig Salomo.
Einst war ich unermeglich reich, weise und
gottesfurchtig.
Ob meiner Mucht erzitterten
die Gewaltigen. Aber meine Weisheit zerstorte
meine Gottesfurcht, und als Ich Gott nicht mehr
furchtete, zerstorte melne<#Weisheit meinen
Reichtum. Nun sind die Stadte tot, uber die ich
regierte, mein Reich leer, das mlr anvertraut worden
war (Physlker, 351).
An interpretation of this statement is that one
must not revel in whatever knowledge and wisdom he
believes he has achieved.

Rather than pride, humility
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Is called for, If anything positive is to he the result
of a man's existence.

In the final analysis, man can

possibly distinguish only the beautiful from the ugly,
according to Durrenmatt:
OGTAVIA:

Ihr wi3t, was schon und haplich ist?

NEGRO DA PONTE: Das ist vielleicht das einzige,
was der Mensch wissen kann (Blinde, 132).
With a strong faith, this is all the knowledge men need to
make their way through life.
5.

The Angel

One of the religious images Durrenmatt has employed
with noticeable zest in his dramatic works is the angel.
He finds this mythical being so fascinating that he has
created a dramatic legend about the appearance of an angel
in old Babylon, the moral and political consequences of
which are supposed to transcend the peculiarities of that
time and place.
The plot of Ein Engel kommt nach Babylon is rela
tively uncomplicated.

An angel brings a young girl,

Kurrubi, as a divine gift for “the least of men" in
Babylon.

Having no more exact instructions than these,

the angel decides that Kurrubi must certainly be intended
for the poorest beggar.

Concurrent with the angel's errand

to Babylon, that city's king, Nebukadnezar, disguised as
a foreign beggar, is engaged in trying to convince Akki,
the last remaining beggar in his realm, to exchange begging
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for a job in the Civil Service.

Akkl agrees to parti

cipate in a contest with him to determine who is the more
skillful beggar, and he will enter the employment of the
state if he loses.

But he wins, and the angel presents

Kurrubi to the “poorer” beggar, the masquerading king.
It quickly becomes obvious that the cherubic maiden,
true to her mission, will remain with Nebukadnezar only
if he is a beggar, not a king.

He is unwilling to relin

quish his throne, however, and so he orders Kurrubi to be
executed.

As the play comes to a close, she is escaping

this punishment with Akkl through the desert.
The angel of the title role makes few appearances
during the play, and yet he is there long enough and often
enough to make the politicians and theologians most uneasy.
The politicians are not against angels in theory; on the
contrary, they find it easier to subjugate people with
strong religious beliefs than to keep atheists under con
trol.

This is the meaning of the policemanfs statements

Die Polizel findet keinen Grund, am Engel zu
zwelfeln. Im Gegenteil.
Gerade die Atheisten sind
ihr seit Jeher verdachtig vorgekommen (Engel. 211).
The prime minister is concerned that the rules and
regulations of the state will seem farcical when angels
(and by extension God) become a visible reality:
Meine Krltik richtet sich nicht gegen den Engel,
s o n d e m gegen dessen Erschelnung. Es ist relnes
Gift.M , , , Ein Staat, eine gesunde Autoritat ist
nur moglich, indem die Erde Erde und der Himmel
Himmel blelbt, indem die Erde eine Wirklichkelt
darstellt, die von den Politikern zu gestalten ist,
und der Himmel eine holde Theorie der Theologen, uber
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die sonst niemand klug zu werden braucht.
Wird
jedoch der Himmel Wlrkllchkeit, wie nun durch das
Erscheinen eines Engels, fallt die menschliche
Ordnung dahin, denn Angeslchts eines sichtbaren
Himmels mug der Staat notgedrungen zu einer Farce
werden, und das Resultat dieser kosmischen
Schlamperei haben wirs
ein Volk, das sich gegen
uns erhebt (Engel, 2^S-2^6).
The angel, however, is completely unaware of the
tension and disquiet wrought by his appearance among men,
so intent is he in making his scientific studies of earthly
phenomena.

He is impatient to conduct his measurements

and calculations:
Ich habe schliepiich noch einen Beruf. Ich mug die
Erde untersuchen. Ich elle, zu messen, zu schurfen,
zu sammeln, neue Wunder zu entdecken in der
Erhabenheit des Alls, denn diejYlaterie, mein Kind,
habe ich bis jetzt nur im gasformigen Zustand
kennengelernt (Engel, 197)•
The credit for being the first to describe an
angel's scientific examinations of the earth does not go
to Durrenmatt, as is manifest from the following Biblical
passage *
Und ich hob meine Augen auf und sah, und siehe, ein
Mann hatte eine Mepschnur in der Hand. Und ich
sprach:
Wo gehst du hln? Er aber sprach zu mir:
Dap ich Jerusalem messe und sehep wie lang und weit
er sein soil. Und siehe, der Engel, der mit mir
reaete, ging heraus; und ein anderer Engel ging
heraus ihm entgegen.
(Sacharja 2:5-7)
And approximately the same action is described in much
greater detail in chapters 4o through ^8 of the Book of
Ezekiel.

An interesting small part of that wealth of

detail is the description of the interior of the ideal
Temple of restored Israel:
Und am ganzen Hause herum waren Cherubim und
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Palmlaubwerk zwischen die Cherubim gemacht. Und ein
jeder Cherub hatte zwel Angesichter.
(Hesekiel 4l:
18-19)
This passage is interesting and pertinent here,
for it indicates a possible source for Durrenmatt*s
inspiration for the unusual combination of cherub and
palm tree in one play.

The name Kurrubi is transparent

enough as a camouflage of the word cherub.

And the palm

tree is humorously mentioned in connection with the
angel’s botanical studies:
Der Engel liep slch offentlich im Stadtpark nieder
und sammelt Kolibris und Kokosnusse, indem er von
Palme zu Palme hupft (Engel, 236).
In the pseudeplgraphical Book of Enoch (61:1),
angels go off to measure Paradise, too.

Durrenmatt*s

angel has found nothing but grace and beauty and happiness
on earth and throughout the universe:
Was erschaffen ist, ist gut, und was gut ist, ist
glucklich. Auf meinen ausgedehnten Reisen durch
die Schopfung habe ich nle ein Kornchen Ungluck
gesehen (Engel. 175).
And again:
Alles, was ich fand auf diesem Stern, war Gnade, und
nichts anderes: Ein unwirkliches Wunder in den
erhabenen Wusteneien der Gestlrne(Engel, 254).
That the angels have a great knowledge of creation
is familiar Information to those acquainted with Second
Samuel:
Aber mein Herr 1st weise wie die Weisheit eines
Engels Gottes, dap er merkt alles auf Erden.
(2. Samuel 14:20)
Yet even the angels are imperfect, as Eliphaz the
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Temanite tells Job:
Wie kann ein Mensch gerecht sein vor Gott? Oder ein
Mann rein sein vor dem, der ihn gemacht hat? Siehe,
unter seinen Knechten 1st keiner ohne Tadel, und
seine Boten zeiht er der Torheit.
(Hiob
17-lb)
Kurrubi recognizes the discrepancy between life on earth
as it really is, and the life as the angel sees it:
Die Erde ist so anders, als der Engel sie sleht, mein
Akki. Mit jedem Schritt, den ich tue, wachst die
Ungerechtigkeit, die Krankheit, die Verzweiflung um
mich her. Die Menschen sind unglucklich (Engel, 202).
According to the angel, men are simply confused
by the dazzling beauty of the earth.

What appears to be

a great distress will be resolved in time, if men are but
patient:
ENGEL: Verwirrung, mein Kind, nichts als Verwirrung.
. . . Die Schonheit der Erde ist so iiber allem
Map, dag man ein wenig verwirrt wlrd dabei. Das
ist naturlich. . . .
KURRUBI^ Die Menschen stellen mir nach, mein^Engel.
Ungluck brachte ich der Stadt Babylon. Tranen
tragt der Euphratg#ins Meer. Was ich auch finde,
Liebe oder Hap, totet mich.
ENGELjg Wlrd sich klaren, mein Madchen, wird sich
klaren, aufs schonste, aufs herrlichste (Engel.
215) .
Perhaps the angel is really able to discern here
the difference between good and bad, to exercise that
capacity which Second Samuel (1^:17) further attributes
to angels.

Perhaps Kurrubi is wrong in her lamentation

that the angel is impervious to, if not ignorant of the
plight of human beings.

It is probable, at any rate,

that Durrenmatt's own feeling about human creation is
that of Ezekiel (at the completion of the angels'
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measurements of the new Jerusalem):
Und alsdann soil die Stadt genannt werden:
ist der HerrH . (Hesekiel ^6:35)

MHier

No doubt Durrenmatt believes that Providence can be felt
by men with hope and courage, that heaven has not become
indifferent and abandoned mankind, as Nebukadnezar tells
Kurrubi:
Der Engel verschwindet. Er sinkt zuruck in seine
gleichgiiltigen Sterne.
Du bist allein. Der Himmel
hat dich verlassen, die Menschen verstopen (Engel,
255).
While Ein Engel kommt nach Babylon is the play
most conspicuous in the use of angel imagery, in three
of Durrenmatt's nine other plays the angel is represented
or mentioned.

In Es steht geschrleben the archangel

Gabriel is reported to have appeared to Johann Bockelson
and subsequently to have carried him from Leyden,
Netherlands, to Munster in Westphalia:
Der Erzengel Gabriel trug mich durch die Lufte
(ESG. 21).
Durrenmatt9s use of the angel as a vehicle for his pseudo
prophet is again not unique.

In the apocryphal fourteenth

chapter of the Book of Daniel, the prophet Habakkuk Is
flown by an angel in an even more comical fashion, to
deliver food to Daniel in the lion's den:
Nun lebte in Juda der Prophet Habakuk. Dieser hatte
ein Essen gekocht, Brot in einen Napf gebrockt und
ging eben auf das Feld, um es den Schnittern zu
bringen. Da sprach der Engel des H e r m zu Kabakuk:
Bringe das Gericht, das du hast, nach Babylon dem
Daniel in der Lowengrube? Habakuk antwortete:
Herr,
Babylon habe ich nie gesehen, und die Grube Ist mir
unbekannt. Da fapte ihn der Engel des Herrn am
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Scheitel, trug lhn an den Haaren seines Hauptes und
versetzte ihn in einem Atemzug nach Babylon an den
Rand der Grube. Habakuk riefs Daniel, Daniel, nimm
das Essen, das Gott dir geschickt hat! Daniel sprach:
So hast du dlch doch meiner erinnert, o Gott, und
hast nicht verlassen, die dich lieben! Dann erhob
sich Daniel und ap, Der Engel Gottes aber versetzte
den Habakuk sogleich an seinen fruheren Ort zuruck.
(Daniel 1^:33-39)
Gabriel is also the means whereby Johann Bockelson learns
of his mission to become lord of the earth, and this is a
reflection of the apocalyptic scenes involving Gabriel in
the Book of Daniel.23
In Die Ehe des Herrn Mississippi, the proud pros
ecuting attorney boasts that his wife Anastasia has been
so improved by their Joint application of the Law of Moses
that she is now known everywhere as "the angel of the
prisons"s
Meine Prau vertiefte— wie vorausgesehen— ihren
Charakter erklecklich und wurde auch religiosen
Gefuhlen gegeniiber positiver, die Hinrichtungen sah
sie an meiner Seite gefapt und ruhlg an, ohne ihr
gesundes Mitgefuhl fur die Exekutierten Je durch
Routine zu verlieren • . . der tagliche Besuch im
Zuchthaus,Mder ihr bald zu einem Herzensbediirfhls
wurde, erfullte sie mit immer neuer Hilfsbereitschaft,
so dap man sie allgemein den Engel der Gefangnlsse
nannte, kurz, es war eine fruchtbare Zeit, die meine
These, dap nur ein peinlich befolgtes Gesetz den
Menschen zu einem besseren, Ja hoheren Wesen zu
machen imstande sei, glanzend bestatigte (Ehe, 111).
The practice of angelic visits to persons in such
times of extreme need is familiar from Isaiah:
22

Vinzenz Harnp (ed.), Die hellige Schrlft des
alten und neuen Testaments (Aschaffenburg: Paul Pattloch
Verlag"TTl9^nY p. 1025.
23
See pp. 108-109.
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Wer sie angstete, der angstete ihn auch5 und der
Engel seines Angesichts half ihnen. Er erloste sie,
darum dap er sie liebte und ihrer schonte, Er nahm
sie auf und trug sie allezeit von alters her.
(Jesaja 63*9)
In addition, even the canonical part of the Book of Daniel
speaks of the saving of the imprisoned prophet's life by
an angel:
Mein Gott hat seinen Engel gesandt, der den Lowen
den Rachen zugehalten hat, dap sie mir kein Leid
getan haben.
(Daniel 6:23)
The New Testament retains this image of angelic inter
vention, and in Acts of the Apostles (5:19-20) it is
related how the apostles are persecuted and imprisoned
by the Sadducees and how they come to be delivered from
their captivity by an angel of the Lord.
In Der Besuch der alten Dame Durrenmatt makes a
reference to archangelical awesomeness, at which he hinted
earlier in Es steht geschrleben.

The intoxicated, guilt-

ridden teacher makes a last attempt to save Alfred Ill's
life.

By publicizing the Gulleners' intrigue to murder

111, he wants to deafen the world with the imposing voice
of an archangel proclaiming truth:
Die Wahrheit, 111. Ich erzahle den Herrent#von der
Presse die Wahrheit. Wie ein Erzengel erzahle ich,
mit tonender Stlmme (Besuch, 32^).
But this is one Durrenmattlan "angel" who is unable to
bring succor.

The playwright has, nonetheless, apparently

been Influenced by the depiction of the glorious angelic
ok
messenger*^ with the roaring voice who appears to Daniel
The Westminster Study Edition of the Holy Bible,
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in the final revelation:
Und ich hob meine Augen auf und sah, und siehe, da
stand ein Mann in Leinwand und hatte einen goldenen
Gurtel um seine Lenden.
Sein Leib war wie ein
Turkis, sein Antlitz sah wie ein Blitz, seine Augen
wie feurige Fackeln, seine Arme und Fu|3e wie helles,
glattes Erz, und seine Rede war wie ein gropes
Geton. (Daniel 10:5-6)
6.

Justice

Durrenmatt poses a riddle in Per Bllnde which is
characteristic of his concept of justice.

The duke9s son

Palamedes is speaking to Gnadenbrot Suppe, the court poets
SUPPEs

Ihr seid bitter, mein Pririz.

PALAMEDES:
Ihr wollt sagen, dap die Welt^bitter sel,
eine landlauflge Anslcht. Llebt Ihr Ratsel?
SUPPE:

Sehr, mein Prinz.

PALAMEDES:
SUPPE:

Ist Gott g e r e c h t Oder u n g e r e c h t ?

Ungerecht, mein Prinz.

PALAMEDES:
Gerecht, Hofdichter:
Sonst ware die
Welt keine Holle (Bllnde. 1^9).
It comes as no surprise by now that Durrenmatt chooses to
couch his thinking about justice in paradox.

The above

words of the prince are somewhat of a conundrum, from
which the playwright immediately diverts the attention of
the audience by introducing more action at this point of
the play.
Despite the despair to which Palamedes finally
succumbs, his words ring true here and echo the optimistic
o p . cit..footnote, p. 1257, indicates that this messenger
was probably Gabriel.
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sentiments of Old Testament prophecy.

The very brief

vision of the prophet Nahum might be taken as exemplary
of those sentiments.

It is a prophecy of doom for

Nineveh*
Die Berge z i t t e m vor Ihm, und die Hiigel zergehenj
das Erdreich bebt vor ihm, der Weltkreis und alle,
die darauf wohnen. Wer kann vor selnem Zorn stehen,
und wer kann vor seinem Grimm blelben? Sein Zorn
brennt wie Feuer, und die Felsen zerspringen vor
ihm. Der Herr ist gutlg und eine Feste zur Zeit
der Not und kennt die, so auf ihn trauen. Er lapt
die Flut uberher laufen und raacht mit derselben
Statte ein Ende, und seine Feinde verfolgt er mit
Finsternis.
(Nahum 1:5-8)
In the midst of all these predictions of dire punishment
for Nineveh is an unquestionable optimism.

Man's condi

tion would be bleak indeed if God were unconcerned about
earthly evil and did nothing to punish it.

But God is

just, as Palamedes points out with his riddle, because
He is a great source of comfort for men confronted with
the evil and misery of life.
There is injustice in the world, and Durrenmatt's
heroes know it and accept it insofar as they are not
crushed or brought to despair by it.

Yet they constantly

struggle against injustice, recognizing it to be evil, and
their belief in a higher justice is the motivation for that
struggle.

Their acceptance of earthly injustice is thus

one of militant activity} it is not a passive nihilistic
attitude.

Hence, there is Durrenmattian irony lurking

behind the deceptive eulogy delivered by the "star critic"
Friedrich Georgen in Der Meteor:

Ill
Freunde. Wolfgang Schwitter ist tot. Mit uns trauert
die Nation, ja die Welt; ist sie doch urn einen Mann
armer, der sie reicher machte. . . . Doch wir, seine
Freunde, haben nicht billiges Lob zu spenden, nicht
kritiklose Bewunderung, wir haben uns durch Wissen
und Liebe lelten zu lassen.
Nur so werden wir dem
grogen Toten gerecht. . . .
Ihm, derdie Tragik
ablehnte, fiel ein tragisches Ende zu. In diesem
dusteren Lichte haben wir ihn zu sehen, zum ersten
Male vielleicht In harter Deutlichkeit, als den
letzten Verzweifelten einer Zelt, die sich anschickt,
die Verzweiflung zu uberwlnden. . . . Nur wer an
einen lichten Sinn der dunklen Dlnge glaubt, erkennt
die Ungerechtigkeit, die es in dieser Welt auch gibt,
als etwasJJnabwendbares, stellt den sinnlosen Kampf
ein, versohnt sich. Schwitter blieb unversohnlich.
Ihm fehlte der Glaube, und so fehlte ihm auch der
Glaube an die Menschheit. Er war ein Moralist aus
Nihilismus heraus. Er blieb Rebell, ein Rebell im
luftleeren Raum.
Sein Schaffen war der Ausdruck
einer inneren Auswegloslgkeit, nicht ein Gleichnis
der Wirklichkeit: Sein Theater, nicht die Realitat
ist grotesk. Hier liegt seine Grenze. Schwitter
blieb in einer freilich gropartigen Welse subjektiv,
seine Kunst heilte nicht, sie verletzte. Wir aber,
die wir ihn lieben und seine Kunst bewundern, mussen
sie nun uberwinden, damit sie eine notwendige Stufe
werde zur Bejahung einer Welt, die unser armer Freund
verneinte und in deren Erhabenheit und Harmonie er
eingegangen ist (Meteor, 4o-4l).
Georgen is obviously out to besmirch with his artifice
the memory of Wolfgang Schwitter, the late Nobel Prize
winner in literature.

The speech of the crafty literary

critic is, however, transparent to Carl Conrad Koppe, the
publisher of Schwitter's works, for he says:
Ihre Unverschamtheit war grandios. Sie zerfetzten
mir unseren guten Schwitter mit Andacht auf dem
Totenbett. Imponierend. Literarisch ist der Mann
erledigt, noch eine Dunndruckausgabe und er 1st
vergessen. Schade. Er war echter als Sie glauben,
und dann noch eins, ganz unter uns:
Ihr Tiefslnn in
Ehren, Georgen, aber an sich war Ihre Rede Mumpitz.
Schwitter war nie verzweifelt, man brauchte ihm nur
ein Kotelett vor die Nase zu setzen und einen
anstandigen Tropfen, und er war glucklich (Meteor.
42).
----- -
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Schwitter has appreciated the good aspects of
life, such as delicious food, but he has never been able
to reconcile himself with senseless suffering and in
justice.

The actual nihilist, the critic, correctly

labels him a rebellious moralist.

All the rest of

Georgen's remarks, however, apply better to himself and
those of his own ilk than to the "deceased" playwright.
Abraham J. Heschel has noted that "the prophet
perceives the whole world in terms of justice or in
justice."2^

This might well be said of Durrenmatt, in

whose plays the question of justice is very often a
central one.

The plot of Der Besuch der alten Dame, for

example, is built on the proposition that justice can be
bought by the highest bidder:
Bt)RGERMEISTER:
kaufen.
CLAIRE:

Die Gerechtigkeit kann man doch nicht

Mann kann alles kaufen (Besuch. 286).

Claire Zachanassian, the wealthiest woman in the
world, returns to Gullen, the little town from which she
was ostracized as a penniless, unwed mother many years
before.

She is coming back to avenge herself on both

Alfred 111, the man responsible for her pregnancy who had
her branded as a harlot, and on the townspeople of Gullen
who could unjustly and mercilessly banish a very pregnant
woman in the middle of winter.

The outcast woman became

a prostitute and, as such, made the acquaintance of and
2^Heschel, op. cit., p. 212,
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later married the world's richest man.

Claire intends

now to obtain recompense by paying the poverty-stricken
Gulleners to murder Alfred 111.

She is willing to change

their destitution to fortune in exchange for Ill's death
(and their own damnation):
LEHRER: Frau Zachanassian! Sie sind ein verletztes
liebendes Welb. Sie verlangen absolute
Gerechtigkeit, Wie eine Heldin der Antike kommen
Sie mir vor, wie eine Medea. Doch weil wir Sie im
tiefsten begreifen, geben Sie uns den Mut, mehr
von Ihnen zu forderns
Lassen sie den unheilvollen
Gedanken der Rache fallen, treiben Sie uns nicht
zum Suf3ersten, helfen Sie armen, schwachen, aber
rechtschaffenen Leuten, ein etwas wurdigeres Leben
zu fuhren, ringen Sie sich zur reinen
Menschlichkeit durch*
CLAIRE: JOie Menschlichkeit, meine Herren, 1st fur
die Borse der Millionare geschaffen, mit meiner
Finanzkraft leistet man sich eine Weltordnung.
Die Welt machfce mich zu einer Hure, nun mache ich
sie zu einem Bordell. . . . ..Ich zahle. Gullen
fur einen Mord, Konjunktur fur eine Leiche
(Besuch. 317-318).
At first, the lord mayor pompously refuses her offer:
Frau Zachanassian: Noch sind wir In E\\ropa, noch
sind wir keine Heiden.
Ich lehne im Namen der Stadt
Gullen das Angebot ab.
Im Namen der Menschheit.
Lieber bleiben wir arm, denn blutbefleckt (Besuch,
289) .
Very soon, however, the citizens of Gullen, including their
mayor, succumb to the lure of greed and begin to purchase
on credit all kinds of luxuries for themselves.

As yet

they refuse to reflect about the price they must pay
someday for this luxury* but they know intuitively that
the murder will be committed.
Ill first becomes noticeably alarmed at this turn
of events when he sees that everyone is buying new shoes:

11^
Du hast neue Schuhe. Gelbe neue Sohuhe. .. . Auch
du, Hofbauer. Auch du hast neue Schuhe. .. . Auch
ihr* Neue gelbe Schuhe. Neue gelbe Schuhe. . . .
Neue Schuhe. Wie konntet ihr neue Schuhe kaufen?
. . . Womit wollt ihr zahlen? Womit wollt ihr
zahlen? Womit? Womit?
(Besuch, 297)
When he learns that the policeman is also wearing new
shoes, 111 understands finally that his death will
necessarily follows
Die Stadt macht Schulden. Mit den Schulden steigt
der Wohlstand. Mit dem Wohlstand die Notwendlgkeit,
mich zu toten (Besuch, 301)•
The new shoes are symbolic of the prosperity which
must be bought with Alfred Ill's life, and they make him
abruptly aware of his Jeopardous situation.

This is not

the first time that Justice has been perverted for the
price of shoes, however.

In the Book of Amos, the earliest

of the Hebrew prophets whose writings are still extant and
who is mentioned in the play a moment before Ill's death,
it is written:
So spricht der Herrs Um drei und vier Prevel willen
Israels will Ich ihrer nicht schonen, darum dap sie
die Gerechten um Geld und die Armen um ein Paar
Schuhe verkaufen.
(Amos 2:6)
After a long struggle with his family and townsfolk, 111
searches his own soul and admits to himself and them the
guilt which he has so long denied:
Ich habe Klara zu dem gemacht, was sie ist und mich
zu##dem, was ich bin, ein verschmierter windiger
Kramer. Was soil ich tun, Lehrer von Gullen? Den
Unschuldigen spielen? Alles ist meine Tat, die
Eunuchen, der Butler, der Sarg, die Milliarde. Ich
kann mir nicht mehr helfen und auch euch nicht mehr
(Besuch. 326).
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The teacher agrees with him and matches candor for candor
by confessing that he knows Ill's murder is already a
fait accompli in the minds of everyone:
Sie haben recht. Vollkommen.
Sie sind schuld an
allem. Und nun will ich Ihnen etwas sagen, Alfred
111, etwas Grundsatzliches. . . . Man wird Sie
toten.
Ich weig es, von Anfang an, und auch Sie
wissen es schon lange, auch wenn es in Gullen sonst
niemand wahr haben will. Die Versuchung ist zu grog
und unsere Armut zu bitter, Aber ich weig noch mehr,
Auch ich werde mitmachen.
Ich fuhle, wie ich langsam
zu einem Morder werde. Mein Glaube an die Humanitat
ist machtlos. Und well ich dies weig, bin ich ein
Saufer geworden, . . . Doch bald, in wenigen
Stunden vlellelcht, werde ich es nicht mehr wissen
(Besuch, 327).
Just as he predicts, the teacher allows himself
to forget this knowledge, to yield to the general selfdeception necessary for Ill's murder.

He even becomes

the spokesman for Gullen, the public mouthpiece ration
alizing the crime they are about to commit;
Frau Claire Zachanassian plant Wichtigeres. Sie will
fur ihre Milliarde Gerechtigkeit, die Gerechtigkeit,
.^. . Die Freiheit steht auf dem Spiel, wenn die
Nachstenliebe verletzt, das Gebot, die Schwachen
zu schutzenA migachtet, die Ehe beleidigt, ein
Gericht getauscht, eine junge Mutter ins Elend
gestogen wird. . . , Mit unseren Idealen mussen
wir nun eben in Gottes Namen Ernst machen, blutigen
Ernst. . . . Reichtum hat nur dann Sinn, wenn aus
ihm Reichtum an Gnade entsteht;
Begnadet aber wird
nur, wer nach der Gnade hungert. Habt ihr diesen
Hunger, Gullener, diesen Hunger des Geistes, und
nicht nur den anderen, profanen, den Hunger des
Leibes? . . . Nur wenn ihr das Bose nicht aushaltet,
nur wenn Ihr unter keinen Umstanden In einer Welt
der Ungerechtigkeit mehr leben konnt, durft ihr die
Milliarde der^Frau Zachanassian annehmen und die
Bedingung erfullen, die mit dieser Stiftung verbunden
ist. Dies, Gullener, bitte ich zu bedenken (Besuch,
339-3^0).
~
The climactic scene of the play comes at the
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assemblage of the Gulleners for the public acceptance of
the old lady's offer.

The hypocrisy is complete, for

"justice" is to be bought:
BtJRGERMEISTER! Wer reinen Herzens die Gerechtigkeit
verw irkl1chen will, erhebe die Hand.
RADIOREPORTER: Andachtlge Stllle im Theatersaal.
Nichts als ein einziges Meer von erhobenen Handen,
wie eine gewaltige Verschworung fur eine bessere,
gerechtere Welt. Nur der alte Mann sitzt
regungslos, vor Preude uberwaltlgt. Seint>Ziel
1st erreicht, die Stiftung dank der wohltatigen
Jugendfreundin errlchtet.
B0RGERMEISTER: Die Stiftung der Claire Zachanassian
ist angenommen. Einstimmig. Nicht des Geldes . . .
sondern der Gerechtigkeit wegen.# . . . Und aus
Gewissensnot. . . . Denn wir konnen nicht leben,
wenn wir ein Verbrechen^unter uns dulden . • •
welches wir ausrotten mussen. . . . Damit unsere
Seelen nicht JSchaden erleiden. . . . Und unsere
heiligsten Guter. . . .
ILL:

Mein Gott!

(Besuch, 3^2)

As gruesome as Alfred Ill's death is and despite
the enormous guilt of his executioners, the punishment he
receives is nonetheless just, at least according to the
Old Law recorded in Deuteronomy:
Und wenn der falsche Zeuge hat ein falsches Zeugnis
wider seinen Bruder gegeben, so sollt ihr ihm tun,
wie er gedachte seinem Bruder zu tun, dap du das
Bose von dir wegtust, auf dap es die andern>#horen,
sich fiirchten und nicht mehr solche bose Stucke
vornehmen zu tun unter dir. Dein Auge soli sein
nicht schonen: Seele um Seele, Auge um Auge, Zahn
um Zahn, Hand um Hand, Fup um Pup.
(5. Mose 19:
18-21 )
The heavy, sure hand of justice falls late in the
life of Alfred 111.

It came earlier to "Xoby" and "Loby,"

the men 111 bribed years before, to swear in court that
they had had sexual relations with Klari Wascher.

When
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Klari Wascher, the outcast "nobody,” became the allpowerful Claire Zachanassian, she had the two perjurers
tracked down to Canada and Australia and castrated and
blinded.

They paid, too, for having given false wit

ness— and paid dearly as prescribed by Old Testament
precepts.
Durrenmatt's concern for justice and his fasci
nation with the Law of Moses are epitomized in the
earlier play, Die Ehe des H e r m Mississippi.

In contrast

to Der Besuch der alten Dame. this play deals primarily
with adultery, and like that play, the corresponding
application of the Old Law,

Again, the penalty prescribed

is death for the offenders:
ANASTASIA:
In keinem Gesetzbuch der Welt steht auf
Ehebruch die Todesstrafe.
MISSISSIPPI:
ANASTASIA:

Im Gesetz Mosis.
Das sind einige tausend Jahre her.

MISSISSIPPI: Deshalb bin ich auch felsenfest
entschlossen, es wleder einzufuhren.
ANASTASIA:

Sie sind wahnslnnig.

MISSISSIPPI: >#Ich bin nur ein vollkommen sittllcher
Mensch, gnadige Frau. Unsere Gesetze sind im
Laufe der Jahrtausende jammerlich heruntergekommen.
Sie sind auger Kurs gesetztes Papiergeld, das der
guten Sitte wegen noch in einer Gesellschaft
umlauft, deren einzige Religion der Genug ist,
die den Raub privllegiert hat und mit Frauen und
und Petroleum Tauschhandel treibt. Nur noch
weltfremde Idealisten konnen glauben, dag der
Check gedeckt ist, mit dem die Justiz zahlt.
Unser Zivilgesetzbuch ist. verglichen mit dem
Gesetz des Alten Testaments, das fur den Ehebruch
den Tod belder Schuldlgen vorschreibt, ein purer
Hohn. Aus diesem heiligen Grunde war die
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Ermordung meiner Frau eine absolute Notwendigkeit.
Es gait, den Lauf der Weltgeschlchte, die das
Gesetz verlor und eine Freiheit gewann, die
sittlich In keiner Sekunde zu verantworten ist,
wieder zuruckzubiegen (Ehe, 106-107).
Mississippi is using as the basis for his fanatic arguments
concerning the punishment of adultery the following sources
Wer die Ehe bricht mit jemandes Weib, der soil des
Todes sterben, beide, Ehebrecher und Ehebrecherin,
darum dap er mit seines Nachsten Weibe die Ehe
gebrochen hat,
(3. Mose 20:10)
For Mississippi adultery is only one of the many
crimes which should be penalized with the death sentence.
As the state prosecuting attorney he has personally been
able to cause the execution of three hundred fifty persons
convicted of felony.

At the beginning of his career

Mississippi was useful to the government in quelling
political uprisings through capital punishment, but now
that same penalty Is endangering the security of the
office-holding politicians, and they want him to resign.
The minister of justice tells him in effect that the
administration of justice must always be in keeping with
political aims:
Ein scharfer Kurs im Strafvollzug war ganz nutzlich.
Es gait die politischen Morde zu bestrafen und die
Ruhe wieder herzustellen. Aber nun ist es wohl am
besten, der Opposition dadurch das Wasser abzugraben,
dap man wieder bescheiden zu einer etwas gemapigten
Justiz zuruckkehrt.
Bald mup man in Gottes Namen
kopfen, bald dem Teufel zuliebe gnadlg sein, darum
kommt keine Stadt herum. . . . Wir mussen die
notigen Schrltte^unternehmen.
Ein Staatsanwalt,
der drelhundertfunfzlgTodesurteile durchgesetzt hat
und offentlich zu erklaren wagt, man sollte das
Gesetz Mosis wieder einfuhren, ist nicht mehr tragbar
(Ehe, 113).
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Durrenmatt has already expressed his view of the
politician's lack of concern about justice when he has
Romulus says

Es schreit Jeder Innenminlster auf, wenn man auf die
Gerechtigkeit anstopt (Romulus. 6l).
And now when Mississippi asserts that justice is an
immutable absolute, the minister of justice prefers to
call it an ‘'agreement," a compromises

MISSISSIPPI;
andern f

Man kann die Gerechtigkeit nicht

JUSTIZMINISTER: Alles in dieser Welt kann geandert
werden, mein lleber Florestan, nur der Mensch
nicht. Dies mup man eingesehen haben, um
regieren zu konnen. Regieren heipt steuern, nicht
hinrichten. Ideale sind schon und gut, aber ich
habe mich an das Mogliche zu halten und ohne sie
auszukommen, wenn ich nicht gerade eine Rede
halte. Die Welt ist schlecht, aber nicht
hoffnungslos, dies wird sie nur, wenn ein
absoluter Mapstab an sie gerichtet wird. Die
Gerechtigkeit ist nicht eine Hackmaschine, sondern
ein Abkommen (Ehe. 115)•
If judicial authorities bring justice down to the
level of a "gentlemen's agreement," then military leaders
probably lower it even further.

Durrenmatt describes

armies as practical jokes played on justice, for war
mongers revel in violating the rights of others;

Das ganze Heer besteht aus Possenreipern wider die
menschliche Gerechtigkeit (Bllnde. 130).
And the so-called "right arm of justice," the police
department, is only too happy to see crime pay, to Jump
at the chance to enjoy a "holiday from justice."

The

police inspector in Die Physlker Is quite gleeful about
not being able to arrest Mobius and his fellow inmates
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for murder:
Zuerst habe lch mlch ja geargert, dap lch nleht
einsehreiten durfte, doch jetzt? Ich geniepe es auf
einmal.
Ich konnte jubeln. Ich habe drel Morder
gefunden, die lch mit gutem Gewissen nlcht zu
verhaften brauehe. Die Gerechtlgkelt macht zum
ersten Male Ferien, eln lmmenses Gefuhl. Die..
Gerechtlgkelt, mein Freund, strengt namlich machtIg
an, man rulniert slch In ihrem Dienst, gesundheitllch
und raorallsch, ich brauehe einfach eine Pause, Mein
Lieber, diesen Genup verdanke ich Ihnen (Physlker,
330).
The king of Babylon regards the public humiliating of his
predecessor as an act of justice:
ERZMINISTER:
Majestat* Wle in grauer Vorzelt sie
Konig waren und Nimrod Fupschemel, hatte ich ihn
anzuspucken. Als vor neunhundert Jahren Nimrod
Konig wurde und Majestat Fupschemel, mupte lch
Majestat anspucken. Ware es darum nicht besser,
mich vom Spucken ein fur allemal zu befreien.
© • ®
NEBUKADNEZAR: Was gerecht 1st, 1st gerecht. Tu
deine Pflicht und spucke*
(Engel, 176-177)
These various descriptions of debased justice are
merely wittier expressions of the same outlook the dramatist
soberly presents in his first two plays.

In Per Bllnde

Durrenmatt describes justice, wisdom, and virtue as
once-enthroned ideals which are now a crumbling part of
the prevailing moral decadence.

The court poet Suppe

answers Negro da Ponte's question concerning the original
appearance of the destroyed throne room:
Es war ein groper Saal, von dem leider nichts ubrlg
ist, denn er stand hier, wie Ihr seht, oder besser,
nicht seht. . . . Der Thron erhob slch auf sieben
Marmorstufen, und hlnter ihm ragten die Statuen der
Gerechtlgkelt, der Weisheit und der Tugend (Bllnde,
135).
In Es steht gesohrleben Durrenmatt is very
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pessimistic about man's capacity for achieving justice.
This is especially evident in two scenes.

Shortly before

the Munster Anabaptists are conquered by the forces
united under the old bishop, the latter reflects about
the heretics and about the difficulty of judging other
men.

He prays to God for wisdom:
Die Toren!
Was furchten sie sich vor unseren Urteilsspruchen.
Diesem erbarmlichen Gerecht-sein-wollen, das wir
traurlgen Menschen vielleicht schon in wenigen Tagen
vollziehen mussen.
Herr erleuchte uns* Gib uns ein wenig von deiner
Helle, dem Nachsten ins Gesicht zu leuchten, aber wir
sind blind.
Ich werde viele toten mussen, well ich ein Mensch
bin und verstrickt in meiner Grenze und weil sie den
Tod unter Menschen verdient haben.o<
1st es eine Strafe? 1st es eine Sunde?
Gott allein weip solches und er antwortet uns nicht.
Herr, gib uns Weisheit, dap wir^nicht an unsere
Brust schlagen wie jener Pharisaer, welcher den
Zollner sah, weil wir uns selber schlagen, wenn wir
sie treffen, und weil wir uns selber richten, wenn
wir sie verdammens Denn wer fiel, wurde von Dir
versucht, und wer schwer fiel, wurde von Dir schwer
versucht.
Herr, hilf uns, dap wir nicht an jenen sundigen,
welche Dir erlegen sind.
Denn wer spricht: Es geschieht ihnen recht, ist
selber gerichtet, und wer sagt: Es geht mlch nichts
an, ist selber vorworfen (E S G , 99-100),

While the bishop knows that it is probably impossible for
one man to administer true justice to another, he still
considers it his inescapable earthly duty to attempt to do
so.

Knlpperdollinck, the judge of the Anabaptists, too,

realizes that man cannot be just, that injustice and error
is his divinely-given lot:
KNIPPERDOLLINCK:m Und das Schwert in meinen Handen,
was Ist das fur ein Schwert?
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JUDITH:

Es 1st das Schwert der Gerechtlgkelt.

KNIPPERDOLLINCK: Es 1st das Schwert der Gerechtlgkelt!
Ich kusse dich, Schwert!
Ich kusse dlch,
Gerechtlgkelt! Es ist ein heillges Schwert,
nicht wahr, meine Tochter?
JUDITH:

Ja, Vater.

KNIPPERDOLLINCK: Wle kommt es In melne Hande,
GrafIn Gllgal?
JUDITH: Der Konig gab es euch, Vater.
Zelchen des Richters.

Es 1st das

KNIPPERDOLLINCK: Richtig! Sehr richtlg! Ich soli
das Schwert der Gerechtlgkelt wider die Menschen
brauohen! Aber was ist Gerechtlgkelt, Grafin,
wer 1st gerecht auf dieser runden Erde?
JUDITH: Es kommt den Menschen nicht zu, gerecht
zu sein.
KNIPPERDOLLINCK: Weise! Sehr weise!
Hort ihr
Menschen, hort, was meine Tochter, Grafin Gllgal,
sagt: Es kommt euch nicht zu! Ungerechtigkeit
1st euer Los, und Irrtum!
(ESG, 77)
But Knipperdollinck goes further than the old bishop:

He

gives away the sword, the symbol of authority and precision
In Judgment, and he gives it to “the least of men," a
drunken night watchman with whom he exchanges titles and
roles:
KNIPPERDOLLINCK: Es steht geschrieben: Die Ersten
sollen die Letzten seln und die Letzten die Ersten!
Hier, nehmt das Schwert! Ich will es nicht mehr,
mein Hemd genugt mlr, meine Armut und meine
Tochter, die Graf in Gllgal, Ich#sernenne euch,
Vicomte von Ge-Hinnom, zum Vlerfursten^von
Galilaa und zum obersten Richter der Taufer.
NACHTW.SCHTERs Ihr wollt mich verlausten VIcomte zum
Tale der stinkenden Kadaver zum obersten Richter
emennen? Denkt an melnen Schnaps, denkt an melne
rote Nase, an den stechenden Atem meines Mundes,
an melnen schwankenden Wandel!
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KNIPPERDOLLINCK: Wer kann gerecht seln? Der erste
und der letzte, Gott Oder ihr, Vicomte? Ich
werde den Konig bitten, mich an eurer Stelle zum
Vicomte von Ge-Hinnom zu degradieren (ESG. 78-79)•
Essentially a similar expression of distrust in
earthly justice is the dialogue between Mississippi and
(Jbelohe in Die Ehe des Herrn Mississippi, where the count
scolds the attorney for foolishly making justice the basis
for lovei
Du Narr, dessen Knochen lch Jetzt zerbreche, du
tonerner Riese, dem ich nun die Wahrheit ins Gesicht
schleudere. Was liebst du ein Weib um seiner Werke
willen? Weipt du nicht, dap die Menschenwerke
lugen? WIe kleinglaubig Ist deine Liebe, wle blind
ist dein Gesetz, denn sieh, ich H e b e diese Frau
nicht als eine Gerechte, Ich liebe sie als eine
Ungluckliche.
Nicht als eine Gefundene , sondern als
eine Verlorene (Ehe, 1^6).
Even the eccentric criminologist Mississippi, this zealot
advocating a return to the Law of Moses as the only means
of re-introducing justice Into the world, succumbs to
doubts about the reasonableness and efficacy of the Law:
Dann ist das Gesetz nicht sinnlos? Dann ist es nicht
sinnlos, dap ich getotet habe? Nicht sinnlos, diese
Kriege, diese Revolutionen, die slch haufen, die sich
zu einem einzigen ungeheuren Trompetenstop des Todes
verdichten? Dann andert sich der Mensch, wenn er
gestraft wird? Dann hat das jungste Gericht einen
Sinn?
(Ehe. 162)
And although Mississippi never believes that he was duped
by his wife and hence that, for him, the Law makes good
sense, the audience (or reader) is very aware of Anastasia's
deception and of the logical consequences of that dedeption.

Again Durrenmatt is obviously calling all

human justice, and even the possibility of attaining It,
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deliberately into question.

Saint-Claude, the proponent

of secular justice through communism, and Mississippi,
the advocate of spiritual justice as defined by the Law
of Moses— both extremes are rejected by Durrenmatt,
though each is shown to have its positive aspects.

Here

Saint-Claude explains to Mississippi why world revolution
i s , as he sees it, the only means left to make the world
once again ethical:
Die Welt ist als^Ganzes unslttlich geworden. Die
einen furchten fur ihre Geschafte und die andern
fur ihre Macht. Die Revolution mup sich gegen alle
richten. Der Westen hat die Preiheit verspielt und
der Osten die Gerechtlgkelt-j im Westen ist das
Christentum eine Farce geworden und 1m Osten der
Kommunismus} beide^Teile haben sich selbst verratenj
die Weltlage 1st fur einen richtigen Revolutionar
ideal (Ehe, 121).
When the communist leader tells Mississippi that
he is interested in a contemporary justice of the body,
rather than one of the soul hereafter, the attorney
objects that there can be no justice without God.

Saint-

Claude calls communism the modernized version of the Law,
the new rational, atheistic ethical system needed to free
the world from hunger and oppression:
Es gibt nur eine Gerechtlgkelt ohne Gott. Dem
Menschen kann nichts anderes helfen als der Mensch.
Aber du hast auf eine andere Karte gesetzt: Auf
Gott, und darum mupt du nun die Erde aufgeben, denn,
wenn du an Gott glaubst, ist der Mensch immer
schlecht, weil bei Gott allein das Gute ist. Was
zogerst du noch? Das Gesetz Gottes kann der Mensch
nicht erfullen, er mup sich selbst das Gesetz
schaffen. Wir haben beide Blut vergossen, du hast
dreihundertfunfzig Verbrecher getotet, und lch habe
meine Ogfer nie gezahlt. Was wir tun, ist Mord,
darum mussen wir es sinnvoll tun, Du hast 1m Namen
Gottes gehandelt und ich im Namen des Kommunismus.
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Melne Tat ist besser als die deine, denn ich will
etwas in der Zeit und du etwas in der Ewigkeit.
Die Welt hat nicht die Erlosung von den Sunden
notig, sie mug vom Hunger und von der Unterdruckung
erlost werden, sie hat nicht auf den Hlmmel zu
hoffen, sie hat alles von dieser Erde zu erhoffen.
Der Kommunismus ist das Gesetz in seiner modernen
Form.
Was opferst du noch Menschen, wenn lch schon
operiere; was bist du noch Theologe, wo ich schon
Wissenschaftler bin? Wirf ihn ins Feuer, deinen
Gott, und du hast die Menschlichkeit, den trunkenen
Traum unserer Jugend (Ehe, 121-122).
Yet neither Saint-Claude's godless humanity nor
Mississippi's divine inhumanity can lead to anything but
further bloodshed, as Saint-Claude admits above.
Durrenmatt invalidates both attitudes by means of the
ending he gives to the play.

Both die unsuccessful.

Very closely associated with the concept of
punitive justice is the symbolic figure of the executioner.
Beda Allemann has noted that the executioner is always
represented in one way or another in Durrenmatt's works.
In Die Ehe des Herrn Mississippi Anastasia asks her husbandto-be what he considers the essential nature of his vo
cation to be, preaching morality or making executions:
ANASTASIA: Sind Sie elgentllch Moralprediger oder
Scharfrichter?
MISSISSIPPI:
Mein grauenhafter Beruf zwingt mich,
beides zu sein (Ehe, 102).
In most of the places in which Durrenmatt has
his characters use the words "executioner” and "execution,"
it is for the purposes of comedy, although this is not

26
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Allemann, op. oit. . II, ^27-4-28.
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always the case.

Herbert Frank Is quite earnest with the

implied, threat when he speaks of execution to one of his
father's employe e s :
Man steigt besser als Henker in den Keller, denn als
Opfer (Frank, 2^-0).
And the mad Mathilde von Zahnd, with her knowledge of
human psychology, has put the physicists into a position
where they would likely become homicidal.

She too is

serious when she tells them;
Mit eurem Handeln konnte ich rechnen.M Ihr waret
bestimmbar wie Automaten und habt getotet wie Henker
(Physlker, 3^9) •
Parenthetically Implicit here is the tenet in vogue among
many psychologists that free will is a mere illusion and
that men can be transformed into homicidal guinea pigs if
conditions are made favorable.
On the other hand, there is comedy in the words
of the hungry “Einstein," who is very happy about the
unusually well-prepared supper*
Aber nun bin ich auf das Abendessen gespannt.
reinste Henkersmahlzeit (Physlker, 335).

Die

Both he and his enemy “Newton" are very willing to forego
the grim business of killing one another to enjoy a de
licious meal.
The person of the executioner Is praised In two
of Durrenmatt's plays.

As early as Es steht gesohrleben

he is admired by a little girl who observes him in action*
Das ist ein schoner Scharfrlchter*
and:

(ESG, 39)
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Kolossal! Diese^&rmer und Beiner! Und eine frische
Haut! Und was fur einen Wald auf der Brust!
(ESG. ^0)
and even:
Wie ein Gott ist so ein Scharfrichter!

(E S G . ^2)

One bystander praises the executioner's strength and
another the latest "Spanish style" of beheading which
he demonstrates.

Only the old vegetable woman is dis

gusted with him and the new technique:
Der neue Scharfrichter ist ein Lummel. Das soli
spanischer Stil seln? Beim alten Scharfrichter
sprang mir bei jeder Hinrichtung ein Kopf in den
Schop.
Ich legte ihn zwischen meine Kohlkopfe und
das war deutscher Stil (ESG, ^3)*
Similarly, in Der Engel kommt nach Babylon, the
policeman extols to Akki the hangman's technical knowl
edge and ability:
POLIZIST: Es henkt ein groper, hagerer in unserem
Lande, ein Meister seines Fachs. Es ist eine
wahre Lust, ihm zuzuschauen. Technisch
hlnrelpend.
AKKI:

Du meinst den beruhmten Vegetarler?

POLIZIST* Nimm's^mir nicht ubel, in der Henkerei
bist du ein Stumper. Du verwechselst ihn mit dem
Henker von Ninive, der unsrige liebt gute Bucher
(Engel, 206).
It is In this play that Durrenmatt makes a main
character of the hangman for the first time.

His develop

ment is accomplished through dialogue with Akki, who
lends a sympathetic ear to the grave, dignified hangman's
tale of woe.

The latter, Sldi, known as "the unbribable,"

yearns for "culture" and education, and Akki offers to
trade him a shop specializing in antiquarian books for
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his job of executioner.

The barter is made, and legally

too, according to the terms of the executioner's original
contract with the governments
[Ich] darf jedem, den ich zu henken habe, melnen
Beruf abtreten.
Steht im Vertrag, den ich im
jugendllchen Ubermute^abschlop, mlr das Studium der
schonen Kunste zu ermoglichen. Dachte viel Geld zu
verdienen. Doch der geringste Arbelter, der
schabigste Minister, der verlausteste der Vaganten,
wen ich auch henkte in den oden Jahrtausenden, nie
liep slch einer uberreden, an meiner Stelle Henker
zu werden und am Leben zu bleiben (Engel, 22^-225).
Durrenmatt, of course, views the job of legally
killing others as the lowest possible means of keeping
oneself alive.

But, along with politicians and paupers,

the hangman has always played, in his opinion, an
important role among men.

Thus, Sidi can say to Akki;

[Ich] bin peinlich exakt injien Daten der
helmatlichen Geschichte, Fuhre ein Tagebuch.
Weltreiche gehen, Weltreiche kommen, habe alles
notiert. Und die Menschen? Andern sich, wandeln
sich. Wechseln den Beruf, die Mode, die Religion,
den Stand, die Sltten. Konfus wurde man dabel, ohne
den Anker eines Tagebuchs. Nur du anderst dich
nicht.
Was auch geschieht, wer dir auch nachstellt,
du bleibst ein Bettler, Achtung, Hochachtung dir.
Harrst aus, wie der Erzmlnlster ausharrt mit seinen
tausend konigliehen Kanzleien. Achtung, Hochachtung
auch ihm. Halt sich oben, wie du dich oben haltst.
Regiert die Konlge, reglert die Welt im geheimen mit
seinen Burolisten. Und der dritte bin ich, Achtung,
Hochachtung endlich mir. Auch ich andere mich nicht,
wechsle nicht, wandle mich nicht, bleibe Henker. Mit
Stolz darf ich es in den Himmel rufen. Der
Burokratei, der Bettlerei und der^Henkerei! Diese
drei bilden das heimliche Weltgerust, in welchem
sich die Dinge aufbauen und abbauen (Engel, 222-223).
And since the executioner is as necessary to his state as
are the ministers, it does not make one wonder that
Nebukadnezar realizes and admits its
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Es glbt keine Angelegenheit In melnem Reich, bei der
der Henker nichts zu suchen hatte, Obertheologe
(Engel, 238).
The closing words of the Old Testament comprise a
final injunction to obey the Law of Moses.

Once again

humanity is warned about divine retribution:
Gedenket des Gesetzes Moses, meines Knechtes, das ich
ihm befohlen habe auf dem Berge Horeb an das ganze
Israel samt den Geboten und Rechten.
Siehe, ich will
euch senden den Propheten Elia, ehe denn da komme der
groj3e und schreckliche Tag des Herrn. Der soli das
Herz der Vater bekehren zu den Kindern und das Herz
der Kinder zu ihren Vatern, dap ich nicht komme und
das Erdreich mit dem Bann schlage. (Maleachi 3 !

22- 2*0
Old Testament Justice required very severe punishment for
infractions of the Law.

The connection Durrenmatt makes

in his plays between divine punition and the human-inhuman
executioner is, therefore, manifest.
7.

The Pool and Insanity

A. W. F. Blunt has written In connection with the
Hebrew prophets that their message was often intensely
disliked and ridiculed but that they were seldom murdered
by their enemies for it.

Instead, they were usually

regarded as madmen and treated with contempt.
Durrenmatt's prophets are often faced with the same
situation.

In Die Physlker Mobius has deliberately led

people to believe in his insanity, in order to protect
them from the unspeakable horrors which will likely
27Blunt, op. clt.. p. 2*+.
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result from the political application of his scientific
discoveries.

He explains to his colleagues that they

must all remain officially "insane" if the world is to
be saved from genuine madness:
Ich habe getotet, damit nicht ein noch schrecklicheres
Morden anhebe. Nun seid ihr gekommen. Euch kann ich
nicht beseitigen, aber vielleicht uberzeugen? Sollen
unsere Morde sinnlos werden? Entweder haben wir
geopfert oder gemordet. Entweder bleiben wir im
Irrenhaus oder<#die Welt wlrd eines. Entweder loschen
wir uns im Gedachtnis der Menschen aus Oder die
Menschhelt erlischt (Physlker, 3^3).
Unfortunately, despite the sacrifices made of the
scientists* own and their nurses* lives, Mobius' dis
coveries are known to the criminally Insane psychiatrist,
Mathilde von Zahnd, and she intends fully to exploit
humanity with them.

The world, which was teetering pre

cariously on the brink of madness and destruction, is
now wholly possessed of insanity:
Die Welt ist in die Hande einer verruckten
Irrenarztin gefallen (Physlker. 350).
Mississippi, too, is told that he is crazy for
not abandoning his now anachronistic and ectopic Mosaic
Law to participate in the Communist movement:
. . . hier alle in konnten wir den Kommunismus als
Wirklichkeit durchfuhren und nicht als eine grausige
Piktion, hier alleln, nur hier allein. Und was kam
dazwischen? Gott, hervorgerufen aus einem
Kehrichthaufen. Welche Komodie! Geh in ein
Irrenhaus, Paule (Ehe. 123).
The empress Julia considers Romulus mad on account
of his plan to bring about the destruction of the Roman
Empire.

In her eyes only a madman would want to destroy

a world empire simply because it oppresses and murders
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other peoples:
JULIA:
ROMULUS:

Entweder hist du wahnsinnig Oder die Welt,
Ich habe mich fur das letztere entschleden.

JULIA: Du hast mich also nur^geheiratet, um das
romische Imperium zu zerstoren.

ROMULUS:

Aus kelnem anderen Grunde (Romulus, 56),

In choosing the Invading Germanic tribes as the

agent of destruction for his own nation, Romulus reminds
one of the preachings of Isaiah and Jeremiah,

Isaiah

foretells the great punishment of Judah by its archenemy,
the Assyrian nation:
0 weh Assur, der meines Zornes Rute und in dessen
Hand meines Grimmes Stecken ist! Ich will ihn senden
wider ein Heuchelvolk und ihm Befehl tun wider das
Volk meines Zorns, dap er*s beraube und austeile und
zertrete es wie Kot auf der Gasse.
(Jesaja 10:5-6)
Like Isaiah, Jeremiah knows that the enemy of the people
can act as an agent of divine punishment.

He preaches

submission to Nebuchadnezzar, the Babylonian king, as the
sole means of escaping greater, more terrible wrath:
Nun aber habe ich alle diese Lande gegeben in die
Hand meines Knechtes Nebukadnezar, des Konigs zu
Babel, und habe ihm auch die wilden Tiere auf dem
Felde gegeben^ dag sie ihm dienen sollen. Und
sollen alle Volker dienen ihm und seinem Sohn und
seines Sohnes Sohn, bis dag die Zeit seines Landes
auch komme und er vielen Volkern und gropen Konigen
diene, Welches Volk aber und Konigreich dem Konig
zu Babel, Nebukadnezar, nicht dienen will, und wer
seinen Hals nicht wird unter das Joch des Konigs
zu Babel geben, solch Volk will ich heimsuchen mit
Schwert, Hunger und Pestilenz, spricht der Herr,
bis dap ich sie durch seine Hand umbringe.
(Jeremia
27 :6 - 8 )
Isaiah and Jeremiah, no doubt, astonished their compatriots
no less with such predictions than does Romulus with his
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Intention to let his empire collapse.

Hosea has shown

the reason why all these men are considered fools or
madmen:
Die Zeit der Heimsuchung 1st gekommen, die Zeit der
Vergeltung* des wlrd Israel Innewerden. Die Propheten
sind Narren, und die Rottengeister sind wahnsinnig
um delner gropen Mlssetat und um der gropen feindseligen Abgotterei willen.
(Hosea 9*7)
This can be interpreted to mean that such opinions concern
ing prophets are the expression of the people8s great
antipathy toward God which has resulted in a misunderstanding of His word.
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Romulus is misunderstood by his subjects, too.
They are unable to comprehend him when he speaks of
Rome8s enormous guilt and the necessity of its making
expiation:
Nicht ich habe mein Reich verraten, Rom hat sich
selbst verraten. Es kannte die Wahrhelt, aber es
wahlte die Gewalt, es kannte die Menschllchkeit,
aber es wahlte die Tyrannei. Es hat sich doppelt
erniedrigt: Vor sich selbst und vor den anderen
Volkern, die in seine Macht gegeben waren. Du
stehst vor einem unsichtbaren Thron, Amilian, vor
dem Thron der romischen Kaiser^ deren letzter ich
bln. Soil ich delne Augen beruhren, dap du diesen
Thron siehst, diesen Berg aufgesohiohteter Schadel,
diese Strome von Blut, die^auf seinen Stufen dampfen,
die ewigen Katarakte der romischen Macht? Was
erwartest du fur^eine Antwort von der Spitze des
Riesenbaus der romischen Geschichte herab? Was soli
der Kaiser zu deinen Wunden sagen, thronend ubar
Hekatomben von Opfern, die Kriege zu RomsJIhre und
wilde Tiere zu Roms Vergnugen vor seine Fupe
schwemmten? Rom ist schwach geworden, eine taumelnde
Greisin, doch seine Schuld ist nicht abgetragen und
seine Verbrechen sind nicht ausgetilgt. tfber Nacht
ist die Zeit angebrochen. Die Fluche seiner Ogfer
haben sich erfullt. Der unnutze Baum wlrd gefallt.
2^The Westminster Study Edition of the Holy Bible,
op. cit.. footnote, p. 1274.
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Die Axt 1st an den Stamm gelegt. Die Germanen kommen.
Wir haben fremdes Blut vergossen, nun mussen wir mit
dem elgenen zuriickzahlen (Romulus, 65-66).
Romulus Includes himself In all of his plans for
punishment for Rome.

When he sees that of all his family

he alone Is to be spared corporal punishment, he too
believes that he has been a fools
Ich gab mir das Recht, Roms Richter zu sein, weil ich
bereit war, zu sterben. Ich verlangte von meinem
Lande ein ungeheures Opfer, weil ich mich selbst als
Opfer einsetzte.
Ich llep das Blut meines Volkes
fllepen, indem ich es wehrlos machte, weil lch
selbst mein Blut vergiepen wollte. Und nun soil
ich leben. Und nun soli mein Opfer nicht angenommen
werden. Und nun soli ich als der dastehen, der slch
alleln retten konnte. . . .
Es ist alles absurd
geworden, was ich getan habe (Romulus, 79) •
Romulus indeed identifies himself with his people and his
people9s history, and this act of communion even in re
sponsibility and guilt marks him as a prophet.

Abraham

J. Heschel has written of the prophet that Mhis life and
soul are at stake in what he says and in what Is going to
29
happen to what he says."
Because of his involvement
Romulus cannot accept Odoaker’s plea that he remain emperort
Du hast an dein Volk gedacht, Romulus, nun mupt du
auch an deine Feinde denken. Wenn du nicht meine
Unterwerfung annimmst, wenn wir zwei nicht gemeinsam
vorgehen, wird die Welt an meinen Neffen fallen, und
ein zweites Rom wird entstehen, ein germanisches
Weltreich, ebenso verganglich wie das romische,
ebenso blutig. . . .
Sel gnadig, nimm meine
Unterwerfung an, werde unser Kaiser, bewahre uns
vor der blutlgen Grope Theoderichs (Romulus, 79).
Romulus cannot reign any longer; Odoaker must, in order
to protect the world from his nephew Theoderlch, the
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embodiment of the Teutonic ideal of the "heroic" warrior.
For a few short years people will have to live in peace
and harmony, even if they will not know how to appreciate
the situation, as Romulus tells Odoaker:
Ertragen wir denn das Blttere, Versuche, Sinn in den
Unsinn zu legen, in diesen wenigen Jahren, die dir
bleiben, die Welt treu zu verwalten. Schenke den
Germanen und Romern Frieden. . . , Es werden einige
Jahre sein, die die Weltgeschichte vergessen wird,
weil sie unheldische Jahre sein werden--aber sie
werdent>zu den glucklichsten Jahren dieser wirren
Erde zahlen (Romulus, 81).
It is no easy task to play the role of fool or
madman, especially if one does so to benefit an ungrateful,
callous humanity; yet therein lies the secret of the
prophets* greatness--and therein lies the secret of
Odoaker's and Romulus' greatness.
In Der Blinde Gnadenbrot Suppe asks Prince
Palamedes whether there exist special types of fools.
The prince answers in a manner which puzzles him:
SUPPEs

Gibt es besondere Arten von Narren?

PALAMEDES:
Zwei Sortens Mein Vater ist ein Narr,
weil er an Gott glaubt, und ich denke mir einen
Gott, weil ich ein Narr bin.
SUPPE:

Der Unterschied?

PALAMEDES:
Dap ich noch unglucklicher bin als mein
Vater:
Er ist ungliicklich in der Zeit, und ich
bin unglucklich in der Ewigkeit (Bllnde, 150).
Palamedes lays bare his despair once again with these
enigmatic remarks.

The difference between him and his

father— his two kinds of fools— is that his father has
accepted God and can accordingly look forward to a
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blissful afterlife, while Palamedes cannot fully believe
in God and can see only black nihility in the future.
The kind of fool represented by the blind duke has a
positive outlook on human existence despite its inex
plicable injustices, because he has a system of values
to lean upon.

Palamedes, the other type of fool, despises

life while still remaining unable to shake off thoughts
and doubts about a higher justice.
8.

The Beggar

It has been stated above that the beggar is a
very significant element in Durrenmatt*s eschatological
system.

The playwright has made this familiar dramatic

motif an integral part of three of his dramas, each of
which again saliently demonstrates the unquestionable
influence of Scriptures.
In Es steht geschrleben the juxtaposition of
Knipperdollinck, the beggar, and Bockelson, the king,
occurs in the more traditional manner.

Durrenmatt might

well have taken, with one important change, the following
verses as the prototype for this juxtaposition:
Der^Herr macht arm und macht reichj er ernledrigt und
erhoht. Er hebt auf den Durftigen aus dem Staub und
erhoht den Armen aus dem K o t , dap er ihn setze unter
die Fursten und den Stuhl der Ehre erben lasse,
(1. Samuel 2:7-8)
The change Durrenmatt made here affects the spirit of the
words more tnan the action they portray.

While Samuel

tells of the divine re^^^ard of the beggar as that of being
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a splendid life among the nobility, Durrenmatt wishes to
show that the self"appointed kingship of Bockelson is a
far cry from genuine, lasting glory.

Conversely,

Knipperdollinck*s impoverishment is a voluntary action
which elevates him, not— as here in Samuel— an act of
punishment from above.
Noteworthy, too, in this comparison is the
relationship of the Biblical and Durrenmattian beggars
to manure:

Samuel’s beggar is lifted up by the hand of

heaven from the dunghill; Durrenmatt*s beggar is dropped
by an archangel into a muckcart.

In each case the

direction which the beggar travels TTith respect to the
manure is already highly Indicative of the authenticity
of his "heavenly reward."
The beggar-king interrelationship is further
highlighted by Knipperdollinck*s remark near the end of
the play:
Ich bin Konig Bockelsons Vergangenheit und Konig
Bockelsons Zukunft (E S G . 10^).
Immediately thereafter, the beggar asks the king what has
happened to Katherina and Judith Knipperdollinck, the
beggar's wife and daughter, respectively, who were also
the king's mistresses.
dead.

Bockelson replies that both are

Liberated now from the last strong ties to the

earth, the beggar longs for the fulfillment of death.
He joins with Bockelson, who realizes that the end of his
reign has come, in a moonlit dance applauding death.

In
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the final scene the king Is shown reduced again to the
inchoative condition, clothed in tatters, lifeless on the
torture rack next to Knipperdollinck:
WACHE: Numero 52^: Johann Bockelson aus Leyden.
. . . Der links?
SCHARFRICHTER:
WACHEs

Numero 523,

Bernhard Knipperdollinck (E S G , 112),

The beggar's prediction has come to pass:

Bockelson's

Immoral kingship originated in ignobleness and terminates
In Ignominy.

He is damned.

Knipperdollinck dies praising God, overcoming his
suffering and doubt:
Ich habe alles von mir geworfen, als ware es Feuer
in meinen Handen, und Du hast keine meiner Gaben
verschmaht.
Herr ? Herr! . . .
Die TIefe meiner Verzweiflung Ist nur ein Gleichnis
Deiner Gerechtlgkelt,
und wie in einer Schale llegt mein Leib in diesem
Rad,
welche Du jetzt mit Deiner Gnade bis zum Rande
fullstt
(ESG, 115)
The divine justice Knipperdollinck mentions here is iden
tical to the justice familiar from the Biblical tale of
the rich man and the beggar:
Es begab sich aber, dap der Arme starb und ward
getragen von den Engeln in Abrahams Schop. Der
Reiche aber starb auch und ward begraben. Als er
nun in der Holle und in der Qual war, hob er seine
Augen auf und sah Abraham von ferne und Lazarus in
seinem Schop. Und er rief und sprach: Vater Abraham,
erbarme dich mein und sende Lazarus, dap er das^
Auperste seines Fingers ins Wasser tauche und ktihle
meine Zunge; denn ich leide Peln in dieser Flamme.
Abraham aber sprach: Gedenke, Sohn, dap du dein
Gutes empfangen hast In deinem Leben, und Lazarus
dagegen hat Boses empfangen} nun aber wird er
getrostet, und du wirst gepelnlgt.
(Lukas 16:22-25)
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Durrenmatt himself makes this comparison necessary when
he has Knipperdollinck often refer to himself as Lazarus
and has Bockelson say:
Der Konig im Arme des Settlers, der Reiche im Arme
des Lazarus (E S G , 109)•
The roles played by Bernhard Knipperdollinck in
Es steht geschrleben and by Graf Ubelohe in Die Ehe des
Herrn Mississippi are essentially equivalent.

The

character in the earlier play becomes a beggar out of
longing for a Christian peace of soul:
Ich sehne mich nach Armut . . . und nach Prieden.
. . . Mein Hemd ist die Pahne meiner Armut. . . .
Die Armut ist mein Los um Christi willen (E S G ,
bk-35 ).
Ubelohe thinks of himself as an impoverished social worker:
Ich wollte der Menschheit mit meinen sozialen
Liebeswerken helfen und bin dabei zum Bettler geworden.
Die zerrissenen Kleider, die ich trage, diese zum
Himmel schreiende Jacke, dieser Pullover, den mir
in Batavia eine Missionarin strickte, die
ausgefransten Hosen und diese ausgetretenen Schuhe
sind mein einziges Eigentum (E h e , 136).
Yet Ubelohe's reason for choosing a life of virtual
mendicity is the same as Knipperdollinck's, as is clear
from his conversation with Anastasia:
Ich senke sie [die Llebe] in die Lander, die ich nun
durchlrre,
ruhelos, ein rulnierter Graf, verkommen in Fusel,
sie mit jedem Bettler teilend.
So bin ich geworfen auf eine E r d e , die nicht mehr
zu retten ist,
und genagelt ans Kreuz meiner Lacherlichkeit,
hange ich an diesem Balken,
der mich verspottet,
schutzlos
dem Antlitz Gottes entgegengehoben,
ein letzter Christ (Ehe, 151).
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That is, he has dedicated his life to imitating Christ.
Both he and Knipperdollinck mention the ridiculousness
of their position, hut this too is simply a corollary of
Christian doctrines
Weh euch, die ihr voll seid! Denn euch wird hungern.
Weh euch, die ihr hier lachet! Denn ihr werdet
weinen und heulen.
(Lukas 6:25)
And this teaching in turn reflects scriptural attitudes
generally, as the verse from Psalms concerning the Lord's
suffering servant points out:
Ich aber bin ein Wurm und kein Mensch,
Ein Spott der Leute und Verachtung des Volks.
Alle, die mich sehen, spotten mein,
Sperren das Maul auf und schutteln den Kopf.
(Psalm 22:7-8)
Thus, ridiculousness and ridicule are the beggar's
ordained worldly fate, but the beggar stands, among all
men, in the highest regard of heaven.

This is the first

message both of Es steht geschrleben and of Ein Engel
kommt nach Babylon. the message brought by the angel
which Nebukadnezar (in beggar's disguise) refuses:
NEBUKADNEZAR: Warum bist du zu mlr gekommen, Engel?
Was willst du von einem Bettler ausjtfinive? Geh,
Bote Gottes, zu Nebukadnezar, dem Konig. Er Ist
allein wurdig, dich zu empfangen.
ENGEL: Konige, o Bettler Anaschamaschtaklaku,
interessieren den Himmel nicht. Je armer
hingegen ein Mensch ist, desto wohlgefalliger
wird er dem Himmel (Engel, 19^).
And the angel emphasizes this point further:
Du mupt nun einmal lernen, dap das Weltregieren dem
Himmel zukommt und das Betteln dem Menschen. Bettelt
daher fleipig weiter (Engel, 196) .
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If it is true that to rule is divine and to beg
is human, it is also true that society can be helped
only by the humble beggar, as Durrenmatt demonstrates with
Count Ubelohe.

Nebukadnezar, on the other hand, represents

hollow vainglory and delusion:
Wir jedoch kehren mit dem gefangenen Exkonig in
unseren Palast zuruck, die Menschheit weiter zu
erziehen, mude und traurig, vom Himmel beleidigt
(Engel, 200).
Again, not the king but rather the pauper is the true
teacher of mankind, because he embodies unpleasant truths
of existence which men prefer to put out of mind.

Akki

explains this to the would-be beggar Nebukadnezar:
Wie wenig verstehst du von den Bettlem.
Geheime
Lehrer sind wirA Erzieher der Volker.
Wir gehen in
Fetzen, der Erbarmlichkeit des Menschen zuliebe,
gehorchen keinem Gesetz, die Freiheit zu
verherrlichen. Wir essen gierlg wie Wolfe, trinken
wie Schlemmer, den schrecklichen Hunger zu offenbaren,
den verzehrenden Durst, der in der Armut liegt, und
die Briickenbogen, unter denen wir schlafen, fullen
wir mit dem Hausrat verschollener Reiche^ damit
deutlich werde, dap alles beim Bettler mundet im
Sinken der Zeit (Engel. 193)•
Akki's advice to the king is the same as that of the angel,
namely, that Nebukadnezar should become a wiser beggar:
So kehre nun nach Ninive zuruck und bettle besser,
weiser denn zuvor (Engel, 193)•
But there is another, more practical reason for
being a beggar.

This Akki has learned in the course of

his "lifetime," which he describes in one of his "Makamen."
His evolution uj> to the level of mendicity, as related In
the rhyming prose tale, has combined ontological intui
tions with ontogenetic struggles for survival:
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So hort die Makame meines Lebens:
In jungen Jahren,
vor viel tausend Jahren, wie ich unerfahren, war ich
eines Kaufmanns Sohn,
Mein Vater in goldenem Kleide,
meine Mutter in Silbergeschmeide, das Haus voll
Teppich. Sammet und Seide. Das Silber wird schwarz,
das Gold rollt davon, da rollte es schon:
In
Babylon frap alles die Firma Enggibi und Sohn.
Schon brannte der Vater, die Mutter schon, auf der
Scheiterbeige, es kam keiner davon. . . . Ein Prophet
kam, aus dem Bergland Elam, der mich zu sich nahm;
und er hielt mich wie einen Sohn. Lag Tag und Nacht
vor dem Altar, brachte den Gottern Opfer dar, in
Fetzen gehullt und Asche im Haar. Die Religion wird
schwarz, die Gnad* rollt davon, da rollte sie schon:
In Babylon wechselte der Priesterthron.
Schon brannte
der Prophet, die Gotter schon, auf der Scheiterbeige,
es dam keiner davon. . . . Der mich nun aufzog, war
General, gepanzert inJSisen, bewaffnet mit Stahl, und
tat getreu, was der Konig befahl; nie war geehrter
einer Mutter Sohn. Stach den Feind vom R o P , besap
ein Schlog, unermepiich war sein rasselnder Trop.
Die Ehre wird schwarz, das Amt rollt davon, da rollte
es schon:
In Babylon wechselte der Konigsthron.
Schon brannte der General, die Knappen schon, auf
der Scheiterbeige, es kam keiner davon. . . . Wie
der Reiche verdarb und der Fromme starb, und auch
der Starke den Tod erwarb, sagte sich meiner Mutter
Sohn: Der Mensch sei wle^Sand, Sand allein halt
stand den Trltten der Schacher, der Henker im Land.
Die Zeit wird schwarz, die Macht rollt davon, lag
rollen sie schon: Von Babylon, bleibt nur ein
Bettler, bekranzt mit Mohn, und brennt sein Bart,
sein Mantel schon, auf der Scheiterbeige, er kommt
davon (Engel, 207).
Through his experiences in the diverse social
classes, Akki has learned that only a beggar can survive
in mankind’s perennial intercaste and intracaste
antagonisms and that only the beggar can possibly transcend
material human existence and find an existential and
eschatological meaningfulness.

Akki states his philosophy

most lucidly in his last "Makame":
Die Welt zu bestehen, mug der Schwache sie erkennen,
um nicht blind einen Weg zu gehen, der sich verliert,
in eine Gefahr zu rennen, die zum Tode fuhrt. Die
Machtigen sind machtig; es ist nledertrachtig, diese

ibz
Wahrheit zu ml3achten, nach Narrheit zu trachten,
die Machtigen zu besiegen, ohne uber Waffen zu
verfugen, denen sie unterliegen.
Heldentaten sind
sinnlos, sie verraten die Ohnmacht des Schwachen, und
seine Verzweiflung bringt die Macht nur zum Lachen.
Doch hort einen Bettler jetzt, gefoltert, in Petzen,
von Schergen gehetzt: Der Machtige in dieser Welt
greift nach dem, was lhra gefallt, bald ist es dein
Weib, bald ist es dein Haus, und nur, was er
verachtet, lagt er unberuhrt; es lerne der Kluge
daraus, Es fallt, wer verfuhrt,>#was die Macht
begehrt, ja, selbst den Weisen totet die Gewalt, nur
wer nichts hat und nichts ist, bleibt unversehrt.
Begreife, was man mug und ziehe den Schlup: Stelle
dich dumm, nur so wirst du alt. Von innen grelfe an.
Sel in der Pestung schon am Tage des Gerichts,
Schleiche dich ein, demutigen Gesichts, als
Saufkumpan, als Sklave, Dichter, Schuldenbauer,
erniedrige dich, und du brichst jede Mauer.
Ertrage Schmach, geh jede Pfade, vergrabe, will's
die Zeit, wilde Hoffnung, heipe Liebe, Leid und
Gnade, Menschlichkeit, unter einem roten Henkerskleid
(Engel, 227-228).
All fame, wealth, and power, together with life
itself, will sooner or later be taken by force from the
men possessing them.

The only security against this theft

of life and material means lies in self-effacement, in
voluntary self-disenfranchisement of all covetable worldly
status.

Durrenmatt, however, is interested in more than

offering merely an unusual method for outwitting physical
jeopardy.

More properly, his aim is spiritual:

the

attainment of divine grace through beggarly selfhumiliation.

Nebukadnezar will not humiliate himself to

be a worthy recipient of Kurrubi, the personification of
grace.

He offers her to the members of his court:

Wer von euch ist nun der Bettler, den das Madchen
sucht? Wer gibt alles hin, slch in den Geliebten
zu verwandeln, den es nicht#>mehr gibt? Der
Welnhandler? Der Milchverkaufer? Der Polizist?
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Ein Soldat? Ein Arbelter? Er trete vor*
schweigt? Ihr welst die Gnade des Himmels zuruck?
, . . Niemand will das hiramlische Kind?
(Engel,
252)
But all of them reject heavenly grace at the price of such
a sacrifice.

Only Akki, who already made the sacrifice,

is truly worthy of herj and he feels, in his humility,
unworthy.

He tells hers

Ich habe keln Recht auf dich (Engel, 216).
Nebukadnezar sees for a moment the consequences
of his prides
Ich trachtete nach Vollkommenhelt. Ich schuf eine
neue Ordnung der Dinge. Ich suchte die Armut zu
tilgen.
Ich wunschte die Vernunft einzufuhren. Der
Himmel mipachtete mein Werk. Ich blieb ohne Gnade
(Engel, 255).
Immediately thereafter, however, when he is once again
sure of his military strength, the king threatens to
erect a tower of defiance against heaven.
Durrenmatt has not yet written the sequel to Ein
Engel kommt nach
to make good

Babylon, in which Nebukadnezar attempts

his threat."^0

And yet

the outcomeof the

king's blasphemous venture must be failures
Lapt euer gropes Ruhmen und Trotzen, noch gehe
freches Reden aus eurem Munde^ denn der Herr ist
ein Gott, der es merkt, und lapt solch Vornehmen
nicht geiingen.
Der Bogen der Starken ist zerbrochen,
und die Schwachen sind umgurtet mit
Starke.
(1 .Samuel 2:3-^)
on
Durrenmatt, Theater-Sohrlften und Reden. p. 179,
makes clear that he has at least considered writing a
sequels
"Ob die Handlung weitergefuhrt wlrd, weip^lch
noch nicht. Dem Plane nach sollte als nachstes Stuck der
Turmbau selber dargestellt werdens 'Die Mitmacher*. Alle
sind gegen den Turm, und dennoch kommt er zustande."
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The end of this play finds Akki fleeing with Kurrubi
from the land doomed to ultimate downfall.

The beggar

alone has vanquished the world with divine gracej
Und ich liebe eine Erde, die es immer noch gibt, eine
Erde der Bettler, einmalig an Gluck und einmalig an
Getahr, bunt und wild, an Moglichkeiten wunderbar,
eine Erde, die lch immer aufs neue bezwinge, toll
von ihrer Schonheit, verliebt in ihr Bild, von Macht
bedroht und unbesiegt. Weiter denn, Madchen, voran
denn, Kind, dem Tod ubergeben, und doch am Leben,
mein zum zweitenmal, du Gnade, die nun mit mlr
zieht: Babylon, blind und fahl, zerfallt mit
seinem Turm aus Stein^und Stahl, der sich
unaufhaltsani in die Hohe schiebt, dem Sturz
entgegen; und vor uns, hinter dem Sturm, den wir
durcheilen, verfolgt von Reitern, beschossen mit
Pfeilen, stampfend durch Sand, klebend an Hangen,
verbrannten Gesichts, liegt fern ein neues Land,
tauchend aus der Dammerung, dampfend im Silber des
Lichts, voll neuer Verfolgung, voll neuer Verheigung
und voll von neuen Gesangen (Engel, 256-257)•
9.

The Human Condition: Ignorance,
Fear, Guilt, Despair

The prophets of the Old Testament are most explicit
about the lowliness of the human condition, as is evidenced
by Isaiah:
Darum ist das Recht fern von uns, und wir erlangen
die Gerechtlgkelt nicht. Wir harren aufs Llcht,
siehe, so wird's finster, auf den Schein, siehe, so
wandeln wir im Dunkeln. Wir tappen nach der Wand
wie die Blinden und tappen, wie die keine Augen
haben. Wir stolen uns im Mittag wie in der Dammerung;
wir sind im Dustern wie die Toten. Wir brummen alle
wie die Baren und achzen wie die Tauben; denn wir
harren aufs Recht, so ist's nicht da, aufs Heil, so
ist*s ferne von uns. Denn unsrer Ubertretungen vor
dir sind zu viel,^und unsre Sunden antworten wider
uns, ^Denn unsre Ubertretungentsind bei uns, und
wir fuhlen unsre Sundem mit Obertreten und Lugen
wider den Herrn und Zuriickkehren von unserm Gott
und mit Reden zum Frevel und Ungehorsam, mit
Trachten und Dichten falscher Worte aus dem Herzen.
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Und das Recht 1st zuruckgewlchen und Gerechtigkeit
fern getretenj denn die Wahrhelt fallt auf der
Gasse, und Recht kann nlcht elnhergehen.
(Jesaja
59 « 9 - 1*0
In short, men are blind, and their blindness leads them
to fear and despair and to error and guilt.
Durrenmatt too is very concerned with the innate
“blindness19 of mankind j his second drama reflects this
central theme in its title, Der Bllnde.

The old duke,

who lost his eyesight as the result of an illness during
the Thirty Years9 War, laments the pitiable state of
humanity!
So wlrd unser Haupt aufs neue von einem Ungluck
wie mit Schnee bedeckt.
Unsere Rede 1st ein leeres Wort geworden, ein
Irrengelachter.
Was wir versprochen, 1st Wind, der sich in den
Gassen verlauft, Wasser, das zwlschen den Stelnen
versickert.
Wir konnen nicht abwehren, was uns bedroht.
Die Hande slnd hilflos, der Pup weip nicht, wo er
geht. . . .
Die Zeit hat sich erfullt.
Ich war blind, als ich sah, und blind, da ich blind
geworden bin. Jetzt aber erkenne ich, dap der Mensch
ein Narr ist (Bllnde, 1*4-6).
This statement, written early in the playwright's
literary career, expresses many of the concerns to be
found generally in his works:

the absurdity of human

existence, its foolishness, insanity and misery, and the
emphasis on history.

In these concerns and especially in

the aspect of man's blindness, Durrenmatt is very much
like the Hebrew prophets who speak often of the spiritual
blindness of men who think they can see the truths
Horet zu, ihr tolles Volk, das keinen Verstand hat,
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die da Augen haben, und sehen nicht, Ohren haben,
und horen nicht!
(Jeremia 5:21)
Throughout the writings of the prophets there is agree
ment that only the man in darkness shall see with divine
aid:
Freue dich nicht, meine Felndln, dag ich darniederliege! Ich werde wieder aufkommen; und so ich im
Finstern sitze, so ist doch der Herr mein Licht.
(Micha 7:8)
And elsewhere:
Wer in Gerechtigkeit wandelt und redet, was recht
ist; wer Unrecht hapt samt dem Geiz und seine Hande
abzieht, dap er nicht Geschenke nehme; wer seine
Ohren zustopft,„dap er nicht Blutschulden hore, und
seine Augen zuhalt, dap er nicht Arges sehe: der
wird in der Hohe wohnen.
(Jesaja 33:15-16)
Durrenmatt has expressed very similar feelings in
the scene where the blind duke murders his court poet in
order not to hear about evil.

The nobleman repudiates

the “truth" of the world and explains to him the blind
man's "truth":
Du bist gekommen, mlr jene Wahrheit zu bringen, die
vom Menschen stammt.
Du bist gekommen, einen Becher von Gift an die
Lippen eines Blinden zu legen.
Du bietest mir die Wahrheit und willst mir die
Verzweiflung geben.
Denn wenn ein Blinder nicht alien glaubt, mup er an
allem zweifeln.
So reichst du mlr fur meine Blindheit eine Nacht,
die unendlich 1st.
Du Tor, dessen Leib ich mit meinen Armen umfange,
was ist die Wahrheit, die du mir bringst?
Sie ist fluchtiger denn Wasser, veranderlicher denn
Wind und wesenloser denn eines Trunkenen Lied.
Was willst d u , dap ich mich um jene Welt kummere,
von der du kommst?
Wie kannst du glauben, du wissest vom Licht, well
du zwei Augen hast?
Du Narr, nur der Blinde sieht (Bllnde. lbl).

1^7
Only the blind man can see.
belief in other plays.

Durrenmaut restates this

In Es steht geschrleben, for

example, a sightless old man makes the same observation
about himself:
Es ist schrecklich, zu wissen, dap ein alter Mann
ohne Augen der einzig Sehende 1st (E S G , 9^).
Der Besuch der alten Dame the two perjurors Ludwig
Sparr and Jakob Huhnlein have to have their eyes put
out before they speak the truth about Clari Wascher.
And at the end of Frank V. Ottilie Frank asks the blind,
aged president of the nation to hold court over her wicked
bank and administer punishment for the sake of justice.
He has insight into the situation; he tells her that she
can expect none of these things, only grace:
Erwarte kein Gericht, erwarte keine Gerechtigkeit,
erwarte keine Strafe, die waren allzu warm und
menschllch fur die eisige Welt der Ehrlichkeit, in
die ich dich nun stoge: Erwarte nur noch Gnade
(Frank, 278).
In Durrenmatt's latest play, Der Meteor, the playwright
approaches the Biblical tone most closely and combines
the considerations of blindness and divine grace to “see."
The minister Emanuel Lutz offers a prayer of thanksgiving
in front of Schwitter, the man who has arisen, apparently
miraculously, from the dead:
Das Himmelreich, das uns versprochen worden ist, kam
nie, Wir lebten in der Finsternis und hatten nichts
als unsere Hoffnung. Sie allein spies noch unseren
Glauben. Das war wenig, Herr. Doch nun hast Du
Dich meiner erbarmt,
Ich erblicke Dein Licht.
Erbarme Dich nun auch derer, die Deine Herrlichkeit
nicht zu sehen vermogen, well Deine Verborgenheit sie
erblinden lieg (Meteor, 21).
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There are those who feel that the ability to see
comes too late in a person's life to permit him to do
other than peer into the yawning grave which awaits him.
All the years of blindness have weakened his faith to the
extent that bloodshed and injustice result from the
holiest of his causes.

The old bishop explains this to

Knipperdollinck while the latter is still militant:
Es steht geschrleben, wer Ohren hat, der hore, und
wer Augen hat, der sehe. Aber wer hat Augen und
Ohren! Wenn sie endlich gewachsen sind, sehen wir
nur ins offene Grab urid horen die Totenglocken.
. . . Unser Kleinmut 1st unser Fluch* Da3 wir
die Lehre des Herrn mit dem Schwert verwlrklichen
wollen?
(E S G , 36)
Together with the reduction of faith comes the
gradual loss of hope.

Even the prophets Jeremiah and

Habakkuk almost despair at times of God's justice:
Herr, wie lange soli ich schreien, und du willst
nicht horen? Wie lange soil ich zu dir rufen uber
Frevel, und du willst nicht helfen? Warum lassest
du mich Muhsal sehen und siehest dem Jammer zu?
Raub und Frevel sind vor mir. Es geht Gewalt uber
Recht.
(Habakuk 1:2-3)
A life characterized by fear and despair is the lot of
Durrenmattian characters who have no faith.

Palamedes

speaks to his sister Octavia of the despair of all human
kind :
Meine Verzweiflung ist nun die Eure, denn sie 1st
die Verzweiflung aller Menschen (Bllnde, 1?^).
He has tried to keep the truth from their blind father
because he has himself seen the awful "truth" of existence.
Palamedes calls "golden" the hope that only the blind will
see, but he abandons this hope later, too:
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Du golcLene Hoffnung, dap allein der Schwache siege,
dap allein der Blinde sehe (Blinde, 17^).
Octavia, too, has neither hope nor faith:
Ich habe jede Hoffnung von mir geworfen.
Ich glaube an nichts (Blinde, 171).

. . .

Even Negro da Ponte, the champion of destruction, cites
despair as one of the characteristics which distinguish
him from an animal:
OCTAVIA:

Was habt Ihr mehr als ein Tier?

NEGRO DA PONTE: Die Herrllchkeit und die
Verzweiflung der Welt (Blinde, 133).
Hope In God is dead for many other characters,
too, as is clear from part of a dialogue in Der Besuch
der alten Dame t
BffRGERMEISTER: Meine Herren, die Milliardarin ist
unsere einzige Hoffnung.
PFARRER:
LEHRER:

Auper Gott. . . .
Aber der zahlt nicht (Besuch, 266).

A character in another play calls fear, rather than faith
and hope, the decisive factor behind men's actions until
death:
Alles, was wir tun, tun wir aus Furcht. Aus^Furcht
vor einer Entdeckung, aus Purcht vor dem Gefangnis
und nun stehe ich auf einmal vor dem Tod, und nun
hat mlch auf einmal die Purcht eingeholt (Frank,
229).
In yet another play a character is in agreement with that
statement, adding that men's blindness i£ their fear of
knowing or recognizing the truth:
Ich furchtete mich auch, Diese gemeine Furcht,
Ich
kannte die Wahrheit nicht, well ich sie aus Furcht
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nicht kennen wollte, sonst hatte ich sie erraten, und
jetzt kenne ich^sle, wie sie sich nicht mehr
verheimlichen lapt, mein Leib stinkt zum Himmel
(Meteor, 31)•
It is an irony of man's condition that, despite
his ignorance and fear, he repeatedly apotheosizes himself
and his imperfect institutions only to discover anew that
this self-exaltation is doomed from the outset,

Isaiah

emphasizes the infinite difference between man's trivial,
ephemeral status and divine supremacy when he refers to
the transience of even human goodness and beauty:
Alles Fleisch ist Gras, und alle seine Gute ist wie
eine Blume auf dem Felde. Das Gras verdorrt, die
Blume verwelkt; denn des Herrn Geist blast darein.
Ja, das Volk ist das Gras, Das Gras verdorrt, die
Blume verwelkt; aber das Wort unsres Gottes bleibt
ewiglich,
(Jesaja ^0:6-8)
Yet it is a fact that men seek to perfect human
society and fail miserably, as exemplified by Nebukadnezar's
unsuccessful undertaking to transform his Babylon into a
great Utopia:
Seht denn, was ich unternehme, ein makelloses Reich
zu erschaffen, ein durchsichtiges Gebilde, das alle
umschliept, vom Henker^bis zum Minister, und alle
aufs angenehmste beschaftigt. Wir streben nicht
nach Macht, wir streben nach Vollkommenheit (Engel,
—
178 ).
When it becomes finally clear to Nebukadnezar that heaven
ly grace comes to the humble beggar rather than to the
vainglorious monarch, he chooses mulishly to set himself
equal to God:
Ich trachtete nach Vollkommenheit,
Ich schuf eine
neue Ordnung der Dinge.
Ich suchte die Armut zu
tilgen. Ich wiinschte die Vernunft einzufuhren. Der
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Himmel mipachtete mein Werk. Ich blieb ohne Gnade.
. . . Wohlan denn. Ist der Himmel so hoch, dap
meine Fluche ihn nicht erreichen?s Ist er so weit,
dap ich ihn nicht hassen kann? Machtiger denn mein
Wille? Erhabener denn mein Geist? Trotziger denn
mein Mut? Ich will die Menschheit in einen Pferch
zusammentreiben und in ihrer Mitte einen Turm
errichten, der die Wolken durchfahrt, durchmessend
die Unendlichkeit, mitten in das Herz meines
Feindes.
Ich will der Schopfung aus dem Nichts die
Schopfung aus dem Geist des Menschen entgegenstellen
und sehen, was besser ists Meine Gerechtigkeit oder
die Ungerechtigkeit Gottes (Engel, 255-256).
The sacrilege committed by the Babylonian king In
Durrenmatt*s play is described in the Book of Isaiah as
well.

The prophet tells of the king of Babylon's self-

exaltation above God and of his inevitable downfall:
Gedachtest du doch in deinem Herzen:m Ich will in
den Himmel^steigen und meinen Stuhl uber die Sterne
Gottes erhohen; ich will mich setzen auf den Berg
der Versammlung in der fernsten Mitternacht; ich
will uber die hohen Wolken fahren und glelch sein
dem Allerhochsten. Ja, zur Holle fahrst du, zur
tiefsten Grube.
(Jesaja 14-: 13-15)
Durrenmatt sees in the human condition a great,
perhaps unavoidable guilt.

Each man, innocent at first,

gradually becomes at worst guilty of deliberate crimes,
at best culpable through weakness and ignorance.

Pauli

Neukomm in Frank V. does not want to murder his colleague
Haberlin, but his boss Richard Egli convinces him to do
so by arguing that everyone quickly accumulates guilt:
Wir haben alle mal damlt angefangen, jeder von uns
sap einst wie du in diesem kleinen Kaffee, am Morgen
noch beinahe unschuldig, mittags schon als Gauner,
Tim sich mitternachts mit einer Serviette das Blut
von den Handen zu wischen (Frank, 2^0).
Durrenmatt, in the manner of the Old Testament
prophet, thus indicts the whole race.

Jeremiah says:
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Gehet durch die Gassen zu Jerusalem und schauet
und erfahret und suchet auf ihrer Strape, ob ihr
Jemand findet, der recht tue und nach dem Glauben
frage.
(Jeremia 5 si)
The

Implication here is that not a single Just man

be found in the city to

can

save Jerusalem.And what are

the penalties for such guilt?

The prophets forebode

generally race downfalls and upheavals of catastrophic
proportions in keeping with the type of thinking pre
valent in their era.

Durrenmatt's characters suffer

punishments which show the Influence of psychology on
contemporary thinkings
PSULIs

Schlafloslgkelt! • • .

OTTILIEs
KAPPELER:
EGLIs

Morphlum!

. . .

Darmverschlup! • . .

Herzinfarkt!

ELFRIEDE:
SCHMALZ s
PRANK V’.;
Geist!

. . •

Elektroschock! . . .
Impotenz!

•

•

•

Ihr leidet am Leib nur, doch ich am
(Prank. 2A3-2A7 )

Durrenmatt sees modern man enmeshed in the gamut
of psychosomatic ailments, whose spiritual origins and
consequences few recognize.

And yet the playwright is

not without hope for the human condition.

Men are not

to curse and condemn themselves and one another, as long
as God does noti
Wie wollt Ihr verflucht sein, wenn unser Vater Euch
segnet, und wie wollt Ihr schuldig sein, wenn unser
Vater Euch losspricht? (Bllnde, 173)
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Practically the same words are found in the Old Testaments
Wie soil ich fluchen, dem Gott nicht flucht? Wie
soil ich schelten, den der Herr nicht schilt?
(4. Mose 23*8)
Pear and despair can be overcome, as some of
Durrenmatt's men of courage point out again and again:
Dann lerne die Purcht zu besiegen. Das ist die
einzige Kunst^ die wir in der heutigen Zelt
beherrschen mussen. Purchtlos die Dinge
betrachten, furchtlos das Richtige tun (Romulus,
59).
Man's innate blindness and his incumbent imperceptiveness
of "truth" cannot be genuinely cured, but the playwright
does extend a glimmer of hope for men lost in darkness
which will lead them at least in the right direction.
It is the same guiding principle of life offered by the
prophets:
Siehe, wer halsstarrig ist, der wird keine Ruhe in
seinem Herzen haben; der Gerechte aber wird seines
Glaubens leben.
(Habakuk 2:^)
Durrenmatt chooses to express this thought in dialogue
form where the physically blinded duke is speaking with
the man whose very name indicates the nihilistic black
ness of his souls
NEGRO DA PONTE:
seid?
HERZOG:

Indem ich mich in meine Blindheit ergebe,

NEGRO DA PONTE:
ergeben?
HERZOG:

Wie konnt Ihr sehen, wenn Ihr blind

Was heipt, sich in seine Blindheit

Das heipt glauben, Edelmann (Blinde, 125).

CHAPTER IV
THE INFLUENCE OF APOCALYPTIC WRITINGS
ON

d ORRENMATT'S

PLAYS

The purpose of this chapter is to show another
kind of relationship "between Durrenmatt's dramas and the
Hebrew religious literary tradition.

The manner of

presentation of that relationship will necessarily be
different here, on account of the significantly diverging
"methods and messages'* in the prophetic and apocalyptic
literatures.
The Judeo-Chrlstian apocalyptic tradition does not
lend itself to any short delineation, and as mentioned
earlier,~ theologians are not in agreement about primary
and secondary characteristics of apocalyptic.

In general,

however, most of the apocalyptic books seem to share some
important features, and these might be described as typical.
Future events are revealed by a pseudonymous author in a
type of esoteric writing replete with animal and number
symbolism.

The writer sees about him a nearly universal

wickedness among men which God is going to punish in a
titanic, ultimate cataclysm.

After this imminent wide

spread desolation, the righteous will enjoy some kind
■^Chapter I, pp. 7-12.
15^
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of permanent new order free from all corruption.

The

dominant atmosphere is one of expectation, for the faith
ful remnant believes that the time of judgment is close
at hand.
And yet a Judgment Day as such is not found in
all of the books, even though the concept of judgment is
one of the most inherent in the apocalyptic mode of think
ing.

The righteous will somehow be separated from the

wicked, and each group will definitely receive its just
due.

However, the method by which this recompense is

effected is not necessarily limited to a Johannine event
with readings from the Mbook of life” followed by the
New Jerusalem.
Indeed, many of the individual images familiar
from Revelation are either wholly lacking or fused to
gether in other works.

The Millennium, for example, Is

often identical with the New Jerusalem, and even when the
concepts are present as two distinct entities, one or
both may well be a material commonwealth having little
or no emphasis on preternatural qualities.

The Messiah,

Antichrist, and the Whore of Babylon, when present at all,
may one or all be merely human exponents of good and evil,
and devoid of divine or demonic powers.

And resurrection

is often just a return to physical existence on earth.
It must be pointed out again that one of the fore
most characteristics of the early religious apocalyptic
tradition is optimism, contradictory as that may seem.
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To be sure, It Is true that the apocalyptists, in contrast
to the prophets, held that doom is unavoidable.

But the

end of history meant for them the triumph of God over the
powers of evil and the fulfillment of their hopes for an
existence based on divine justice and beatific love.
Thus, the feature which can be singled out as prime in
this tradition is the optimistic expectation of a good
world after the inevitable cataclysm.
The m o d e m apocalyptic outlook, on the other
hand, is predominantly pessimistic.

This seems to be

the result of two separate historical circumstances.
The first is to be seen as one aspect of the Protestant
Reformation, namely, a new wave of apocalyptic writing
which concentrated mainly on the impending doom of the
present generation andr-the concomitant horrors to be
suffered.2

By and large, then, without of course any

denial of reward for the righteous, the sixteenth-century
concern was with the damnation of the wicked.

The second

important factor is the general secularization of apoca
lyptic (as of all genuinely religious Weltansohauungen)
which has taken place roughly during the last two hundred
years.

Martin Buber comments on this secularization and

attendant "disenchantment” of apocalyptic in this way:
"Meanwhile, a directly antithetical apocalyptic attitude
has taken shape in Western humanity.

2

This appears to

R. W. B. Lewis, Trials of the Word (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1965), p . 198.
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resume some doctrines of the Ezra and Baruch apocalypses
after they have been divested of all theology of a coming
aeon.

The wholly other state of being there promised for

existence after the end of our world is not annihilated,
but the character of the present as late, all too late,
has been preserved.
Durrenmatt is acutely conscious of the fact that
the optimistic hope of apocalyptic has been lost for con
temporary mankind.

He regrets very greatly this "infin-

ite'* loss, which blinds men to the divine grace present
even in, and especially in the evanescence of the world.
This thought he makes explicit in a short essay entitled
"Zu den Teppichen von Angers," which is indispensable for
the purposes of this study and is therefore reproduced
here in its entirety:
Der fromme Glaube, der die Teppiche von Angers schuf,
wissend um die Verganglichkeit der Welt und dennoch
ohne Verzweiflung, da es fur ihn, noch wlrklicher
als der Tod, die Auferstehung gab und das selige
Erwachen der Christen auf einer neuen Erde und in
einem neuen Himmel nach den Schrecken der Apokalypse,
hat einer Angst Platz geinacht, fur die das Jiingste
Gerichtjnur noch das Ende bedeutet, eine schauerllche
Gotterdammerung der Zivilisation, der, dank der
Atombombe, das lichts folgen soil, das sinnlose
Kreisen>#eines ausgebrannten Planeten um eine
gleichgultig gewordene Sonne. Der Trost, dag auch
das Zusammenbrechen aller Dlnge^Gnade ist, ja, dag
es die Engel selbst sind, die toten, ist der Gewipheit
gewichen, dap der Mensch aus eigenem Antrieb ein
Inferno der Elemente zu entfesseln wagte; und
Grausamkeiten werden verubt, die jene des Teufels
mehrfach ubertreffen. So ist Ereignis geworden, was
^Martin Buber, Pointing the Way. Ed. and transl.
by Maurice S. Friedman (New York: Harper and How, 1963),
p. ZQk,
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Offenbarung war, aber es 1st nicht mehr ein Kampf um
Gilt und Bose, so gern dies jede Partei auch darstellt.
Die Menschheit ist als ganze schuldig geworden, ein
jeder will mit den Idealen^auch die Kehrseite rettens
die Preiheit und die Geschafte, die Gerechtigkeit und
die Vergewaltigunge Der Mensch, der elnst vor der
Hoile erzitterte, die den Schuldigen im Jenseits
erwartete, hat sich ein Diesseits errlchtet, das
Hollen aufweist, die Schuldige und Unschuldige in
einer Welt gleicherweise verschlingen, in der sich
Gog und Magog nicht als Verbundete treffen, sondern
als Feinde gegenuberstehen. Unfahig, die Welt nach
seiner Vernunft zu gestalten, formte er sie nach
seiner Gier und umstellte sich selbst mit den
schwelenden Branden seiner Taten, die jetzt seine
Horizonte roten, ein Gefangener seiner eigenen
Sunde. Seine Hoffnung 1st nicht mehr jene des
Glaubigen, das Gericht zu bestehen, sondern jene
des Verbrechers, ihm zu entgehen, und auch der
Giftkelch, den er sich selber mischte, soli von
ihm genommen werden. Die Zeit ist in eine Wirkllchkeit
getaucht, die sie mit Blindheit schlagt, denn die
Distanz, die zwischen dem heillgen Seher und dem
Bilde war, ist dahingeschwunden und mit diesem
unendlichen Verlust, nicht nur an Schonheit, sondern
auch an Welt, die Moglichkelt, die Apokalypse ohne
jene Verzerrung zu sehen, die sie heute durch die
Gegenwart bekommts die immer dusterer aufsteigenden
Wolken der Katastrophen verbergen die Strahlen der
Gnade, die immer noch nicht von uns genommen ist.
Die wilden Bilder eines Durer und eines Bosch sind
Wirkllchkeit geworden, die Wandteppiche von Angers
ein verlorenes Paradies, in welchem dem Glauben, der
Berge versetzt, moglich war, was uns jetzt, da wir
es erleben, wie Hohn erscheint:
die Welt auch noch
lm Untergang in jener Herrlichkeit zu sehen, in der
sie erschaffen wurde, Anfang und Ende eine makellose
Einheit, das Zusammensturzen der Stadte wie ein
Spiel weiper Bluten im Wind, der Tod ein muheloses
Hinubergleiten, blumenhaft selbst die>#Tiere des
Bosen, eingehullt alias in die Lichtfulle des Gottes,
dem die Welt nur ein Schemel seiner Fuge ist und
dessen Kinder wir sind.^
By praising the piety behind the sacred symbolism
of these fourteenth-century French tapestries and by
lamenting prevalent contemporary atheistic pessimism,
^Durrenmatt, Theater-Sohrlften und Reden, pp. ^0-^1.
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Durrenmatt shows his own spiritual attitude with respect
to apocalyptic.

Without a doubt he belongs to that group

of “men of faith who . , . see within history, through
history and beyond history the working out of God's
triumphant purpose."^

Here is the hint, at least, of a

belief in predestination, one of the salient features of
apocalyptic.

According to this belief, as D. S. Russell

points out, "man's actions . . . may help to determine the
events of history in its temporal and eternal aspects;
but the whole time-process is both determined and unified
by the working out of God's eternal purpose."^

That is,

the doctrine of predestination holds the end of the world,
even a cataclysmic one, as an inevitable, divinely deter
mined fact, against which struggling is absurd.

That this

is often interpreted as defeatism is made evident by the
playwright in the remarks of the empress Julia to her
resigned husbands
JULIA:
Ich bin entschlossen, in Sizllien den
Widerstand gegen den Feind fortzusetzen. Um
jeden Prels.
ROMULUS:
Ein Widerstand um jeden Preis ist das
Sinnloseste, was es geben kann.
JULIA:

Du bist Defaitist.

ROMULUS:
Ich wage nur ab. Wenn wir uns wehren,
wird unser Untergang noch blutiger. Das mag
grandios sein, doch wozu? Man steckt eine Welt
nicht in Brand, die schon verloren ist (Romulus,

53).
^Russell, o p . cit. , p. 220.
6Ibld., p. 23^.
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Nevertheless, men still have the moral duty of leading
righteous lives founded on faith and justice.

This does

indeed seem to be the outlook found in Durrenmatt*s
dramatic works.
To repeat, in making a study of the influences of
aprialyptic literature on a contemporary playwright, one
must look above all for similarities in mood and temper,
rather than in direct borrowings of symbols and images,
as was the case in the preceding chapter,

In drama,

scenes appropriated too directly from the Book of Reve
lation, for example, would be far too transparent and
would betray immediately their origin.

The same Is true

in general of borrowings from all apocalyptic literature
because of the extreme force exerted by the symbolism
inherent in such writing.

It has been suggested as

plausible that, after his second play, the reason
Durrenmatt "decided to tone down the serious religious
nature of his work [was] in order to reach a wider
audience."’'7 His first two produced plays, tragedies
with prominent religious concerns, were poorly received.
The maturing playwright seemingly became aware of the
limitations in the dramaturgic resynthesis of certain
Biblical materials.

In the present search for relation

ships between Durrenmattian dramaturgy and apocalyptic
^R. E. Holzapfel, "Three Aspects of Friedrich
Durrenmatt's Drama" (Unpublished typewritten Ph.D.
dissertation, State University of Iowa, 1965),
p. 195.
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models, therefore, one must be prepared to delve below
the surface for the more subtle and unobtrusive ties.
1.

Revelation

The word “revelation" appears for the first time
in Durrenmatt's seventh play, Frank V .

Here it occurs

twice in close succession and under interesting circum
stances.

Richard Egli, the personnel manager, tells one

of the apprentice criminals of the Frank bank to study his
psychological polish in cheating the hotel owner Apollonia
Streulis
Du wirst staunen, mein Sohn. Ein Licht wird dir
aufgehen, eine wahre Offenbarung (Frank, 258).
The "revelation," however, comes instead for Egli when he
learns that his master plan has backfired, so to speak,
on account of divine intervention.

He had planned to

have the woman commit arson and then expose her in the
name of the bank-owned insurance company.

In this way

the bank would have collected a considerable sum of money.
But her hotel was struck three times by lightning and
burned down in the very presence of high civic authorities,
and the bank's insurance company had to pay out twenty
fold what it would otherwise have gained.

Apollonia

relates to Egli the story of her miraculous fire:
Ich befolge Ihren Rat, gehe zur Eirene, versichere den
Holzkasten fur vier Mlllionen, lade vorgestern noch
einmal meine Freunde aus Steffigen ein, sitze mit
ihnen im gropen Salon, der Gemeindeprasident, der
Polizeiwachtmeister, der Feuerwehrhauptmann, trinke
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auf eine bessere Zukunft und. staunen Sie jetzt . . .
was kommt, ist ein Wunder, ein echtes Wunder, eine
wahre Offenbarung: Der Blitz schlagt mlr, bumsA in
den Westflugel, ein zweiter, bums, in den Ostflugel,
und drauf, Sie werden's nicht glauben, bums, ein
dritter ins Hauptgebaude, all dies ganz legitim,
sozusagen unter Aufsicht der Brandbehorde (Prank,

260).
Egli considers this a disruption of the natural
order, one of the characteristic signs of apocalyptic.
The unusual bad luck which he and his apprentice Pauli
have just experienced is of fiendish proportions, to his
mind:
Schamt sich eigentlich die Natur nicht, uns auf einen
Schlag mit gleich zwel so unwahrschelnlichen Zufallen
zu kommen? Da geht sie stundllch mit unerbittlicher
Polgerichtigkeit vor, setzt auf jede Ursache eine
Wirkung, da zeugt, gebiert sie drauflos, mordet,
verschllngt das Erstandene wieder, karrt jeden Tag
Hekatomben von Lebewesen, Pflanzen, Tieren, Menschen
in die Grube, ja, la£t in ihrer rohen Sturheit ganze
Sonnen platzen samt den Planeten, die sie umgeben,
und was setzt sie uns auf einmal vor: Zwei
vertrottelte Pinsel, deren Dummheit den Himmel
verfinstert und deren Gluck die Vernunft schamrot
werden la0t. Wahrilch, Pauli, welche Geschaftsleute
wurden je wie wir beide auf eine so teufliche Probe
gestellt? Man mu|3 da schon einen Riesenglauben in
sein Metier haben, um ob dieser Ungerechtigkeit nicht
zu verzweifeln (Frank. 26l).
The next "revelation" mentioned in Durrenmatt's
plays is that of King Solomon to Johann Wilhelm Mobius in
Die Physlker.

Monika Stettler, one of the nurses in the

insane asylum, is in love with Mobius.

She attempts to

coax him into leaving the institution so that they can
have a life together.

Part of her argument is the

following:
Sie sind auserwahlt.

Salomo ist Ihnen erschienen,
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offenbarte sich Ihnen in seinem Glanz, die Welsheit
des Himmels wurde Ihnen zuteil. Nun haben Sie den
Weg zu gehen, den das Wunder befiehlt^ unbelrrbar,
auch wenn der Weg durch Spott und Gelachter fuhrt,
durch Unglauben und Zwelfel. Aber ert>fuhrt aus
dieser Anstalt.
Johann Wilhelm, er fuhrt in den
Kampf (Physiker, 322).
The nurse believes that a divine revelation of
wisdom and truth compels one to action, to a struggle
against evil and the ignorance of good in the world.
Mobius, however, knows full well that fighting, even for
praiseworthy causes, can result in nothing but greater
chaos.

Because his scientific theories, if exploited by

unscrupulous political bosses, could mean the eventual
destruction of mankind, he realizes that for him courage
is a crime (p. 321).

As for the rest, he is willing to

forego a normal life with wife and children and endure
the privations and humiliations of life-long existence
in a prison for the insane.
Mobius®s attitude shows a similarity to that of
apocalyptic writers.

Whereas the prophets always preached

social obligation and ethical activity, the apocalyptists
were much less concerned with the ethical aspect of
religion, and eschatology played a far more significant
role in their thinking.

For this very reason the apoc

alyptists have often been regarded as spiritually passive.
But this is an error.

If passivity is characteristic at

all of their outlook, it takes the form of physical non
violence based on strong conviction; it is never the
expression of moral lethargy or defeatism.

Spiritually,
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they are vigorously engaged in battle against evil.
Compare, for instance, Rowley's description of the author
of the Book of Daniel with Durrenmatt's characterization
of Mobius:

"All his stories inculcate passionate loyalty

at any cost, and he nowhere contemplates a victory that
should be won by the strong right arm of the rebels, but
only a supernatural divine intervention.

It is fortitude

under persecution that he encourages rather than revolt
against oppression, and in this he is the forerunner of
other apocalyptists.1'^
When Monika accuses him of having betrayed both
her and King Solomon, Mobius answers in his own defense*
Monika? Sie durfen alles von mir glauben, mich fur
einen Schwachling halten.
Ihr Recht.
Ich bin
unwurdig Ihrer Liebe. Aber Salomo bin ich treu
geblieben. Er ist in mein Dasein eingebrochen, auf
einmal, ungerufen, er hat mich mi0braucht, mein Leben
zerstort, aber ich habe ihn nicht verraten (Physiker,
320).
In other words, Mobius is practicing that same "fortitude
under persecution" encouraged in the earliest known
apocalyptic work, the Book of Daniel.
2.

Untergang

Perhaps more so than any others, doom, downfall,
and decay are the first characteristics of apocalyptic
writing.

This is, to be sure, a very wide theme, equally

embracing the private ruin of a single person, the material
and spiritual bankruptcy of a city, state, or empire, and
Rowley, op. cit., p. 20.
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even the extinction of the entire human race.

In

Durrenmatt*s plays this total perspective is present.
Durrenmatt's artistry i3 similar to a prism which takes
the theme of Untergang and refracts it into a great
spectrum of woe, from the red of devastating fire to the
violet of human bloodshed.
The first words ever written by Durrenmatt to be
heard by an audience demonstrate an early preoccupation
9

with apocalyptic eschatology :
Gott verhullte sein Antlitz, da erlosch die Sonne im
Meer und die Schiffe brannten uber den Wassern.
Die Wale wurden ans Land geschwemmt.
Die Berge sanken und die Walder offneten sich, aus
der Tiefe brach Feuer.
Die Leichen der Menschen deckten die Strome und
hingen an den Ssten der Baume (ESG, 13)•
This is a joyless description of the denouement of history,
at the time of the end, as the young playwright imagined
it.

Interesting for purposes of comparison are the closing

words of Der Meteor, Durrenmatt*s latest play:
Ach, du Aufgang aus der Hoh
Gib, dap auch am Jiingsten Tage
Wieder unser Leib ersteh
Und, entfernt von aller Plage
Sich auf jener Freudenbahn
Freuen kann!
(Meteor, 71)
His first attempts in 19^3 to write for the
theater resulted in a play called either "Der Knopf" or
simply "Komodie" which has neither been published nor
produced and which Brock-Sulzer (og. cit„, p. 268) also
described as apocalyptic. See also Banziger, op. cit.,
p. 12^, and Margareta N. Deschner, "Friedrich Durrenmatt’s
Experiments with Man: An Analysis of His First Five Plays"
(Unpublished typewritten Ph.D. dissertation, University
of Colorado, 1967), p. 12.
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Although both of these passages deal with the end
of the world, a remarkable change in outlook has taken
place over the years which one might trace through the
plays.

As a young man in his twenties, Durrenmatt was

concerned mainly with the destructive, or pessimistic,
aspect of apocalyptic} he demonstrates now after forty a
clearly optimistic view of apocalyptic.
The theme of downfall is carried over into
Durrenmatt's second play, Der Blinde, inhere Negro da Ponte
can describe to Octavia the dramatic situation as follows:
Ich habe zwischen Verfall und Verwesung einen
Blinden gefunden. . . . Wir haben uns getroffen
zwischen Leben und Tod, auf der Grenze von Tag und
Nacht (Blinde, 135)*
As an apocalyptic sign, a symbol Durrenmatt
employs in several plays,10 there appears a comet in
the sky.

It is interpreted by the members of Negro da

Ponte's band of rogues as portending an imminent cata
strophe:
SCHWEFEL:
Wir zahlen funfzehn Jahre Krleg, ohne dag
ein Komet gekommen ware. Nun hangt einer vor uns,
torkelt quer durch den Himmel und bedeutet
Pestilenz und Weltuntergang.
LUCIANUS:

Die Welt 1st untergegangen.

SCHAUSPIELER:

Ich trinke auf die letzten Menschen*

LUCIANUS: Auf das, was nachher kommt.
ein edler Komet.

...

Es ist

The meteor, too, functions as an apocalyptic
symbol in his plays, and these two symbols can be found
in the following places: ESG, 23 and 53s Blinde, 177s
Engel. 208. See in addition Theater-Schrlften und Reden,
ppT 69-7 0.
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SCHWEFEL:

Er bedeutet, dap es Prleden glbt.

ALLE todllch ersohrockeni

Prieden?

SCHWEFEL! Ein Komet bedeutet etwas Schlimmes, und
es ist ein groper Komet, der das Allerschlimmste
bedeutets
Der Krleg wird eine schlimme Wendung
zu einem ewlgen Frieden nehmen!
LUCIANUS! Wenn keine Menschen mehr sind. . . .
Zeit wird alt.
NEGERi

Die

Komet kaputt, Welt kaputt (Blinde, 137-138)•

For these scoundrels who subsist on the spoils of
war, there is nothing more to be dreaded than the possi
bility of a lasting peace.

Hence for them the greatest

terror in their apocalyptic expectations is the unending
state of tranquillity to be ushered in with the final
devastation.
In Romulus der Grope Durrenmatt has chosen the
year A.D. ^76 for the time of his "ungeschichtliche
Komodie,** a setting most conducive to dramatizing
apocalyptic sentiments.

The action of the play might

be generally summarized as a deathwatch, more specifically
as the vigil Romulus keeps with his expiring Western
Roman Empire.

The aura of languishment surrounding the

imperial summer residence is immediately incorporated at
the opening of the play in Spurius Titus Mamma!
Ich dachte schon, hier sei alles ausgestorben.
bin mude wie ein Hund (Romulus. 11),

Ich

And the miasmal depression is to be heavily underscored,
according to the author#s stage directions for Act II:
Alles in allem: Brutende Verzweiflung,
Weltuntergangszauber, apres nous le deluge (Romulus.
35).
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Once again Spurius Titus Mamma dominates the Initial
scene of the second act with his frequent declarations!
Ich bln mude.
Ich bin mude.
(Romulus. 35)•

Ich bin totmude

and laters
Hundert Stunden habe ich nicht geschlafen. Hundert
Stunden. Ich bin mude, ich bin einfach zum Umfallen
mude (Romulus, ^5 ).
This tired military officer is one of the most
comical figures in the play, with his sudden oscillations
between violent outbursts of rage directed against the
emperor's inactivity and feeble moans about his unbearable
fatigue.

It might even have been predicted of Durrenmattian

irony that this vindictive warrior would miss his great
chance to "save" the empire by assassinating Romulus— and
on account of his oversleeping!
SPURIUS TITUS MAMMA:
toten.

Den Kaiser her!' Ich will ihn

ODOAKERi Lap dein Schwert sinken, Prafekt.
Kaiser gibt es nicht mehr.
SPURIUS TITUS MAMMA!
ODOAKER:

Den

Das Reich?

Auf gelost

SPURIUS TITUS MAMMA:
Dann hat der letzte kaiserllche
Offizier den Untergang seines Vaterlandes
verschlafen!
(Romulus. 83)
One of the apocalyptic signs of human downfall in
two of Durrenmatt*s plays is the excessive augmentation
of bureaucracy.

This is first apparent in Romulus der

Grope, where even a messenger bringing news of vital
importance for the state is hindered by the bureaucratic
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system from quickly reaching those in authority.

Spurius

Titus Mamma is directed by the pompous, hierarchy
conscious chamberlains Achilles and Pyramus to report
to several officials before he can deliver his message
to Romulus:
PYRAMUS^ Begeben Sie sich zum Oberhofmeister. Er
empfangt in zwei Stunden. Schreiben Sie sich in
die Liste der angekommenen Personen ein, suchen
Sie beim Innenminister um die Bewllligung nach,
dem Hofe eine wlchtige Nachricht zu uberbringen
und Sie werden Ihre Botschaft dem Kaiser viellelcht
sogar personlich im Laufe der nachsten Tage melden
diirfen. . . .
ACHILLES:

Im Verlauf der nachsten Wochen.

SPURIUS TITUS MAMMA: Unglucksellges Rom! An zwei
Kammerdienern bist du zu Pall gekommen!
(Romulus, 12-13)
In Herkules und der Stall des Auglas the theme
of bureaucracy is more developed,

Augias, the president

of Ilia, has negotiated with Herkules to rid his country
of the enormous accumulation of manure which is threaten
ing life there.

The situation described by the members

of the Ilian parliament is another apocalyptic desolation,
truly a wasteland in a very literal sense:
ERSTER:
Es stlnkt in unserem Land, dap es nicht zum
Aushalten ist.
ZWEITER:
Der Mist steht so hoch, dap man uberhaupt
nur noch Mist sieht,
DRITTER:
Letztes Jahr sah man noch die Hausdacher,
nun sieht man auch die nimmer.
VIERTER:

Wir sind total vermistet.

F0NFTER:

Wir sind aber vermistet.

SECHSTER:

Bis zum Hals,

. . .

Und druber.
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SIEBENTER:
ACHTER:

Verdreckt und verschissen,

Versunken und verstunken (Herkules, 372).

Herkules agrees to perform the task, the fifth of his
great legendary labors, but he soon discovers that before
he can dredge the deep mire of animal excreta he must
first wade through the even deeper bog of governmental
red tape.

Augias and his employee Kambyses map out the

route for him which leads from agency to agency:
AUGIAS: Die Genehmigung des Wasseramtes bekommst du
sicher zlemlich augenblicklich, so in zwei drei
Wochen, nur mupt du dich nachher noch beim
Fremdenamt melden. . • • Und beim Arbeitsamt.
KAMBYSES:

Auch beim Tiefbauamt. . • .

AUGIAS: Hast du dessen Bewilllgung, meldest du dich
beim Finanzamt.
HERKULES:
So vermistet ih*
trotzdem.
AUGIAS:
KAMBYSES:

eid, Amter habt lhr

Gerade darum.
Ein Mistamt haben wir auch.

AUGIAS: Dort mupt du ebenfalls vorsprechen
(Herkules, 396-397)•
The final outcome, of course, is that not even a
Herculean effort can overcome such bureaucracy and prevent
the inevitable devastation of Iliai
Der Mist blieb Sieger. Dampfend, stur und endgultig.
Wie in anderen, geschichtlicheren Epochen manchmal ja
auch. Er errelchte uns. Allmahlich. Verschluckte
den Felsen, begrub die Eichen, erstickte die
silberne Quelle. . . . Das Ausmisten wurde immer
illusorischer, die Kommisslonen vermehrten sich ins
Uferlose, Die allgemeine Pleite war vollstandig
(Herkules, 421).
In Die Ehe des Herrn Mississippi Durrenmatt
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presents another drama of human downfall.

The most

engaging aspect of this play with respect to apocalyptic
is the predetermined catastrophe, which has already been
noted as a significant characteristic of the apocalyptic
outlook in general.

Martin Buber, writing about the

Ezra Apocalypse, has made a statement applicable to this
plays

"Nowhere . . . does there stir the prophetic

breath of actually-happening history and its fullness
of decision.

Everything here is predetermined, all

human decisions are only sham struggles.

The future does

not come to pass? the future is already present in
heaven, as it were, present from the beginning."
The play commences with the pronouncement of
death for Rene Saint-Claude and his immediately subsequent
execution.

But this act, as it turns out, is not really

the beginning of the play, but rather its end.

The now

officially dead revolutionary turns to the audience and,
in a long monologue, betrays the deterministic nature
of the plays
Da$ freilich im Verlauf der Verwicklungen alles ar
Ende ruiniert wird, ja dap es uberhaupt im gropen
und ganzen ziemlich radikal zugeht, 1st bedauerlicn,
doch der Wahrhelt zuliebe--geschweige denn heute
nicht zu andern. . . . Doch fangen wir irgendwo
mit unserer Geschichte an. Wir konnten zum Beispiel
damit beginnen, wie ich in Rumanien eben>#jene
Revolution anzettle, die den Sturz des Konigs
Michael einleitet, Oder wie Graf (jbelohe in Tampang,
einem elenden Nest im Innern Borneos, betrunken einem
betrunkenen Malayen den Blinddarm herauszuschneiden
■^Buber, op. c i t . , p. 201,

1?2
versucht . . • doch bleiben wir in diesem, uns nun
schon vertrauten Raum (Ehe, 9*0 •
Thus, the beginning of the action is admittedly insig
nificant j the final outcome is known from the start}
and the catastrophe cannot be averted•

The discrete

marks of apocalyptic determinism are all present.
The same is true of Es steht geschrieben.

Very

early in the play the audience is informed about the
ultimate downfall of the man who claims to be the future
king of the earth;
WACHE:

Name, Herkunft, Beruf?

BOCKELSON: Johann Bockelson, Schneidergesell,
Mitglied eines dramatischen Vereins, Wanderpredlger
und Prophet der Wiedertaufer, gestorben auf eine
grausame und gewalttatige Weise zu Munster in
Westfalen am 22. Januar 1536.
WACHE;
Ihr sagt, ihr seid am 22. Januar 1536
gestorben?
BOCKELSON; GewiS, ich starb damals. Man folterte
mich und warf die Leiche, nachdem ich am Rade
gestorben, in ebendenselben Karren, worln ihr
mich zur Stunde liegen seht.
WACHE;

Dies geschah am 22. Januar 1536?

BOCKELSON:

Am 22, Januar 1536.

WACHE; Verzelht, wir haben den 23. September 1533!
(ESG, 20-21)
Here Bockelson's own acceptance of the future as a fixed,
unalterable fact bespeaks the doctrine of predestination.
And because that future is the torture and execution of
a single person, one might label it, if not apocalyptic,
certainly an individual eschatology in an apocalyptic
setting.
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In Per Besuch der alten Dame a different kind of
apocalyptic is described:

the downfall of an entire city.

As the play opens, several of the citizens of Gullen are
lamenting the condition of their city while they await
the arrival of their "benefactress**:
DER DRITTE:

Ruiniert.

DER VIERTE s

Die Wagnerwerke zusammengekracht.

DER ERSTE:

Bockmann bankrott.

DER ZWEITE:

Die Platz-an-der-Sonnehutte eingegangen.

DER DRITTE:

Leben von der Arbeltslosenunterstutzung.

DER VIERTE:

Von der Suppenanstalt.

DER ERSTE:

Leben?

DER ZWEITE:

Vegetieren.

DER DRITTE:

Krepieren.

DER VIERTE:

Das ganze Stadtchen (Besuch, 263-26*0.

The citizens discover that the cause of the disintegration
of their financial structure is the old lady herself.
has decreed their doom:
CLAIRE:
Ich kann die Platz-an-der-Sonnehutte nicht
kaufen, well sie mir schon gehort. . . .
ARZT:
LEHRER:

Und Bockmann?
Die Wagnerwerke?

CLAIRE:
Gehoren mir ebenfalls. Die Pabriken, die
Niederung von Puckenried, die PeterscheJBcheune,
das Stadtchen, Strage um Strage, Haus fur Haus.
Lieg den Plunder aufkaufen dureh meine Agenten,
die Betriebe stillegen. Eure Hoffnung war ein
Wahn, euer Ausharren sinnlos, eure Aufopferung
Dummheit, euer ganzes Leben nutzlos vertan
(Besuch, 317)•
The financial trend which the city has been

She

following reverses itself, however, during the old lady’s
sojourn in Gullen.

Superficially, it appears at first

that the downfall of the city will be borne by Alfred
111 alone, the person directly responsible for Claire's
vengeance.

Yet through his acceptance of death as a

just punishment for his crime, 111 achieves a singular
moral nobility directly antipodal to the final ignominy
of the materially prosperous but spiritually corrupt
Gullen.

Here the apocalyptic symbols have been turned

Inside out.

As the stage directions indicate, the very

prosperity of the city is intended to symbolize Its
spiritual collapses
Drucken die immer besseren Kleider den anwachsenden
Wohlstand aus, diskret, unaufdringlich, doch immer
weniger zu ubersehen, wurde der Buhnenraum stets
appetitlicher, veranderte er sich, stieg er in
seiner sozialen Stufenleiter, als sledelte man von
einem Armeleutequartler unmerklich in elne moderne
wohlsituierte Stadt uber, reicherte er sich an, so
findet dlese Steigerung nun im Schlupbild ihre
Apotheose. Die einst graue Welt hat sich in etwas
technisch Blitzblankes, in Beichtum verwandelt,
mundet in ein Welthappy-end ein. Fahnen, Girlanden,
Plakate, Neonlichter umgeben den renovierten Bahnhof,
dazu die Gullener, Frauen und Manner in Abendkleidern
und Fracken, zwei Chore bilddndA denen der griechischen
Tragodien angenahert, nicht zufallig, sondern als
Standortsbestimmung, als gabe ein havariertes Schiff,
welt abgetrieben, die letzten Signale (Besuch. 3^7).
The staff of the Frank banking house is forced to
commit all sorts of crimes, too, in order to maintain
prosperity.

Like the Gulleners who would have preferred

to remain impeccable, but not at the cost of poverty,
these financiers murder only because they "have to"s
DIE EINEN:

Was wir schieben und erraffen
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DIE ANDERNs
DIE EINENs
DIE ANDERN:

Was erpressen wir und schaffen
Morden, prellen und betrugen
Wucherns stehlen, hehlen, lugen

ALLE: Tun wir nur, well wir es mussen
Mochten Gutes tun. Doch eben!
Wollen wir im Wohlstand leben
Mussen wir Geschafte machen (Frank. 210-211).
Nevertheless, the gangster bank is headed for sure bank
ruptcy, when Herbert Frank murders his father to become
Frank VI.

In him are incorporated the hopes of the others

for skirting the ruin of the bank, but the new boss him
self is not so confident of his success:
Ich wollte es^wurde wahr
Dap ich der Vater altes Bankhaus rette
Und sollts nicht sein, ich bin ein Realist
Dann geht zum Teufel, was des Teufels ist
(Frank, 27^).
In Die Physlker Durrenmatt emphasizes the sorrowful
aspects of apocalyptic eschatology to the nearly complete
exclusion of apocalyptic optimism.

The destruction of

humanity through science and technology Is depicted as
utterly calamitous and final.

Mobius relates the terrible

words of a psalm of Solomon on modern space travellers:
Wir hauten ins Weltall ab
Zu den Wusten des Monds. Versanken in ihrem Staub
Lautlos verreckten
Manche schon#>da. Doch die meisten verkochten
In den Bleldampfen des Merkur, losten sich auf
In den Olpfutzen der Venus und
Sogar auf dem Mars frag uns die Sonne
Donnernd, radioaktlv und gelb
Jupiter stank
Ein pfeilschnell rotierender Methanbrei
HIng er so machtig uber uns
Dap wir Ganymed vollkotzten. • . .
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Saturn bedachten wir mit Fluchen
Was dann welter kam, nicht der Rede wert
UranusJNeptun
Graugrunlich, erfroren
tfber Pluto und Transpluto fielen die letzten
Unanstandigen Witze
Hatten wir doch langst die Sonne mit
Sirius verwechselt
Sirius mit Kanopus
Abgetrieben trieben wir in die Tiefen hinauf
Einigen weipen Sternen zu
Die wir glelchwohl nle erreichten
Langst schon Mumien in unseren Schiffen
Verkrustet von Unflat
In den Fratzen kein E r i n n e m me hr
An die atmende Erde (Physlker, 313-31^)•
According to Durrenmatt there is no use in seeking to
escape the human condition by flights into space.

Man*s

predicament is irreversible, as the apocalyptic seers
have maintained from the Book of Daniel to the Book of
Revelation and beyond.

Even the great scientist Sir Isaac

Newton was concerned about these eschatological predictions,
as is mentioned at a strategic point in the plays
Ich schrleb auch theologlsche Bucher. Bemerkungen
zum Propheten und zur Johannes-Apokalypse (Physiker,
351).
The theological belief in the absolute extinction
of humanity has been present a long time, but the means
for effecting this catastrophe were lacking until the
advent of nuclear weapons.

Albert Einstein made

apocalyptic devastation finally possibles
Von mir stammt die Formel E = me2 , der Schlussel zur
Umwandlung von Materie in Energie.
Ich liebe die
Menschen und liebe meine Geige, aber auf melne
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Empfehlung hin "haute man die Atombombe (Physlker,
351).
It was not by chance that Durrenmatt brought together
here these two ideas of apocalyptic and atomic bomb,
1?
He has done so in other places.
The climax of the
play has come and gone: the three physicists are power
less to prevent the insane psychiatrist from misapplying
nuclear science to the ultimate doom of mankind.

Drained

of all hope, Mobius-Solomon peers into the future and
describes the earth after the bombs have been dropped:
Nun sind die Stadte tot, uber die ich regierte,
mein Reich leer, das mir anvertraut worden war, eine
blauschimmernde Wuste, und, irgendwo, urn einen
kleinen, gelben, namenlosen Stern, kreist, sinnlos,
immerzu, die radloaktive Erde (Physiker, 351-352).
The stanzas recited by the parliamentary chorus
at the end of Herkules und der Stall des Augias demon
strate just this same apocalyptic outlook, despite the
absence of mention of the atomic threat:
So geht denn alles zu Grunde
Politiker Helden und Land
Die Knochen fressen die Hunde
Das Blut versickert im Sand
Die Reichen Faulen und Satten
Sie haben die Chance vertan
Es sinken nieder die Schatten
Das grope Sterben fangt an
Der Schutt in Herzen und Gassen
Es saubert von selber sich nie
Was heute Ihr unterlassen
Verschllngt euch schon in der Fruh (Herkules, ^29).
12

For example, in his review of Robert Jungk's
book, Heller als Tausend Sonnen, reprinted In TheaterSchrlften und Reden. p. 276, he makes a reference to
Apocalyptic bombs,"
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Not bombs but the all-engulflng, all-stifling manure is
the visible menace here.

But the true suffocation has

already taken place inwardly, in the hearts and heads of
men.

For this reason, the task Herkules sets out to

accomplish must remain, even for him, an impossible
one:
HERKULES:

Ich habe Ja noch nicht ausgemistet*

KAMBYSES^ Wirst du nie, Weil der Mist vor allem in
den Kopfen der Elier zu hoch steht. Die kannst
du nicht mit den Flussen Alphelos und Peneios
ausspulen (Herkules. ^23)•
Because men cannot change, their doom is imminent and
Inescapable.
3.

Signs of the End

It has been noted above that apocalyptic writings
are impressive for their wide variety of distinguishing
symbols and images.

Durrenmatt has borrowed many such

apocalyptic traits for his own purposes and has dissemi
nated them sometimes conspicuously, more often incon
spicuously, in his dramas.

An attempt will now be made

to analyze that eclecticism within apocalyptic.
Of the myriad images of apocalyptic, one of the
best known is that of the four horsemen of John's
Apocalypse (6:1-7).

Each of the four horses has a

different color, and together they represent, it is
generally agreed, justice, war, hunger, and death.
These are four themes which are encountered again and
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again in Durrenmatt's plays.

The theme of justice has

been discussed already in Chapter III.
Without actual war and the dread of war,
Durrenmattian eschatology and early dramaturgy are
unthinkable.

In his first play this is obvious when

the monk Maximilian Bleibeganz assures the audience of
the bloodshed to comes
Doch hoffe ich ein wenig . . . dap der Name der
Wiedertaufer durch all die Jahrhunderte, die
zwischen meiner Zeit und der eurigen als eine
undurchdringliche Mauer liegen . . , dap dieser Name
also jenen gewissen Klang bewahrt haben moge,
der euch dafur Gewahr schenken konnte,
dap ihr genugend Blutbader, Kriegsgeschrei,
Folterszenen . . . fur euer Geld zu sehen
bekommt (E S G , 17).
And what was promised does, in fact, occur.

The action

centers around the siege of Munster in the sixteenth
century, the religious and political battle between the
Anabaptist sect and the Catholics and Lutherans.
Durrenmatt's second play, Per Blinde. has war as
background and even determinant of the plot.

In this

case, the setting i3 Germany during the Thirty Years'
War, roughly one hundred years after the Anabaptist
defeat In Munster.

One of Wallenstein's generals blandly

declares to the duke's daughter that war is currently a
common practices
NEGBO DA PONTE:

Ich fuhre Krieg.

OCTAVIA: Eure Beschaftigung 1st, Menschen
urnzubringen?
NEGRO DA PONTE:

Das ist heute Sitte (Blinde, 131).
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In the ensuing drama which da Ponte stages in order to
crush the faith and hope of the blind duke, an illiterate
Negro soldier plays the role of Wallenstein.

He recites

a lengthy monologue on war which owes at least part of
its extremely powerful impact to its ungrammatical
German.

It is the playwright's best expression of the

cruelty, Insanity and monstrosity of wars
Mir gehoren Bauch, und mir gehoren Erde, die ich fref}
und die ich tu#>in meinen Bauch.
Ich ras uber Volker, feg uber Stadte, Dorfer,#>
Schlosser, roll hinab uber Hugel, roll hinab uber
Berg und spring in dunkelblaues Meer,
plltschplatsch! . . .
Ich tanz und schwing gro^en runden Sabel!
Kopf ab!
Ich tanz wie Wolke vor Sonn, und ich tanz wie Turm
vor Mond mit Trompete im Maul. . . .
Ich bias herbei Soldaten, Krieger, Sklav, Henker und
Minister, meine gropen, dicken Minister. . . .
Sie kommt, sie kommt, meine Armee, mein Heer, meine
Hord. . . .
Ich giep aus meine Armee, ich gieO aus tausend Mann,
hunderttausend, Million, Million mal Million,
Trillion!
Ich ersauf Menschheit.
Ich tot, ich tot!
Ich tot Mann mit Bart,#tich tot Frau mit Kind im
Bauch, tot^Jungfrau, tot Pfarr, tot Schreiber, tot
Handler, tot Sklav, tot Soldat mit Panzer.
Ich wat in Blut, Ich schmier roten Fleck auf meine
BackeA ich schmier roten Kreuz um meinen Nabel.
Ich hang Kette von Darm um den Hals, ich stulp Magen
uber den Kopf.
Ich mach Berg von Schadel, ich mach Gebirg von Lunge,
ich mach rotes Meer von Blut und schwarzes Meer von
Hlrn.
Ich erober die Welt, ich erober Komet, Ich erober
Sternschnupp am Himmel, Mond und Nebel. Alles duckt
Rucken vor mir. . . .
Rundherum Schlangen, rundherum Leichen, rundherum
Grab von Soldaten, Sklav, Henker, Volker und dickem
Minister, rundherum tote Menschheit.
Rundherum alles still.
Nur ich sitz^oben auf hochster Pyramid, oben auf der
Spitze von hochster Pyramid.
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Und lach und trommel auf Bauch und trommel auf
Brust, schuttel Gott am Bart und geb ihm Klaps,
und schlaf dann eirxgewickelt in grunes Blatt von
Kokos (Blinde, 176-178).
Romulus der GroBe Is Durrenmatt's treatment of
the final conflict between the Germanic tribes and the
Western Roman Empire.

The proper behavior of the

emperor during this critical wartime period constitutes
the central plot of the play,

iunilian, a Roman patrician

who has been in Teutonic captivity for three years, de
scribes to Romulus the horrors he witnessed on his way
through the war-torn empires
Ich schlich#<durch zerstorte Stadte, huschte durch
rauchende Dorfer, ging durch zerhackte Walder, zog
uber zerstampfte Scker. Ich sah dein Volk, Kaiser
Romulus. JWein Auge ruhte auf verhungerten Kindern,
auf geschandeten Frauen, auf hingemetzelten Mannem,
auf einem Wald voller Galgen, auf einer Wolke von
schmatzenden Geiem, hinter der sich die Sonne
verbarg, und mein Ohr vernahm das Schreien der
Verwundeten, das Xchzen der Gefangenen, das Prassen
der Schieber und das Gewieher der Kriegsgewinnler
(Romulus, ^8).
After this play Durrenmatt abandoned the realistic
method of describing the gruesomeness of war.

From this

point on, references to war In Die Ehe des Herrn
Mississippi and Per Engel kommt naoh Babylon are no
longer bloodcurdling and sensational, and war itself
plays an ever-diminishing role In his dramas.

The play

wright apparently desired to eliminate histrionic terrors
from his treatment of the theme of war, much in the same
way as his character Akkis
Da ich nun in meinem Sarkophag, Nacht und Tag
denkend lag, warum die Menschheit in Krampfen liege,
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warum Gemeinheit in Kampfen siege, suchte Ich Mit
Geisteskraft und Feuer, meiner Leldenschaft ein
neues Abenteuers Mit Hofieren und Scharmieren,
mit Maltratleren und Exerzieren, mit Arschlecken
und Ruckenverrenken, mit Belnestrecken und
patriotischem Denken, mit aristokratischer Braut
und burokratischem Laut, mit Wedeln und Kriechen,
erbettelte ich von einem siechen General den Titel.
Nun hatte ich Mittel, den Krieg zu bekriegen, und
den Sieg zu besiegen. Dies^war der Sinn meines
militarischen Lebens, die Hollenfahrt war nicht
vergebens. „Ich erreichte mit kuhnen Systemen, dem
Krieg die Muhen und Schrecken zu nehmen. Als die
Armee, die ich fuhrte, nach Akkad marschierte,
dreihunderttausend auf dem Papier, gelang es mir,
die Schlacht zu verlieren, ohne einen Toten nach
Hause zu fuhren, ohne Wunden, unzerschunden, ohne
Verluste an Menschen und Tieren. Keine Mutter
verlor ihren Sohn, dreihunderttausend kamen davon
(Engel. 226).
Hunger, the third of the themes represented by
the phantom Horsemen, might be taken as representative
of the totality of human misery characterizing apocalyptic
times.

Accordingly, Durrenmatt often depicts the misery

of being hungry.

As early as Es steht geschrleben he

describes the nullification of human dignity and values
through an empty stomachs
Ich bin Niemand. Sieh die Fetzen an meinem Lelb!
Ich bin ein hungriger Magen, und ein hungriger
Magen 1st leer und leer 1st nichts! Und wo nlchts
1st, 1st niemand (E S G , 29).
In another scene, starving women and children in Munster
cry out six times at the city wall surrounded by enemy
soldiers, telling of their terrible hunger.

The king

orders them all executed, to put them out of their
misery.

His own feasting, however, is at an end, too,

as he soon learns from his chef:
Wir haben aus unseren Magen Massengraber gemacht,
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denn es war ein gropes Sterben unter den Lebensmitteln.
So etwas wie eine radikale Lustseuche. . . . Wir
werden morgen ein Menu von Luft, Regenwasser und
unserer Verdauung bereiten (E S G , 10^-105)•
Durrenmatt returns to the serious depiction of
men suffering from hunger in his next play, Der Blinde.
In the play-within-the-play one of Negro da Ponte's men
has these liness
Ich bin der Herzog der Hungerleider, der Vater jener,
die bald krepieren.
Ich bin da, das grope Lied vom gropen Hunger zu
singen,
das ewlge Lied mit den unendlichen Strophen, dessen
Text ich vergessen habeA und das nur jene singen,
die nicht mehr singen konnen, und das nur jene
horen, die nicht mehr horen, denn sie essen und
trinken nicht mehr. • . •
Die Not, der Tod und die Verzweiflung 1st grop, noch
groper aber der Hunger*
Der Hunger ist immer am groptenA . . .
In meinem Dorf wurden viele getotet.
Ich kann euch die Zahl nennens Funfundzwanzig
Personen.
Aber ich kann euch die Zahl nicht nennen, die dann
der Hunger getotet hat,
Da hort man auf zu zahlen.
Sterben ist ein Wort mit sieben Buchstaben, es
stirbt sich meistens kurz.
Aber niemand weip, wie viele Buchstaben Vor-HungerSterben hats
Das stirbt sich meistens lang, und das ist dann die
Holle! . . .
Man sagt, dap die Ratten und Geier schon Hunger haben.
Viellelcht, dap am Ende der Zeit noch zwei Wolfe
irgendwo in der Ebene heulen.
Aber auch sie werden schweigen, denn was sollen sie
noch fressen? (Blinde, 158-160)
Furthermore, Durrenmatt speaks of starving children
in two other plays (Romulus, ^8, and Besuch, 330), and in
Ein Engel kommt nach Babylon (p. 193) Akki tells
Nebukadnezar of the terrible hunger and thirst of the
poor.

In three of his other works the playwright shows
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how men even commit various crimes to avoid suffering
hungers

Saint-Claude has been guilty of murder innumer

able times in order to realize his vision of world
revolution to conquer oppression and hunger (E h e , 119)J
Heini Zurmuhl justifies bank robbery because of his
hunger (Prank, 203)> and Schwitter says that he
committed adultery monthly to avoid starvation (Meteor,
27).

Even the mighty Herkules, after all of his labors,

finally has nothing to eat but a watery soup (Herkules,
^23).

The most pessimistically apocalyptic tone of

Durrenmatt*s descriptions of human poverty and starvation
is that heard intoned by the two choruses of Gulleners
at the close of Der Besuch der alten Dames
GHOR Is Ungeheuer ist viel
Gewaltlge Erdbeben
Feuerspeiende Berge, Pluten des Meeres
Krlege auch, Panzer durch Kornfelder
rasselnd
Der 3onnenhafte Pilz der Atombombe
GHOR IIs Doch nicht ungeheurer als die
Armut^
Die namlich kennt kein Abenteuer
Trostlos umfangt sie das Menschengeschlecht
Reiht
Ode Tage an oden Tag (Besuch, 3^7).
Poverty must be grim indeed if it can, in Durrenmatt's
opinion, divest men completely of their human qualities
and make each day as uneventful and monotonous as the
next.

When hunger and thirst have done their worst to

a man, what remains is not a pretty sight:
Lapt ihn den Hunger schmecken und brennt ihm den
Durst in sein Pleisch, . . .
Dann werdet ihr sehen, was der Mensch ists
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Ein schreiender Mund,
zwei gebrochene Augen, in denen nichts mehr
spiegelt!
(Blinde, 1^8)
Death, the fourth Horseman, is another of the
signs of the end and has been implicit throughout
almost all discussion of Durrenmatt*s thematic repertory.
Under normal circumstances, then, there would be no need
to deal further with the theme of death.

However, in his

last play, Der Meteor. Durrenmatt develops this theme in
an eschatologically interesting manner reminiscent of
Ahasver, the so-called Wandering Jew:
the central figure, cannot seem to die.

Wolfgang Schwitter,
13

This Nobel laureate has been officially pronounced
dead twice by a famous surgeon, and that part of the popu
lation which believes in miracles now considers him resur
rected.

Thus, Beverend Lutz feels that God has been

merciful in confirming his faith with such a miracle:
Ich glaube an Ihre Auferstehung. Ich glaube, dap
Gott ein Wunder tat. Ich glaube, dap Sie leben
werden. Der Herr Zebaoth kennt mein Herz. Es
fallt schwer, das Svangelium von Christ! Opfertod
und Auferstehung zu verkunden und keinen anderen
Beweis zu haben als nur den Glauben. . . . Wir
lebten in der Pinsternis und hatten nichts als
unsere Hoffnung. Sie alleln spies noch unseren
Glauben. Das war wenig, Herr. Doch nun hast Du
Dich melner erbarmt. Ich erblicke Dein Licht.
Erbarme Dich nun auch derer, die Deine Herrllchkeit
nicht zu sehen vermogen, well Deine Verborgenheit
sie erblinden liep (Meteor. 21).
These are the minister's last words:

13

the great excitement

Schwitter reminds one of entire Zachanassian,
whose body consists almost complete
. prosthetic re
placements and who once boasts:
"[
J bin nicht umzubringen" (Besuch, 282).
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is too much for him, and he suffers a fatal heart attack.
But he dies in a peaceful frame of mind, because his
faith in God has been proven to him beyond all doubt.
Schwitter, however, does not believe either in
God or in the claim that he has been resurrected from
the deadj
Ich liege seit einem Jahr immer wieder im Sterben.
Ich werde seit einem Jahr immer wieder im letzten
Augenblick gerettet (Meteor, 29).
He blames the skill of medical doctors for his still
being alive, and he earnestly desires to die now in the
run-down atelier where he began his artistic career.
And yet he remains alive anyway, while almost everyone
else with whom he now comes into contact perishes instead.
His last conversation with his son Jochen illustrates his
fear that he will live forever:
SCHWITTER:
JOCHEN:

Ewig leben.

Kein Mensch lebt ewig.

SCHWITTER:
JOCHEN:

Dap ich wieder leben mup.

Unsinn.

SCHWITTER:
JOCHEN:

Ich habe Angst.

Wovor?

SCHWITTER:
JOCHEN:

Setz dich! Naher!

Ich auferstehe immer.

Du wirst es schon noch schaffen.

SCHWITTER:
Ich glaube nicht mehr daran. Alle glngen
zugrunde in dlesem verfluchten Atelier:
Der
Pfarrer, der Maler, der grope Muheim, Olga, der
Arzt und die furchterliche Frau Nomsen, und nur
ioh mup welterleben (Meteor, 69-70).
And immediately thereafter, Major Friedli of the Salvation
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Army comes onto the scene, praising Christ and. saluting
Schwitter as one arisen:
Du blst berufen zum ewigen Leben!

(Meteor, 70)

As a response to this, Schwitter expresses all of the
suffering and woe of his existence, and begs for death
at the hands of the halleluja-singing zealots:
Ich bin berufen zum Sterben, allein der Tod ist
ewig. Das Leben ist eine jSchindluderei der Natur
sondergleichen, eine^obszone Verwirrung des
Kohlenstoffs, eine bosartige Wucherung der
Erdoberflache, ein unheilbarer Schorf. Aus Totem
zusammengesetzt, zerfallen wir zu Totem. Zerreipt
mich, ihr Himmelstrommler! (Meteor, 70)
The curtain falls, however, without any indication that
Schwitter's existential tortures will end any time soon.
He is not permitted to die.
The question now arises about Durrenmatt's source
of the unusual idea that a man's excruciating suffering
leads him to yearn without avail for the sweet respite
of death.

One possibility has already been cited,

namely, the legend of the Wandering Jew.

However, in

the light of what has already been shown concerning
Durrenmatt's literary debt to the Bible, it would not
seem amiss to search for his inspiration here once more.
And indeed it seems reasonable to assume that it might
well have been the following passage from Revelation,
after the opening of the seventh seal:
Und
und
auf
dap
ein

aus dem Rauch kamen Heuschrecken auf die Erde;
ihnen ward Macht gegeben, wie die Skorpione
Erden Macht haben, Und es ward ihnen gesagt,
sie nicht beschadigten das Gras auf Erden noch
Grunes noch einen Baum, sondern allein die
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Menschen, die nicht haben das Siegel Gottes an
ihren Stirnen. Und es ward ihnen^gegeben, dap sie
sie nicht toteten, sondern sie qualten funf Monate
langj und ihre Qual war wie^elne Qual vom Skorpion,
wenn er einen Menschen schlagt. Und in den Tagen
werden die Menschen den Tod suchen, und nicht
findenj werden begehren zu sterben, und der Tod
wird vor ihnen fliehen.
(Offenbarung 9*3-6)
Not achieving a merciful death, then, during the evil
days preceding the end is one of the several tortures
described in the Johannine Apocalypse which Durrenmatt
skillfully Incorporates into his dramaturgy.
Symbolism of animals and numbers
One of the most striking characteristics of
apocalyptic literature is the unique role played by
symbolism in expressing the apocalyptic viewpoint.

There

is a great mysticism associated especially with numbers
and a wide spectrum of animal images ranging from the lamb
as the Christ-symbol to the myriad and motley collection of
beasts representing the denizens of hell.

Durrenmatt's

dramas too, despite the fact that they cannot be included
in apocalyptic literature as such, do demonstrate once more
the playwright's debt to the apocalyptic literary tradition
with which he is so well acquainted.
One might begin a search for coherent meaning in
Durrenmatt*s use of numbers with an observation by Austin
Farrer from his analysis of the enigmatic Revelation of
John:

"The Apocalypse contains a considerable sprinkling

of symbolic numbers.

They do not all, perhaps, fit
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together into one system, but to interpret them all
piecemeal is a counsel of despair.

A number taken by

itself may be symbolical of twenty different things.

If

there is an interlocking pattern, we may hope to reach
finality of interpretation."-*-^

In his exegesis Farrer

does manage to discover a meaningful system for very
many of John's numbers and thereby brings the student
of Revelation somewhat nearer to a total clarity of
apocalyptic symbolism, nearer to Farrer's "finality of
interpretation."

Yet Farrer is unable to achieve the

ultimate finality and conspicuously addsi

"And even if

it be granted that the numbers cannot speak for them
selves, they may fix the sense of images, and the images
speak. "-*-5
Exactly what such Images say, however, is a
matter of further dispute and inevitably of individual
interpretation.

In the case of number symbolism in

Durrenmatt's dramas, it might be observed that the
symbols are generally tauntingly opaque— as Alice said
of "Jabberwocky"s

"It seems to fill my head with ideas—

only I don't know exactly what they are»"l6

At any rate,

it is perhaps worthwhile to recall here that "playing
1^Austin Farrer, A Rebirth of Images (Boston:
Beacon Press, 1963), P« 2^+5.
15Ibid.
■^Lewls Carroll [Charles Dodgson], The Annotated
Alice: Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the
Looking Glass (New York: C. N. Potter, i960), p. 197.
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with numbers'* is one of the primary aspects of apocalyptic
already mentioned, and it is not at all unusual if satis
factory explanations cannot be offered for many of
Durrenmatt's choices of numbers.
which follow are cited,

The several examples

therefore, as merely typical

of

apocalyptic symbolic imagery.
Durrenmatt*s first play, Es steht geschrleben,
is probably by and large the one in which the influence
of apocalyptic symbolism is most readily noticed.

This

fact, not surprising in view of the subject matter
(Anabaptist millenarianism), becomes evident early in
the play when a relatively minor character identifies
himself to the audience with these words:
Was mich nun selbst betrifft,
So heipe ich Maximilian Bleibeganz, Oder, wie man
mich im Kloster zu nennen liebte, dem ich entlaufen:
Bruder Maximus,
einerseits geboren am 31* Dezember 1^99, anderseits
am 1. Januar 1500,
in jener Mitternacht also, in der das alte Jahrhundert
Gott sel dank ein Ende und das neue lelder Gottes
einen Anfang nahm (ESG, 16).
Thus, by choosing to have this ex-monk's birth occur at

the turn of a century, the dramatist is already creating
an apocalyptic background setting.

It is the lesson

taught by history during this millennium that apocalyptic

expectations have usually become very widespread and
intense as each century has come to a close.

Frank

Kermode, in a recent study devoted to the apocalyptic
mode of thinking In human history and literature, has
noted that "not only the millennium but the century and
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other fundamentally arbitrary chronological divisions . . .
17
are made to bear the weight of our anxieties and hopes."
He cites as one such famous "End1* the turn of this cen
tury , "the nineteenth-century fin de slecle, where all
elements of the apocalyptic paradigm clearly coexist,"
but reminds his readers that "there are many others less
famous, to show how radical an element in our thinking
about the world*s design this brooding on apocalypse must

be.»l8
Brother Maximus is, in his own words, not much
more than a mere "Verlegenheitspause" in the drama, and
his creator Durrenmatt would hardly have made a point
either of selecting the dawn of a new century as the
precise moment of his birth or of commenting at all on
this particular character as he does.

There is joy and

relief in witnessing the end of one century and distress
over the new one.

In short, the late fifteenth-century

chiliastic hopes are unsatisfled» the End is not yet.
With the rise to prominence of the Munster Anabaptists,
an apocalyptic sect, these hopes are renewed In a
militant form, and what results constitutes the plot
of Es steht geschrleben.
In this same play there is a use of numbers to
symbolize an idea or mood similar to that expressed by
17

Yorks

Prank Kermode, The Sense of an Ending (New
Oxford University ^Press, I9F 7), p. 11.
l8Ibld.
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the date of the monk's birthday.

And that is the age of

the Westphalian bishop Franz von Waldeck:
99 Jahre 9 Monate und 9 Tage alt (ESG, 32).
Obviously, Durrenmatt is employing these _2's to highlight
the priest's proximity to a centennial, to an End.
latter*s days are certainly numbered.

The

And yet the play

wright is still not satisfied, for the numerical symbols
are not exhausted.

The bishop continues:

Ich bin an beiden Beinen gelahmt und dies seit
einem Jahrzehnt, wie es biswellen bei Leuten meines
Alters vorkommt (ESG. 32).
Conspicuously, his crippling affliction has lasted for a
decade, a length of ten years.

Ten is generally considered

in apocalyptic symbolism to represent what has been termed
"human completeness.

p or this reason, the century and

the chiliad, being powers of ten in years, have become
popularly associated with the fulfillment of eschatological expectations.
In a more light-hearted moment, however, Durrenmatt
makes a burlesque of number symbolism.

It occurs in the

conversation of the bishop with the emperor where an ex
change is to take place of imperial soldiers for Masses,
cardinals, and even a white elephant as a pet for the
Crown Prince:
KAISER: Damlt aber Eure Eminenz imstande sind,
unseren Willen gegen die Rebellen voll
19
'See, for example, James E. Bear's article, "The
Revelation," in Understanding the Books of the New Testament.
ed. Patrick H. Carmichael (Richmond, Va.: John Knox Press,
1952), p. 203.
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durchzusetzen, slnd wir gewillt, euch hundert
Landsknechte abzutreten. . . . Dagegen erbltten
wir von der Kirche dreizehn Kardinale, Don
Philipp zu erzlehen. , . . Und hundert Messen
fur unsere arme Seele,
BISCHOPs
Hatten Eure Majestat an einem weipen
Elefanten<tInteresse, der sich in meinen Stallungen
zu Osnabruck befindet?
KAISERs
Don Philipp wird uber ein solches Wesen
erfreut sein. Wir sind bereit, fur dieses Tier
funfzig weltere Landsknechte zu liefern. Dagegen
mup die Zahl der Messen um weltere funfzig erhoht
werden (E S G , 73-7^)•
There is not much room for doubt here that this
represents a characteristic Durrenmattian spoofing of
techniques and symbols he otherwise employs for a
serious intent.

It is as though the playwright were

truly '*playing with numbers.”

The same is valid with

respect to a remark made in another play by Romulus, the
apocalyptic poulterer:
Der Germanenfurst Odoaker hat Pavla erobert, denn
das Huhn seines Namens hat drei Eier gelegt.
So
viel ffbereinstimmung ist noch in der Natur oder es
gibt keine Weltordnung (Romulus, 21).
Durrenmatt is using the mysticism implied by the number
three to get laughs.

Yet a few moments later the tone

Is serious again in the meeting between Romulus and his
military officer:
SPURIUS TITUS MAMMA:
In zwei Tagen und zwei Nachten
bin ich von Pavia hieher geritten.
Sieben Pferde
sturzten unter mir tot zusammen, drei Pfeile
verwundeten mich. . . . Hier, mein Kaiser, die
Botschaft deines letzten Peldherrn Orestes, bevor
er In die Hande der Peinde flelf . . .
ROMULUS: Rom ist langst gestorben. Du opferst dich
einem Toten, du kampfst fur einen Schatten, du
lebst fur ein zerfallenes Grab (Romulus, 3^).

19**
This is a good example of obscure number symbolism en
countered occasionally in Durrenmatt's dramas.

Neverthe

less, while the meanings of the Individual numbers are
open to speculation, as a group they intensify the apoc
alyptic images of extreme suffering and irrevocable doom.
A return once again to Es steht geschrieben can
yield the clearest examples of Durrenmatt's apocalyptic
animal imagery.

At the opening of the play three Ana

baptists present a brief history of this sixteenthcentury religious movement using metaphoric descriptions
which are direct imitations of apocalyptic literature.
As part of the general calamity preceding the Munster
"Millennium," bestial demons appear on the surface of
the earth*
Die Totenvogel masteten sich.
Sie wurden feig wie Saue, dag sie nicht mehr fliegen
konnten.
Die Verdammten verliegen die Holle, welche sich zur
Mitte der Erde hinabsenkt.
Ihre Lelber schoben sich vor die Gestirne der Nacht.
Sie glitten von den Felsen gleich Drachen der
Mitternacht, vom Geklirr ihrer Schwingen erbebten
Himmel und Erde. . . .
Sie erhoben sich, zu toten und zogen aus wider die
Taufer (ESG. 13).
These ghastly winged serpents are diabolical
agents of persecution for the "righteous remnant," the
Anabaptists.

Significantly, these beasts are allowed by

God to pursue their fiendish ends*
Aber Gott gefiel es, seine Knechte dem Bosen
auszullefern, denn so einer ein Schwert will, halt
er das Eisen ins Peuer (E S G , 1*0 .
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The tortures which they Inflict upon the "Elect'* are
explicitly described, down to the last gory detail-another characteristic appropriated from apocalyptic
literary habitst
Die Verdammten warfen sich uber die Taufer, wie
Wolfe sich uber#<die Schafe werfen in der Mitternacht.
Sie wurden in Kafige gezwangt und ersauft, in>tden
Boden gegraben bis zum Hals und elnen Kessel uber
den Kopf und zwei Ratten unter den Kessel,
Sie verbrannten an#<Pfahle genagelt und mlt Pech
bestrichen. Die Manner wurden entmannt, und den
Weibern stiepen sie gluhendes Eisen^in den Schop.
Ihre Augen wurden gestochen, ihre Hande abgehauen
und ihre Zungen herausgerlssen.
Tausende und Abertausende sanken dahin, denn der
Herr prufte sie (E S G , 1*0«
Finally, the divine test ends, and the Anabaptists are
to be permitted to crush the demonic hordess
Die Taufer fanden Gnade vor Gott. . • .
Die Taufer sollen die Verdammten austilgen und ihren
Samen erwurgen (E S G , 1*0.
All of this description can be found again and
again in apocalyptic literature.

As an example one

might take the Christian Apocalypse,

At one point John

describes a vision of the persecution of two latter-day

prophetsj
Und wenn sie ihr Zeugnis geendet haben, so wird das
Tier, das aus dem Abgrund aufsteigt, mit ihnen einen
Streit halten und wird sie uberwinden und wird sie
toten, Und ihre Lelchname werden liegen auf der
Gasse der#>gropen Stadt, . . , Und es werden etllche
von den Volkern und Geschlechtern und Sprachen ihre
Leichname sehen drei Tage und einen halben und werden
ihre Leichname nicht lassen in Graber legen.
(Offenbarung 11:7-9)
The indignity done to these unburied corpses is, of
course, a mild form of persecution compared to that
illustrated by Durrenmatt.

However, one might call to
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mind torments described earlier in Revelation, such as
the followings
Und die Heuschrecken sind gleich den Roesen, die zum
Kriege bereitet sind . . * und ihre Zahne waren wie
die der Lowenj und hatten Panzer wie eiserne Panzer,
und das Rasseln ihrer Flugel wie das Rasseln an den
Wagen vieler Rosse, die in den Krieg laufenj und
hatten Schwanze gleichjien Skorpionen, und es waren
Stacheln an ihren Schwanzen. . . . Und hatten uber
sich einen Konig, den Engel des Abgrunds.
(Offenbarung 9:7-11)
At any rate, it is Important in the present comparison
to note that these cruel punishments, whatever their
particular types, are inflicted with divine sanction
upon the faithful (represented here by the two prophets)
by demonic forces.
here.

However, the comparison does not end

Picking up the thread of John's narrative about

the two mortally persecuted prophets, one reads:
Und nach drel Tagen und einem halben fuhr in sie der
Geist des Lebens von Gott, und sie traten auf ihre
Fupej und eine grope Furcht fiel iiber die, so sie
sahen. Und sie horten eine grope Stimme vom Himmel
zu ihnen sagen* Stelget heraufl Und sie stiegen auf
in den Himmel in elner Wolke, und es sahen sie ihre
Feinde. Und zu derselben Stunde ward ein gropes
Erdbeben, und das zehnte Tell der Stadt fiel? und
wurden getotet in dem Erdbeben siebentausend Namen
der Menschen.
(Offenbarung 11:11-13)
Durrenmatt had, therefore, many an example such as this
for the final victory of God's chosen over their diabolical
tormentors.
Further on in Revelation, a hierarchy of fiends
persecuting the Church is depicted.

At the very top in

authority is Satan, the red dragon with seven heads and
ten horns, who was cast out of heaven by Michael in a
great war (12:3 and 7-9)•

Next John describes the terrible
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Beast, usually associated with the Antichrist figure
specifically mentioned in the Epistles of John2 0 :
Und das Tier, das ich sahA war gleich einem Parder
und seine Fiipe wie Barenfuge und sein Mund wie eines
Lowen Mund. Und der Drache gab ihm seine Kraft und
seinen Stuhl und grope Macht.
(Offenbarung 13*2)
In the Book of Daniel as also here in Revelation, the
Beast symbolizes "rulers and powers hostile to God and
his people."2^

Closely following is a second beast which

is not always entirely distinguishable from the first*
Und ich sah ein ander Tier aufstelgen aus der Erde;
das hatte zwei Horner gleichwle ein Lamm und redete
wie ein Drache. Und es ubt alle Macht des ersten
Tiers vor ihmj und es macht, dap die Erde und die
darauf wohnen anbeten das erste Tier.
(Offenbarung

13 *11- 12 )
This second beast is elsewhere referred to as- the False
Prophet (e.g., 16*13) and no doubt symbolizes evil relig
ious leaders, just as the Beast represents godless polit
ical leaders.

And finally, because she is so closely

associated with this unholy triad, although she is never
depicted as a beast herself, the Whore of Babylon com
pletes the upper echelon of evil identified In Revelation*
Und ich sah ein Weib sltzen auf einem scharlachfarbenen Tier, das#war voll Namen der Lasterung
und hatte sieben Haupter und zehn Horner. Und
das Weib war bekleidet mit Purpur und Scharlach
und ubergoldet mit Gold und edlen Stelnen und
Perlen und hatte einen goldenen Becher in der
Hand, voll Greuels und Unsauberkeit ihrer Hurerei,
und an Ihrer Stirn geschrieben einen Namen, ein
Geheimnis* Die grope Babylon, die Mutter der

20

"Concordance," Westminster Study Edition of the
Holy Bible, op. clt., p, 7•
21Ibid., p. 10.
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Hurerei und aller Greuel auf Erden. Und ich sah
das Weib trunken von dem Blut der Heiligen und
von dem Blut der Zeugen Jesu.
(Offenbarung 17*
3-6)
It has already been shown earlier that the
scarlet woman plays a not insignificant.role in Durrenmatt's
basic dramaturgy.

At the present time one might briefly

re-examine her role in the light of the well-known
apocalyptic passage above.
Here, as in earlier discussions, Die Ehe des Herrn
Mississippi is relevant through the character of Anastasia.
Salnt-Claude, the revolutionary, has seen through Anastasia
all along, and hopes to use her "talents" for his political
ends*
Was bist du? Ein Weib, dessen Mannerverbrauch
ungeheuer 1st. Du wirst in Zukunft von denen leben,
gegen die sich die Revolution aller Zeiten richtets
Von den Reichen (Ehe, 155).
But before he installs her in his bordello, Saint-Claude
has made completely certain of the success of his ventures
. .^0 und ich habe dich zu meiner Geliebten gemacht,
urn uber deine Fahigkelten sicher zu werden. . . .
Du bist fur das, was ich brauche, das grogte Talent,
das zu finden 1st (Ehe, 155).
This Communist leader has indeed recognized Anastasia*s
true identity when he deems her unsurpassed in her wanton
"talents," and subsequently he calls her by her true
name— the Whore of Babylon:
. . . mit diesem^so nutzlichen Geschopf, mit dieser
Hure Babylons, hatte ich mir die ganze Welt
unterworfen!
(Ehe, 156)
Another of Anastasia's lovers is the prime
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minister.

He admits that he has elected to belong to the

party of the Beast, in order to get ahead politically:
Eine bewahrte Regel, das Biest 1st nicht umzubringen,
setzen wir auf das Biest, und wir werden ewig oben
sitzen (E h e , 1^1).
This statement is conclusive evidence that the play
wright has understood the political symbolism of the
Beast in the New Testament Apocalypse.

Durrenmatt then

establishes the relationship between the Beast and the
Whore of Babylon, in the prime minister's words to
Anastasia:
Du bist ein Tier, aber ich liebe Tiere. . . .
Immer wird fur dich das, was 1st, starker sein,
als das, was war, und was sein wird, wird immer
das Heutige besiegen. Niemand kann dich fassen,
wer auf dich baut, wird untergehen und nur wer dich
liebt, wie ich dich liebe, wird dich immer besltzen
(Ehe. 128-129).
Apparently, only her husband Mississippi is not
able to see the whole truth about Anastasia, because he
so desperately wants to believe that his plan to redeem
her with his application of the Law of Moses has been
successful.

And yet he too is suspicious that she might

not genuinely be what she seems outwardly (an "angel of
the prisons").

He finally murders her in a vain attempt

to learn the truth:
Es 1st slnnlos, wenn es mir night gelungen 1st, Sie
zu andern, Sie, einen elnzlgen Menschen, wenn Sie
sich diese funf Jahre hindurch nur verstellt haben,
wenn Ihre Sunde, Madame, groper 1st, als ich sie
kenne, wenn Sie nlohts bis ins tiefste ruhrte.
Ich
muB wissen, was Sie sind! Ein Engel Oder ein Teufel*
Tlhe. 160)
Mississippi dies without ever discovering her real nature.
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Only at the end of the comedy, when even the dead char
acters are revived to have a part In the epilogue does
she give a truthful self-characterization as:
Eine Hure, die unverandert durch den Tod geht
(Ehe, 165).
In other plays, too, Durrenmatt scarcely bothers
to conceal the consanguinity of his various femmes
fatales with the apocalyptic Whore of Babylon.

As far

back as Der Blinde, Durrenmatt had the latter in mind when
he created the role of Octavia, of whom her brother
Palamedes sayss
Diese Teufelin hat die Holle verlassen und 1st zu
uns heraufgekommen (Bllnde, 153)•
In the midst of general downfall, only Octavia is
depicted by Palamedes as ’'coming up” in the world.
However, she too will go to perdition eventually, again
like her Johannine prototype:
Darnach horte ich eine Stlmme groper Scharen lm
Himmel, die sprachen: Halleluja* Heil und Preis,
Ehre und Kraft sei Gott, unserm Herrn! Denn
wahrhaftig und gerecht sind seine Gerichte, dap er
die grope Hure verurteilt hat, welche die Erde
mit ihrer Hurerei verderbte, und hat das Blut
seiner Knechte von ihrer Hand gefordert. (Offen
barung 19:1-2 )
Thus, even though Octavia makes a late attempt to
sever her ties to the Beast (Negro da Ponte), she commits
suicide in full awareness that she is damned already by
the higher justice represented by her father.

She speaks

to Negro da Ponte for the last time:
Das Geschopf Eures Geistes wendet sich von Euch ab.
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Ich werfe Euch hin, was Ihr mir gegeben habt, es 1st
nicht mehr, als was mlr vorher gehorte; Das Leben
eines Tieres. . . .
Willkommen, mein Vater! Den Ich nicht verstehe, der
mlr unbegreiflicher 1st denn die Bahn der Gestirne.
Ich habe deln Gesetz gebrochen, ich habe deinen
Namen verflucht, und ich habe dich verraten.
Ich will nun verflucht sein nach deinem Gesetz
(Blinde, 185).
In his play Der Besuch der alten Dame, Durrenmatt
establishes anew the relationship of his leading female
character to the Whore of Babylon.

In Alfred Ill's

description of Claire Zachanassian as a young girl, even
the color of her hair is reminiscent of the Scarlet Womans
. . . mit wehenden roten Haaren, biegsam, gertenschlank,
zart, eine verteufelt schone Hexe (Besuch, 267).
Already at that time in her life Claire was a beautiful
and bewitching young she-devil, but her great alliance
with the Beast occurred, symbolically and actually, at
the time of her connubial union with Mammon.

Zachanassian

was her mentor in depravity:
Er war ein klassischer Mann, der alte Pinanzriese
mit seiner unermepiichen Olflotte und seinen
Bennstallen, besap noch Milliarden.
Da lohnte sich
eine Ehe noch.m War ein groper Lehr- und Tanzmeister,
bewandert in samtlichen Teufeleien, habe ihm alles
abgeguckt (Besuch, 293).
And so it is that Claire, formerly a relatively innocent
though devilish young prostitute, can now declare to 111
with such flippancy that she symbolizes hell itselfs
Und ich bin die Holle geworden (Besuch, 280).
This apocalyptic whore degrades all the men who
became associated with her.
she can even boast:

Of one of her many husbands
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Nicht wahr, Alfred, so wirkt er fast damonisch
(Besuch, 273).
But Claire has far greater reason to be proud of her
influence; the entire town of Gtillen is damned because
of its allegiance to her.

Alfred 111 is rightfully

afraid of his fellow townsfolk, for they have become
fiendish pawns who will carry out her command to murder
him.

In their last conversation together 111 already

knows that he is lost:
ILL: Heute abend versammelt sich die Gemeinde,
Man
wird mich zum Tode verurteilen und einer wird mich
toten.
Ich welp nicht, wer es sein wird und wo
es geschehen wird, ich weip nur, dap ich ein
sinnloses Leben beende.
CLAIRE: Ich werde dich in deinem Sarg nach Capri
bringen. Liep ein Mausoleum errichten im Park
melnes Palazzos. . .
Dort wirst du bleiben.
Ein Toter bei einem Gotzenbild aus Stein. Delne
Liebe ist gestorben vor vielen Jahren. Meine
Liabe konnte nicht sterben. Aber auch nicht
leben. Sie ist etwas Boses geworden wie ich
selber . . . uberwuchert von meinen goldenen
Mill.iarden, Die haben nach dir gegriffen mit
ihren Fangarmen, dein Leben zu suchen. Weil es
mir gehort. Auf ewig. Nun bist du umsponnen,
nun bist du verloren (Besuch, 337).
Through Claire’s remarks in this dialogue it
becomes apparent that the distinctness in her role as
the Whore of Babylon is not uniformly sharp everywhere
in the play.

Here she assumes a still greater pemicious-

ness equivalent almost to the embodiment of evil Itself;
she becomes a kind of female Satan.

This is, however,

the only instance of a "Princess of Darkness," as it
were, in Durrenmatt's dramatic works, unless one insists
on Including in this category the insane psychiatrist of
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Die Physlker. Mathilde von Zahnd.

And actually there is

only the slightest, most tenuous justification for doing
so, namely, from the nature of her actions rather than
from any explicit description of her as a female counter
part to Satan.

In any case, this character possesses no

obvious apocalyptic Satanic features and is, in this
sense, of no further Interest here.
On the other hand, the apocalyptic Dragon symbol
appears a number of times in Durrenmatt*s plays.

Merely

peripheral in this connection are the remarks concerning
themselves by Florestan Mississippi and Herkules.
Mississippi emphasizes the Beast element in his own
character when he tells Anastasias
Ich bin eine Bestle geworden, die der Menschheit
an die Gurgel springt (E h e , 107).
And Herkules warns Iole, who loves him, that he Is a
murderous monster whose daily companions are other
beasts:
Ich bin ein Ungeheuer wie jene Saurier, die ich in
den siimpfen ausrotte. . .
Ich bin ein Morder,
vom Ruhia d e r Menschen ubertuncht. . . . Denn du
sollst alnen richtigen Mann lieben . . . und du
sollst elnmal Sohne und Tochter haben, die den
Frieden lieben und die all die Bestien, mit denen
ich mich herumplage, nur noch fur Klndermarehen
halten (Herkules. AlO).
Yet the very fact that Mississippi and Herkules still
can and do forewarn others about the brutality In them
selves belies any serious claim that these two characters
truly represent unmitigated evil.
Rather, one must seek the personification of evil
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primarily in Durrenmatt's early religious plays.

In Der

Bllnde Durrenmatt creates his most apocalyptic animal
image, Negro da Ponte, as the unmistakable Dragon from

the Pit and Prince of Darkness:
Das ist, was ich einem Blinden bringe und einem
besiegten Land:
Das Getier der Nacht, die Schlangen, die sich lm
Grund des Schreckens ringeln.
So kommen denn von alien Selten jene, die meinem
Wort gehorchen und einer leisen Bewegung meiner
Brauen•
Ein dunkles Gewolk, das mich umgibt, denn ich bin
eine Sonne, die uber das ode Schlachtfeld rollt.
Ich rufe, und die Nacht antwortet.
Sie offnet ihren SchofJ, und aus der roten Wunde
quillt hervor, was sie geblert.
Meine Geschopfe schwanken mit schweren Leibern>4
herbel, die in der Pinsternis wie giftige Schwamme
sind.
Nebelschwaden kriechen aus den Siimpfen Asiens und
Afrikas heran.
So entsteht ein neues Volk, ein Untier, das einen
neuen Fluch ausbriitet.
Morder, Zauberer, Palschmunzer^und Huren lassen
sich auf dieses erbarmliche Stuck Erde nieder und
falten die Flugel wie Fledermause.
Sie sind gekomraen, einen Blinden auf das Folterbrett
zu spannen, lustern die spltzen Zahne in sein Fleisch
zu schlagen.
So kommt denn heran, meine Mauschen, meine Vipern,
meine gierigen Ratten und lusternen Luchslein*
Umringe mich, mein Heer, Genosse meiner Siege* Ich
gab dir Blut zu trinken, nun gebe ich dir ein Spiel
zu sehen (Bllnde, 136).
In this passage Durrenmatt draws upon both his verbal
talents as a poet and his knowledge of apocalyptic in
religious tradition and artistic techniques to conjure
up on stage, but more significantly in the imagination
of his audiences, a valid and repulsive Hieronymus Bosch
conglomeration of accursed nocturnal beasts,

Negro da

Ponte is their infernal principal, Satan, as he is
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typically encountered in the apocalyptic setting— the
ghoulish serpent, the ravaging vampire.

And these are

the exact images Negro da Ponte uses to describe himself
to Palamedes, who is damned because of his final despair:
So rei0e ich Euch an mich. Ich nehme zu mlr, was mir
gehort.
Ich empfange, was mir verfalien ist. Den Leib, den
ich tote, presse ich an melnen Leib.
Wir sind Bruder geworden.
Ich umklammere Eure Schultern, und ich grabe die
Nagel in Euer Fleisch.
Ich bin der Feind, der Euch bezwungen hat, der
Rachen, der Euch verschlingt.
Der Abgrund, der die Welt in seine Tiefe^saugt.
So trinke ich von Eurer Kehle, und ich sattige mich
an Eurem Blut.
Es ist uns alles gemeinsam (Bllnde, 170).
Palamedes is lost.

And his sister Octavia, too,

has a no less wretched fate, as Negro da Ponte tells the
blind duke:
Ich habe sie
mir Nacht^um
ein Geschopf
ich,
ein Fluch im

zu einem Weibe gemacht, und sie gehort
Nacht,
wie ich, ruhelos wie ich, ewig wie
Angesicht Gottes (Bllnde, 188).

The Tempter has tried by now in every way to bring the
duke to a similar loss of faith and soul, but to no
avail.

Finally, in a climactic last effort to crush

the believer, Negro da Ponte tells him of the gap between
his blind faith and reality.

He advises the duke very

openly:
Umgurte dich mit denen, die ich an die Stelle deines
toten Volkes setzte, mit den Kreaturen der Finsternis.
Sie steigen herauf (Bllnde, 189).
But Negro da Ponte's would-be tour de force is trumped
by a higher power, and the blind man's faith proves to be
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the true reality.

For Octavia, whom Negro da Ponte

intends to present as living proof of the "visible1’
reality immeasurably worse than the "fiction” credited
by the duke, is dead.

There is therefore nothing

further which can be taken from him, since faith and
reality are identical.
Per Bllnde is Durrenmatt*s deepest dramaturgic
bow to the Bible, that Book of all books to which he
is probably most indebted as a playwright for his images
and symbols, as well as for many of his most deeplyrooted eschatological thematic ideas.

In addition, it

mignt be said of Der Bllnde that Durrenmatt turned not
only to the New Testament Apocalypse in his inspiration
for this play but also to the Old Testament Book of Job.
This is evident already in the first encounter of the
blind duke and Negro da Ponte, when the latter learns
about the sculpture which, prior to its wartime destruc
tion, once adorned the western portal of the duke’s
castle:
Alte Arbeit, wie Ihr Euch uberzeugen konnt, und die
Geschichte Hiobs in den Mauerbogen gemei3elt. Ihr
seht den alten Mann links uber der Wolbung vor
seinem Haus im Lande Ur sitzen. Vor ihm steht der
Versucher, der eben aus Zufall vorubergeht. . . .
Und weiter seht Ihr die ganze Geschichte
gemeipelt: Die Armut Hiobs, seinen Aussatz, wie
Gott mit ihm redet, und wie Ihm am Ende alles
wiedergegeben wird, was er verlor (Blinde, 123).
In spite of the dissimilarities which exist
between the Old Testament story of Job and this play,
it is obvious enough that Durrenmatt intends his work
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to be a seventeenth-century version of the scriptural
story.

At the very end of the play he refers the

audience to his Biblical source again with a footnote,
as it were, in Negro da Ponte's parting words to the
duke j
Ich aber gehe welter. Ich ziehe ein durch die
Pforten, die mich erwarten, ein Engel des Todes.
Ich gehe ein in die Lander, die mir gehoren, und die
ich wie Sand zwischen melnen Flngern zerreibe.
Aufs neue streue ich meine Geschopfe nach alien
Teilen der Welt.
Ich welche von Euch, tappend wie ein Blinder.
Ihr habt mlr nicht widerstanden und habt mich
uberwunden.
Ich bin an dem zugrunde gegangen, der sich nicht
wehrte.
Ich verlasse Euch nun, wie Satan Hiob verliefj,
ein schwarzer Schatten (Bllnde, 191)•
In conclusion, it might be pointed out that while the
landmarks in plot outline are those of the pre-apocalyptic
Book of Job, the new central significance of Negro da
Ponte as the modern Satan, as well as all concomitant
Imagery and symbolism associated with him, stems directly
from apocalyptic sources in canonical and apocryphal
early Christian writings.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
In this study an attempt has been made, first, to
define the

scope of eschatology and, second, to examine the

degree to which Friedrich Durrenmatt, as a playwright, has
been influenced by eschatologlcal writings in the JudeoChristian religious literary tradition.
It was shown that eschatology, taken as the broad
complex

of theories dealing with all matters of final con

cern to

mankind, may be conveniently subdivided into reli

gious and secular provinces.

The characteristics of

religious eschatology in Western thinking indicated a
further bifurcation into the Hebrew prophetic tradition
and its theological offspring, the Jewish and Christian
apocalyptic tradition.
In its secular form, eschatology was similarly
broken down again into two related modes of thought, the
utopian and the dystopian.

Utopian literature is the work

of humanistic optimists who draw plans for a materially
and politically perfect state of mankind, while dystopian
literature satirizes that viewpoint and pessimistically
predicts very often even the ultimate self-destruction of
mankind.
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It was noted that the dystopian outlook is probably
the most characteristic form of eschatology encountered in
the literature of this secular age.

However, the term

“apocalyptic** has come into vogue and erroneously been
applied to this type of writing.
By collocating the writings of Durrenmatt and his
critics which shed a light upon his eschatologlcai stance,
it was found that Durrenmatt is above all a moralist and
employs the grotesque.

According to the playwright himself,

the grotesque Is the art form preferred by the moralist.
And yet for dramaturgic purposes, Durrenmatt finds overt
preaching too restricting and also apt to be rejected by
today's theater audiences.

For this reason, it is not

surprising that he has publicly disavowed the epithet of
moralist coming from shrewder critics.
Nonetheless, Durrenmatt has made it quite clear
himself that the single work which exerted the greatest
influence upon his literary production has been the Bible,
which he read and loved even as a child.

The principal

thrust of this study, therefore, was to examine closely
those aspects of Durrenmatt*s dramaturgy which reveal his
debt to the two eschatologlcai traditions contained in the
Bible.

First, some of the similarities between Durrenmattrs

plays and the Old Testament prophets were highlighted,
followed by examples of his thematic borrowings from
writings in the apocalyptic tradition.
Before recapitulating the results of the study and
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drawing final conclusions, however, it would certainly "be
remiss not to mention Durrenmatt in the context of secular
eschatology, or, in other words, in the light of possible
utopian or dystopian elements in his dramas.

One of his

American critics has already considered Durrenmatt in this
light, but unfortunately the assessment was based solely on
the one play, Die Physliters
One thing was clears whoever wrote a good play
about the atom thing would have to be an eschatologist
of sorts. And the sort he would have to be was not
Christian.
Or at least not so you could notice. . . .
The atomic age is an age of secularized eschatology.
A playwright who could write a good play about the
atom thing would have to be a secularized eschatologist.
Lo» Such a one lives in Switzerland, and his name is
Durrenmatt. . . .
The Physicists is a play of futile heroism and
certain doom.
I would like to say that Durrenmatt exaggerates,
that he wants us to recoil from his dark picture and
take destiny into^our own hands. . . .
I would like
to believe that Durrenmatt wishes us to hope and thus
to make tenable a humane political position. But I
cannot interpret the play in that fashion.1
If Die Physlker were the only play Durrenmatt had
ever written, then one would be entirely justified in con
sidering him a secular eschatologist, for the play ends on
a note of bleakest dystopian pessimism and despair.

Not

even the efforts of Durrenmattian "courageous individuals"
can avert the Inevitable disaster depicted therein, as he
2
points out in his "21 Punkte zu den Physikem."
One must

1

Tom F. Driver, "Secularized Eschatology," Chris
tian World. March 6 , 1963* p. 301.

2 »

Durrenmatt, Theater-Schrlften und Eeden, p. 19^:
"Jeder Versuch sines elnzelnen, fur sich zu losen, was alle
angeht, mup scheitern."
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assume that the playwright was so depressed by mankind's
blindness and blundering in the history of atomic weapons
that he was temporarily despondent.

He had read and reviewed

Robert Jungk's story of the atom bomb, Heller als tausend
Sonnen, in late 1956

3

and probably had also heard Karl

Jaspers' famous radio broadcasts of the same year, in which
the logical probability was expressed that man would not be
able to escape his total extinction.

Durrenmatt's play of

1962, Die Physlker, was the philosophical offspring of these
seeds of doubt and was an Immediate international success.
Die Physlker. however, depicts an eschatologlcai
outlook wholly atypical of that found in its author's other
dramas.

Elsewhere, Durrenmatt demonstrates few affinities

with secular eschatologlcai attitudes, be they either of
dystopian or utopian nature.

The despair and nihilism

characteristic of dystopianism are normally overcome by at
least one individual in each of the plays, even though this
in no wise means a grandiose triumph for humanity.

Glori

fied, rather, are the courage and humility of the lone beg
gar who, despite everything which seems to Indicate the
opposite, believes in a divine justice beyond human frailty.
In addition, one can speak just as little of a
celebration of utopian ideals in Durrenmatt's dramatic

3Ibld.. pp. 272-276.
Published later as* Karl Jaspers, The Future of
Mankind. trans. E, B. Ashton (Chicagoj Univ. of Chicago
Press, 1961), p. ix.
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works.

There are fitful attempts as early as Es steht

gesohrleben and as late as Herkules und der Stall des Auglas,
on the part of some misguided protagonistsp to achieve the
perfect terrestrial society.

But neither Jan Matthisson in

the former, nor Auglas in the latter play is successful in
establishing that envisioned commonwealth.

Durrenmatt has

reinterpreted Candida's well-known injunction to cultivate
one's garden, meaning his collective environment, as the
cultivation of oneself, one's own spiritual individuality
(Herkules. ^28).

The playwright illustrates again and again

just how illusory the tenet is that utopia can be produced
at all.

Both Mississippi and Saint-Claude fail to achieve

utopian justice in Die Ehe des Herrn Mississippi, in spite
of their widely separated, zealous efforts to do so with
both commandments and communism, respectively.

The lesson,

too, of Ein Engel kommt nach Babylon is that no bureaucrat's
pursuit of the perfect collective can ever meet with success,
for divine grace is Intended only for the social outcast,
the beggar.

In fact, the more closely the material pros

perity of a group approximates the utopian dream of sharethe-wealth, the more nearly complete is its moral corruption.
Such is the playwright's point of view in Der Besuch der
alten Dame.
It cannot be argued convincingly, therefore, that
Durrenmatt's plays, taken altogether, significantly espouse
either the dystopian or the utopian Weltanschauung.

However,

the dramatist does, after all, live in an age of predominantly
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secular eschatologlcai beliefs, and It would Indeed be curious
If he were completely unswayed by them.

Still, for the most

part, Durrenmatt rejects such beliefs and finds inexhaustible
nurture in Scripture for his own deeply religious eschatological position.
That position is unique to him.

It is neither

entirely prophetic nor exclusively apocalyptic, but rather—
in the best Protestant tradition— an individual interpre
tation correlating these two Biblical eschatologies.
word, it is highly eclectic.

In a

Moreover, Durrenmatt's theo

logical eclecticism is inextricably related to his literary
proclivities.
"moral style."

This resultant complex might be called his

5

It was shown that Durrenmatt's moral style also
owes a great deal to apocalyptic writings.

Especially his

use of important apocalyptic images and symbols shows to
what extent his eschatologlcai beliefs are bound to his
literary production.

One need but consider the important

functions in his plays of the themes of Justice, war,
hunger, and death (the Pour Horsemen of the Apocalypse) to
substantiate such a claim.

Or one might recall that Durren

matt has availed himself periodically of apocalyptic sym
bolism of numbers and animals to create a desired effect,
such as fln-de-slecle fatigue in Romulus der GroBe and

5

Irving Howe, A World More Attractive (New York:
Horizon Press, 1963), pp. 59-76, first Improvised the
phrase in referring to the works of American writers of
the 1920's and 1930's.
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Satanic evil In Der Bllnde.

Even more striking, perhaps,

is the central role played by the Whore of Babylon in
several of his dramas.
Other ideas fundamental to apocalyptic have been
found to occur in Durrenmatt's works, too.

In Es steht

geschrleben and Die Ehe des Herrn Mississippi, for example,
one encounters the skillful staging of the predetermined
catastrophe so reminiscent of apocalyptic.

And there are

several protagonists (like Mobius and Knipperdolllnck) to
whom some insight Into truth has been revealed but who re
fuse to fight evil actively (the prophetic Injunction) or
to seek changes for the betterment of society (the utopian
dream).

Theirs, like the biblical "righteous remnant's,"

Is the belief in fortitude under persecution, rather than
in revolt against oppression.

And finally, the unprevent-

able downfalls of a wicked city (Gullen), a nation (Ilia),
and even an empire (Western Home) have been described apoc
alyptically by Durrenmatt,

They are apocalyptic descrip

tions, not dystopian (as in Die Physlker), because the
suffering of the courageous Individuals is depicted as
spiritually meaningful.

Stated differently, there Is still

some grain of optimism left amid the widespread atmosphere
of doom at the end of these playsj and optimism, it may be
remembered, is an almost paradoxical yet requisite element
of the genuine apocalyptic outlook.
Most of the remaining eschatologlcai traits in
Durrenmatt's moral style were shown to stem from the Old
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Testament prophetic writings.

And, in fact, if one accepts

the definition of the prophet cited there— namely, one whose
proper task is not so much to foretell the future as to in
terpret existence— Durrenmatt may himself be called a m o d e m
prophet.

Martin Buber has described the Hebrew prophet's

theologem as God's desire for man "to come to Him with full
freedom, to return to Him even out of a plight of extreme
hopelessness and then to be really with Him.”

6

Buber might

easily have been speaking of Durrenmatt's theologem as wit
nessed in the development of several of his plots.

Knipper-

dolllnck, the blind duke, Obelohe, Alfred 111— any one of
these characters serves to illustrate the point.

Each

undergoes extreme privation and experiences despair before
submitting entirely to the dictates of the soul and finding
peace in humble faith.
Unlike the prophets, however, Durrenmatt distrusts
all varieties of human "teamwork” aimed at moral betterment
and social progress.

Even marriage, the closest of human

relationships, is depicted optimally as a "suffering to
gether" and often as no better than a mere animalistic
union.

However, he reserves his most intense dislike for

politics and institutionalized theology.

He views all po

litical leaders, regardless of their Ideological programs,
as agents of havoc and pain in the world, of whom even the
few incorrupt (such as President Augias) are basically
^Buber, op. cit•, p. 198.
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helpless In the face of blind human immorality.
verdict on politics is this;
beg is human.

Durrenmatt's

to rule is divine, while to

Again, the beggar embodies the affirmative

aspects of his moral style.
Durrenmatt states further that the beggar, rather
than the professional theologian, is the true teacher of
men.

The beggar is a living symbol of the trivality of

mankind relative to the overwhelming supremacy of God.
Because not even the angels can comprehend the supernatural
design for creation, all human knowledge, including all of
the canons of theology, is for Durrenmatt merely a grand
frivolity which can even jeopardize the Individual's single
hope for redemption by rendering him scornful of an irra
tional faith.
A characteristic of Durrenmatt's moral style closely
associated with politics and theology Is his preoccupation
with history.

The Hebrew prophets view time as a recti

linear phenomenon which must someday come to a divinely
ordained end, and so history is intrinsically Important in
their day-to-day existence.

Durrenmatt, on the other hand,

as an heir to the Hellenistic culture, is concerned with
the repetitiousness of historical situations and what that
means for the individual.

But the result is similar, since

both the prophets and Durrenmatt lay great stress on the
present (in contrast to the apocalyptic lack of genuine
interest in it).
The conclusion which Durrenmatt has drawn is that
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the times are evil and that each man should recognize them
as such.

Not a single Durrenmatt play allows one to believe

otherwise.

In this respect, the playwright agrees with the

Old Testament prophets.

But, as it has been pointed out, he

disagrees most strongly with them in that he does not sug
gest trying to alter the trend of history, for he does not
truly believe the world, as such, can be helped by the con
cern and efforts of men working together.

Only the individ

ual can be redeemed, Durrenmatt feels, and only by faith
and hope.
Beyond this, Durrenmatt does not make his eschatological views of history known in his plays.

It is not

clear whether he considers it merely a question of time
until history will come to an end (according to either
prophetic or apocalyptic tenets) or whether history will
continue indefinitely to repeat Itself (as In the view of
the Hellenists).

Whatever the case, this is really not

of prime consequence, as Nicolas Berdyaev has once indi
cated:
The eschatologlcai outlook is not limited to the
prospect of an indefinable end of the world, it
embraces In its view every moment of life. At each
moment of one's living, what is needed is to put an
end to the old world and to begin the new. In that
is the breath of the Spirit. The aeon of the end
Is the revealing of the Spirit.'
In this light, then, Durrenmatt might be called a
religious eschatologist of distinct existentialist stamp
■7

Berdyaev, op. cit.. p. 25^.
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whose moral style has been primarily influenced by the
prophetic and apocalyptic writings of the Judeo'-Christlan
heritage.
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